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Abstract 

 Miscommunication and lack of preparedness can be lethal combinations for 

those involved in the petroleum industry. Effective communication amongst supervisors 

and crew and preparedness for risks involved with offshore life can alleviate these risks, 

but not without a certain amount of buy-in from the stakeholders involved. The 

effectiveness of this buy-in leads to concepts of mutual respect, teamwork, the role of 

language, and cultural sensitivity, especially among multiethnic workforces. 

 Discovery Oil (DO), a synonym for the actual company name, is a global entity in 

terms of gas and oil extraction. The company’s reputation for safety has led to the 

malleable safety initiative of Closer To Zero (CTZ), which includes a multi-genre 

approach of (re-)training sessions, posters, corporate newsletters, a card game, and 

training videos.  

 In order to research the effectiveness of CTZ among DO’s offshore subordinate 

workforce, I explored literature within intercultural communication, risk 

communication, genre theory, and visual rhetoric. Ultimately, I triangulated my 28 

onshore and offshore interviews, analyzed my copious quasi-ethnographic field notes, 

and analyzed 16 CTZ print and video documents in order to answer my research 

questions. 

 Most interviewees indicated a nebulousness of the receiving of CTZ materials. 

Although management views this ambiguity of CTZ as a positive attribute, this same 

aspect confuses speakers of English as a foreign language. 
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 After analyzing my data, I discovered a lack of readability for intended audience; 

lack of English proficiency amongst DO offshore subordinates; evidence of translation 

teams amongst offshore subordinates; lack of supervisor consistency in addressing 

language issues; lack of consistency in supervisor approachability; evidence of confusion 

with CTZ’s message of intervention; evidence of proliferation of safety message back 

home; and evidence of proliferation of CTZ message at work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

OIL PLATFORMS: A QUESTION OF SAFE BEHAVIOR 

 Deepwater Horizon. Piper Alpha. Ixtoc 1. These manmade disasters are powerful 

examples of how miscommunication and lack of preparedness can be lethal 

combinations for those involved in the petroleum industry; consequently, these same 

examples have decimated oceanic biosystems as well as human lives. Offshore life is a 

trade-off: The stakes are high in this industry, but the payoff can also be financially 

rewarding. Effective communication amongst supervisors and crew and preparedness 

for risks involved with offshore life can alleviate these risks, but not without a certain 

amount of buy-in from the stakeholders involved. If upper management wants lower 

echelons to adopt safety practices as lifestyle choices when not on the oil platform, the 

concept of a safety initiative must be fully developed and well-strategized. The 

effectiveness of this buy-in leads to concepts of mutual respect, teamwork, the role of 

language, and cultural sensitivity, especially among multiethnic workforces.   

 These challenges provided excellent reasons for studying intercultural 

communication and risk communication within the petroleum industry: I knew that I 

wanted to explore a marriage of these themes, and Discovery Oil’s (DO) safety initiative, 

Closer To Zero (CTZ), fit the bill. Nevertheless, my project grew out of initial research 

questions as well as a naïve perspective of the petroleum industry. In the beginning, I 

simply had no idea how much training and perseverance were involved simply to board 

a helicopter and fly offshore. Soon enough I realized that this project required 

numerous rounds of certification, approval from various tiers within various factions, 
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cooperation with a plethora of interviewees, three distinct types of safety 

documentation, three distinct tools to ensure rigor and triangulation, and more 

patience than I would have ever imagined.  

Before I entered the offices of Discovery Oil (DO) for my research, I was unaware 

of all the training required for foremen and crew to work on oil platforms and rigs. 

Before I would ever see one of DO’s oil platforms firsthand, I had a great deal of work to 

do. In order to conduct my own research, I had to be certified in Basic Fire Training and 

Rescue, which taught me about heat conduction and European fire classifications; 

Emergency First Aid; and Helicopter Safety and Escape. The mandatory certification 

courses I took were rigorous and invigorating on a number of levels. While some topics 

were familiar or required common sense, such as performing CPR and snuffing out 

common fires, other tasks were far more daunting, such as putting out chemical fires, 

operating gas masks appropriately upon the discovery of Hydrogen Sulfide (H²S), a 

naturally occurring gas emitted during petroleum refining so lethal that one inhalation 

can be fatal. That was not all: As much as I like to swim, I was mentally and emotionally 

exhausted by “escaping” the flipped helicopter cabin nine times. Nine times. I had to 

deploy a British breathing apparatus as the water filled the helicopter cabin, remember 

to breathe, wait for the cabin to flip upside-down, disengage my seat belt, crawl along 

the ceiling, knock out a window, and swim to safety nine times. The end of my training 

included attendance of one of DO’s monthly all-day (re-)training sessions at a local 

hotel. I relate my training in further detail in Chapter 4. 
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This project is about safety practices that a global petroleum entity employs in 

order to protect its workforce on and off the job, the oceanic environment, and the 

company’s assets. The initiative involved is not flawless, and its effectiveness is 

complicated to execute, but there is a noble, defiant optimism that permeates its 

message “Better. Safer. Together.” This project is also an example of how risk 

communication and intercultural communication intersect and play vital roles together 

in the output of effective technical communication.  

A Portrait of an Arabian Gulf Oil Platform 

 While retiring work crews remove their orange uniforms, they banter in 

Malayalam, Nepali, Hindi, and Tagalog as they depressurize in the locker room to 

prepare for time off, occasionally smoking a cigarette in the makeshift plastic-encased 

smoking area pod. Supervisors in construction hats carry clipboards and jockey for a 

moment of the Oil Installation Manager’s (OIM) time; his office, the only one with 

windows, always appears to be filled with other supervisors. Intercoms and radios 

intermittently chirp and chime in throughout these spaces and the living quarters, 

requesting a specific individual or providing updates of daily tasks. Inside the platform 

are doorways with raised entryways, tight spaces, and a stark absence of greenery 

everywhere. A faded and warped poster of a tropical beach scene at the stairwell adds a 

touch of sadness rather than inspiration. The canteen houses cliques of mostly Danish, 

Filipino, Indian, and Nepali workers. An occasional solitary worker shyly asks where to 

go or what to do next. 
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 Outdoors, yellow arrows guide workers in “lanes” and directions across hangars, 

up and down metal staircases. Red emergency muster stations stand out amongst all 

the glittering metal, close to the collections of grey life boats and immense metal box of 

lifejackets. Bustling work crews liaise in teams in order to strategize the day’s tasks. 

Everyone wears earplugs, for the noise of extracting petroleum is deafening. People 

touch each other on the shoulder to get their attention, and gestures are essential to 

convey meaning. Meanwhile, choppers flit from one platform to another, adding to the 

already-deafening noise levels. As new arrivals hand off their life jackets to new 

departures, they are quietly-yet-firmly reminded by ground crew to put their hands on 

stair rails as they proceed to the living quarters.  

 This was my home for two different nights, one week apart. My observations 

and a wide-ranging spectrum of emotions helped me gain a sense of what life must be 

like for these workers every day, where privacy is a rare privilege and everyone works or 

sleeps on atop a potential bomb.   

DO and Closer To Zero (CTZ) – an Overview 

 DO, a synonym for the actual company I researched, is a global entity in terms of 

gas and oil extraction. According to company literature, DO was awarded its first oil and 

gas extraction in the early 1960s. DO became global in the late 20th century and 

chronologically established operating offshore rigs and platforms, explorative or 

otherwise, in Algeria, Thailand, Qatar, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Angola, Norway, the UK, 

US Gulf of Mexico, Brazil, Greenland, and Iraqi Kurdistan. The key to DO’s world success, 
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the literature states, has been its development of groundbreaking technologies within 

tight chalk reservoirs. According to company literature, in the second decade of the 

2000s, key figures include DO oil revenue, exploration costs, and an impressive profit 

after tax. Moreover, production is equivalent to 40% of the country’s daily oil 

production. According to DO’s recent Sustainability Report, over 1,000 people work for 

DO, approximately half of whom work offshore on a rotation basis. 

 With so many lives and so much money at stake, DO considers safety a virtue. 

The company’s founder proclaimed that constant care must be the oil company’s 

slogan. Even today, DO takes its safety mandates seriously; in fact, as an outsider, I have 

noted that when discussing oil companies with veterans in the petroleum industry, DO is 

known within the gas and oil industry as a leader in encouraging and enforcing safe 

practices. Its reputation has led to the malleable safety initiative of Closer To Zero (CTZ), 

an example of DO’s leadership in safety in the industry. The initiative began as a static 

policy written by an employee of Timothy Thompson (TT) Associates, a third party entity 

in the Middle Eastern country where DO operates; however, presently, DO handles the 

CTZ initiative in all of its forms, which currently include (re-)training sessions, video, and 

newsletters. The purpose of the initiative is to promote safe behavior on and off the oil 

rig, on and off the job; according to DO administration, this initiative includes all of DO’s 

employees, wherever they are working: in an office cubicle in headquarters or in the 

thick of things on an oil rig. 
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 I have designed this study to analyze and facilitate risk communication, 

specifically CTZ, between offshore supervisors and their subordinates who work for DO. 

A brief guide to the stakeholders involved follows: 

• Administration: Company decision makers, located onshore. 

• Communications: My primary contacts. Although they are based onshore, they 

make periodic trips to various DO platforms and rigs as deemed necessary by 

Administration. 

• Platform Supervisors: The highest offshore tier, they are engineers who manage 

platform operations. They are primarily Western. 

• Supervisors: Second in command to the Platform Supervisors, they are also 

offshore engineers. They are primarily Western. 

• Foremen: Contracted offshore labor from primarily South Asian and Southeast 

Asian countries. They are not engineers. However, Foremen are the people 

coordinating day-to-day activities and leading the teams within their disciplines. 

These are typically senior employees who have worked up the ranks from crew. 

• Crew: Contracted offshore labor from primarily South Asian and Southeast Asian 

countries. They are not engineers but rather tradesmen. Crew are those that 

execute the work, they are tradesmen that do the hands-on work. 

Subordinates: I apply this term to address the bottom two offshore tiers, 

Foremen and Crew. 
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Although the CTZ initiative covers safety habits for both its onshore and offshore 

employees, it is primarily focused towards the latter. However, CTZ is not for the 

workplace alone: According to Communications, DO hopes that CTZ will persuade its 

offshore subordinates to incorporate and apply company concepts of safe behavior as a 

lifestyle choice; therefore, safety behavior that is purportedly observed on oil rigs would 

also be applied in subordinates’ off-time in their home countries. The implication is that 

these subordinates would not engage in DO’s perception of high-risk behavior in their 

private lives, such as multiple people on a motorbike or climbing through networks of 

telephone wire.  

My research analyzes both the effectiveness of offshore supervisor and 

subordinate communication as well as CTZ. Communications has mentioned that the 

rigs’ supervisors have attempted to “enforce” the CTZ initiative since 2010; however, 

Communications perceives a lack of response, which has been determined through the 

pervasiveness of perceived high-risk behavior by offshore subordinates. This project 

considers if there is genuine miscommunication via gaps in English language skills or if 

there are other attributing factors amongst its offshore subordinates.  

Current Communication Problems at DO 

Further complications in the specific dynamics of oil rig culture are apparent at 

DO. Communications believes that there are “tribal leaders” among those immersed in 

offshore oil rig culture, and these leaders convey the importance (or lack thereof) of 

company mandates such as their safety policies. Communications identifies different 
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groups or tribes offshore, the “personality” of which depends on the specific month a 

site is visited and the department examined (construction vs. production); this is due to 

the bi-monthly work schedule, which employs varying offshore subordinates with Type 

A / B personalities. The bi-monthly work schedule reinforces tribal behavior and 

ultimately complicates top-down training such as the Closer To Zero initiative. As 

mentioned by a DO informant, “The environment depends on the strong personalities 

there.”  

According to Communications, oil rig subordinates are “frontline guys from 

‘yessir’ cultures.” In other words, these workers are reticent to admit that information is 

not understood properly, information such as company mandates or instructions. 

Rather than admit confusion with meaning of message, cultural mores encourage group 

harmony; hence, some employees do not say anything at all. Such behavior is indicative 

of collectivist cultures of subordinate inhabitants of DO rigs and platforms. Hofstede et 

al. (2010) discuss attributes of collectivist cultures, one of which is group harmony. 

What is easy for individualists to do, such as requesting clarification, can be perceived as 

shaming or questioning the honor of the group for collectivists. “The virtues of harmony 

and maintaining face reign supreme. Confrontations and conflicts should be avoided or 

at least should be formulated so as not to hurt anyone” (Hofstede et al, 2010, p. 118). 

To complicate matters further, Communications says that there are multiple 

(approximately three levels) of English language skills; the lower down the chain of 

command, the lesser the amount of English is spoken typically. 
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Regardless of which shift or tribe is working the rig, risks are high at any given 

moment, which further endorses the concept and deployment of CTZ. Offshore risks can 

include the following:  

• Faulty machinery: Several faults can occur simultaneously in motor pumps 

alone. Wandekoken et al. (2011) provide a list in which this one device can incur 

misalignment, hydrodynamic, bearing, unbalance, structural looseness, and 

mechanical looseness (p. 63). This is but one of scores of different machinery 

located on oil rigs and platforms; the chances of mishaps and breakdowns are 

enormous even in better conditions. If a person were to ignore protocol and 

engage in careless behavior, the results could be catastrophic in terms of human 

life as well as cost. 

• Escape of toxic substances: Gardner (2002) elaborates on several key areas in 

which there may be potential risk to the exposure of hazardous substances 

offshore.  

o First, these substances come from production and ancillary processes, 

where benzene and related aromatics are oftentimes released at lethal 

dosage. 

o Second, substances come from the drilling process, in which drilling mud, 

a “complex oil- or water-based mixture,” poses a threat to human life as 

well as the environment. 

o Third, there are inhalation risks, such as the release of vast quantities of 

hydrocarbons and airborne oil mist. 
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o Fourth, there are oftentimes chemical changes in muds during use and 

recycling. Due to elevated temperatures and increased pressures, organic 

components may break down or chemical reactions occur. 

o Fifth, dermatitis is also considered a risk, particularly due to skin contact 

with drilling mud (p. 204-206).   

• Defensive behavior from offshore workers: In his reporting of oil rig safety 

culture in the North Sea, Collinson (1999) writes that “workers respond to 

increased monitoring by engaging in defensive practices that manipulate 

performance information” (p. 579). This risk is exemplified by the contract 

worker, who may oftentimes feel threated due to lack of job security. If someone 

were written up for getting cut on the job, according to Collinson, the second 

time someone is injured, the person would not seek medical attention in order 

to avoid “the radar.”  

Offshore volatility contributes further to the hazards of life on the oil platform. 

Bullying can also be a problem offshore, especially between various factions and cliques. 

Nielsen et al. (2013) cite various factors that can complicate a sense of well-being 

offshore: “Working on offshore installations involves a range of risks such as accidents, 

fires, explosions, and blowouts. Another feature is the tight social interactions during 

the shifts on the offshore installations. Severe interpersonal conflicts may complicate 

communication and collaboration between personnel in safety critical operations” (p. 

368). The constant awareness of multiple environmental and societal dangers, which 

may be further complicated by intercultural miscommunication or linguistic issues, 
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provides a veritable hotbed of challenges for intercultural workers to overcome on an 

oil platform.  

Language and cultural differences, as well as work shift or work crew 

complications, create potentially hazardous situations within an already high-risk 

environment; adding an abrasive Type A or bullying personality to the mix makes the 

environment more treacherous. These situations ultimately create greater hurdles for 

risk communication training. My study identifies risk miscommunication via the CTZ 

initiative and hypothesizes how to improve DO risk communication / training, namely 

CTZ, for its offshore subordinates. 

Research Questions and Implications 

For my dissertation project, I completed an in-depth exploration into the CTZ 

initiative in terms of its effectiveness among offshore subordinates among DO oil rigs 

and platforms. Based on this analysis, I recommend the development of a more 

interactive dialogue between offshore supervisors and subordinates. The collected 

research data not only serves to fill an information gap in oil rig culture in general, but it 

also provides guidance for others who wish to implement more responsive and 

intercultural engineering risk communication.   

In this study, I conduct in-depth analysis of offshore communication issues 

between supervisors and subordinates. To that end, my research questions with my 

methods for answering these questions are as follows: 
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• What is Closer To Zero in all of its forms? What information does it contain? 

How is it designed? These questions have been answered via document analysis 

and triangulation of onshore / offshore interviews. 

• Who created Closer To Zero…and to what end? This question has been 

answered with the help of my interview with the creators of Closer To Zero, third 

party TT Associates. 

• Who uses Closer To Zero…and to what end? This question has been answered 

via document analysis and triangulation of onshore / offshore interviews. 

• How is Closer To Zero disseminated among DO’s offshore subordinates? This 

question has been answered via document analysis and triangulation of onshore 

/ offshore interviews. 

• Is Closer To Zero effective among DO’s offshore subordinates? Why or why 

not? Are there factors that negate the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? This 

question has been answered via document analysis and triangulation of onshore 

/ offshore interviews. 

• What changes might be implemented to improve or eliminate these problems? 

While possible observations could assist in answering this question, triangulation 

of onshore / offshore interviews and synthesis of my document analysis 

answered this question. 

• Why do I believe that my suggestions would work? While possible observations 

could have assisted in answering this question, triangulation of onshore / 

offshore interviews and synthesis of my document analysis answered this. 
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My Background 

 I am currently employed as an Instructional Associate Professor at an American 

university branch in a Middle Eastern country, having taught Liberal Arts courses such as 

Freshman Composition and Technical Communication & Rhetoric for ten years. Having 

lived in the Arabian Gulf since 2001, I have been well aware of the dominating presence 

of numerous gas and oil companies in the region, many of which are major players on 

the world stage. The subject of risk communication emerged during my online TTU TCR 

Ethics course, and it was at this time the idea of studying it for a dissertation project 

began to surface. Since then, I have established a connection with DO, established my 

dissertation topic, and have liaised with a number of individuals from DO’s 

Administration and Communications departments. 

 My background as a linguist has assisted me on this study, too. The Middle 

Eastern country where I live is a place in which all sorts of cultures, East and West, 

intersect on a daily basis, all within the city-state environment of a wealthy Gulf Arabian 

country. While many ex-patriots (Eastern and Western) ignore or circumnavigate this 

cultural intersection, I have been fascinated by it. Nepali blue collar workers, Indian 

accountants, South African offshore engineers, Kenyan security guards, and the plethora 

of Venezuelans who inhabit the gas and oil industry: All of them have a story, and all of 

them offer a microcosm of insight into cultural norms. Learning aspects of their 

languages has enriched my relationships with these individuals and tends to garner 

trust; hence, individuals provide further details on their individual situations. I have 
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eaten meals with Sri Lankan Tamils in their home environments, smoked shisha with 

Upper Egyptian construction workers, and attended house parties of Rwandan 

entrepreneurs. While this study is not a cultural ethnography, this background has 

allowed me to gain access, slipping into and out of various cultural situations for further 

enrichment. Generally speaking, the Middle Eastern country in which I reside is a caste 

system of cultures; nevertheless, a willingness to be comfortable with discomfort – 

being the other in social situations – has given me invaluable insight into cultural norms 

of people around the world. It is my belief that it takes otherness to observe societal 

norms. 

 Through my study, I was introduced to whole new worlds. In my research, I 

found it important to understand basic concepts of the gas and oil industry – its politics, 

its challenges, and basic tenets of oil rig culture, where Type A personalities and bullying 

run rampant in confined areas. Unfortunately, cross-pollination of intercultural 

communication, risk communication, and the petroleum industry is alarmingly sparse 

within existing research; therefore, I had to piece together pertinent studies within all 

three areas in order to situate my study. The project was a fascinating journey to 

undertake, and the process showed me all sorts of future research projects that marry 

these three entities acutely. 

Dissertation Chapter Summaries 

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters, concluding with a chapter that 

examines the potential for future studies as well as the implications for technical 
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communication. Within these chapters, I provide the context for my research questions 

and study, explain how my work is located within the field, justify and examine the 

methods that I used for this study, share the results of this qualitative research, and 

address the implications of these findings. In addition to this introduction, the 

dissertation includes six other chapters: 

• Chapter 2: As I situate my study within technical communication literature and 

define risk communication, I also explore the roots of challenges that DO faces in 

implementing CTZ among its offshore workforce, namely foremen and crew. 

Furthermore, I introduce the frameworks that I have selected and explain why I 

selected them within theories of intercultural communication, risk 

communication, Genre Theory, and visual rhetoric. Ultimately, this chapter sets 

the stage for the rest of my research study. 

• Chapter 3: I provide background for my choice to work with DO and to answer 

research questions pertaining to CTZ. I discuss my study in detail and justify the 

methods and methodology of my frameworks, data collection, and analysis. I 

elucidate why specific interview methods were employed, discuss caveats, 

triangulate my data, and discuss why specific CTZ documentation was used. I 

also provide particulars of coding my interviews and documentation, both print 

and video.  

• Chapter 4: I describe in pertinent detail the formidable certification process in 

order to board a helicopter and visit a DO oil platform. I also provide my field 

observations from attending a mandatory all-day DO (re-)training session at a 
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five-star hotel. I also present and discuss the results of my onshore interviews, 

which assisted me in answering one of my research questions. My onshore 

interviewees were Charlie, an employee of TT Associates, who was one of the 

original authors of CTZ, and Ewan, an onshore supervisor who worked at DO’s 

headquarters in the Arabian Gulf region. These interviews assisted me in my 

overall findings and helped me discover how the impact of DO’s safety Initiative.  

• Chapter 5: I present and discuss the results of my offshore interviews, which 

were with an OIM, supervisors, and subordinates (foremen and crew). I discuss 

sweeping themes that emerged from coding my interviews with supervisors, 

subordinates, and an author of CTZ, which feature such topics as patriarchy, 

mutual respect, fraternity, teamwork / collaboration, leadership, getting hurt, 

and language / cultural issues. 

• Chapter 6: I provide more of a background of my two visual rhetoric theories, 

Semiology and Supra-Textual Design Model, and I launch into document analyses 

of four groups: print posters, newsletters, a card game, and safety video. Within 

each subsection, I discuss themes of visual rhetoric that emerged from my 

employing Semiology and Supra-Textual Design Model. I mention the lack of 

unilateral commitment to DO’s multiethnic workforce, which may be an 

attributing factor for less buy-in to CTZ. I highlight the impact of reinforced 

discrimination in visual rhetoric as well as the need for visual cues among a 

population of workers with low proficiency in English.  
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• Chapter 7: I analyze these findings and explore the implications of my research 

for technical communicators and those who work with them in terms of our 

ability to facilitate message, encourage transparency in message, and foster the 

growth and development of writers. Finally, I address the limitations of my study 

and suggest directions for future research.  

In order to understand thoroughly the type of conditions that the average DO 

offshore subordinate works under on a daily basis, and to understand the complexity of 

issues that cause DO Administration to perceive lack of response to CTZ, it is crucial to 

situate my research within intercultural communication, risk communication, Genre 

Theory, and visual rhetoric in order to grasp how all of this fits within technical 

communication’s current views in how safety initiatives should be approached. These 

issues will be approached in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In order to design this research project effectively, I reviewed technical 

communication literature to explore three essential areas: Oil Rig Culture, intercultural 

communication, and risk communication; the more I read, the more I realized that there 

was limited literature that involved these three topics that pertain to my research. 

Furthermore, as of 2016, technical communication literature that is situated within the 

Middle East or with the Middle Eastern branches of global oil companies is extremely 

sparse (Hunsinger, 2006; Nickerson & Camiciottoli, 2013).   

Discovery Oil’s (DO) safety initiative, Closer To Zero (CTZ), had not been studied 

previously by academics; therefore, I took great preparation for this unchartered 

research territory. The following literature review surveys current literature on topics 

such as risk communication, intercultural communication, Genre Theory, and visual 

rhetoric, and introduces ideas that some researchers have already discovered in order 

to focus on gaps within technical communication literature:  

• Ways in which a technical communicator can effect change by mediating / 

translating between supervisors, foremen, and crew; 

• Methods in which some risk communication scholars have addressed problems 

with documentation and streamlined its effectiveness; 

• Common caveats with intercultural communication, risk communication, Genre 

Theory, and all three combined; and 
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• The necessity of visual rhetoric analyses in order to demystify the perceived lack 

of response of CTZ documentation, which especially pertains to offshore 

workers.  

I situate my literature review within the context of DO’s safety initiative, CTZ, 

and then I highlight the importance of audience-attuned risk documentation for a 

multicultural workforce within a highly dangerous worksite. According to my liaison, DO 

defines “offshore” as “in the sea.” To that end, I define “low literacy” as “the inability to 

comprehend basic English used at a primary school level.”   

Portrait of an Oil Rig Disaster 

Deepwater Horizon is a quintessential example of offshore oil drilling gone 

wrong. Faulty equipment and a neglect of safety checks and balances within British 

Petroleum’s (BP) administration created a cataclysmic chain reaction that resulted in 

months of leakage and insurmountable decimation of oceanic ecosystems in the Gulf of 

Mexico. Risks of deepwater drilling and its hazard potential run deep with its 

consequences ranging from merely costly to disastrous in terms of loss of lives and 

effects on the ocean’s biosystems. “Deepwater drilling consists of complex operations in 

which engineering and commissioning mistakes, along with major workovers, can cost 

tens of millions of dollars. The drilling window is narrow, and the narrower the window, 

the more difficult it is to execute drilling operations. Efficient risk management is 

extremely important in all life cycle phases of a well” (Skogdalen et al, 2012, p. 59). In 

the Deepwater Horizon catastrophic event, an oil / gas fluid explosion, so swift that 
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major failsafe safety operations were never initiated by its offshore employees, blew 

out with a force that killed 11 crewman from flames that could be seen 40 miles away 

(Crittenden, 2010). According to veterans in the petroleum industry, the explosion itself 

could have been avoided had BP maintained a safety culture in place, alleviating a 

human error factor that neglected older equipment as well as a faulty chain of 

communication. Several years later, Deepwater Horizon is a textbook study of what not 

to do in terms of risk communication on offshore oil drilling. “Using the BP oil spill as an 

example, decision makers must consider a range of tensions, including people versus 

profits and short- versus long-term benefits in order to account for multiple decisions 

points and diverse stakeholders” (Brown, 2013, p. 233). While Deepwater Horizon and 

its aftermath are an extreme case, a plethora of examples point to the necessity to 

further improve and enhance risk communication on oil rigs and platforms 

(Wandekoken et al., 2011; Skogdalen et al., 2011; Skogdalen & Vinnem, 2011; Skogdalen 

& Vinnem, 2012; Lundberg et al., 2009; Leveson, 2004).  

In order to prevent another event such as Deepwater Horizon, safety training is 

paramount onboard oil rigs and platforms, places in which there are chemical and 

mechanical risks that must be addressed on a daily basis. To that end, a global entity in 

the oil industry, identified as Discovery Oil (DO) in this research project, says that it 

works diligently to cultivate, maintain, and enhance this culture of safety in and out of 

the workplace. DO’s initiative, Closer To Zero (CTZ), is a safety initiative that 

encompasses different kinds of company media (annual safety (re-)training sessions, 

looping lobby videos, and newsletters to name a few) in order to drive home this 
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message of safety. For the well-being of its workforce, not only is CTZ concerned about 

offshore behavior but also onshore behavior; furthermore, CTZ is interested in safe 

behavior inside work environments as well as outside during employee free time. This 

means time off, vacation, and rest and relaxation.  

Interviews with onshore personnel cite the navigation of this Middle Eastern 

country’s deadly traffic and all-encompassing road construction as elements of onshore 

risk, and these interviewees concede that onshore DO workers encounter considerable 

daily risk. Nevertheless, onshore and offshore supervisors unanimously agree that daily 

working conditions offshore are far riskier – a veritable powder keg with potentially 

hazardous machinery and emitted gases. With this focus on risk in its employees’ lives 

both on and off the oil platform, there is also a formidable intercultural component of 

the equation. Many of DO’s offshore employees, particularly those working within the 

bottom two tiers as foremen and crew, are from cultural backgrounds in which their 

definition of safety is comparatively different than the definition of safety derived by 

DO. With a penchant for oftentimes cutting corners and compromising safety standards 

with shortcuts, the intercultural audience of CTZ has considerable ground to cover 

safety.  

According to DO, daily risk is further compounded by subordinates’ high-risk 

behavior such as “hot work,” which involves the makeshift use of a flame to mend or 

weld metal on oil rigs and platforms. DO has noted that the unauthorized use of hot 

work still exists in plentiful amounts aboard their oil rigs and platforms. Administration 
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insists this behavior is rampant among foremen and crew, and unauthorized hot work is 

seen as counter-productive in the eyes of DO Administration. It is also an affront to the 

company’s safety initiative, CTZ. Administration is specifically concerned with hot work 

as an example of risky behavior, and it is attempting to abolish all unauthorized hot 

work, since high temperatures could cause gases to combust and lead to a full-scale rig 

explosion. On one level, oil rig explosions can cause loss of lives as well as damage to 

expensive oil drilling equipment; loss of time is money, too. On a global scale, these 

types of crises could encourage higher prices to consumers worldwide and ultimately 

result in an international confrontation. Nevertheless, unlicensed hot work, along with 

potentially deadly shortcuts to work tasks among crews, remains prevalent among 

subordinates on DO oil rigs in spite of DO’s attempt to eradicate it. 

With this study, I wanted to learn if CTZ is indeed working, especially among its 

offshore employees; while I have investigated DO’s query, I have explored a crucial topic 

for my own research purposes that also fills a gap in the literature of technical 

communication. Petroleum offshore behavior, intercultural communication, and risk 

communication: There is very little literature that combines the three topics, and my 

serving as a middleman for DO gave me a rare opportunity to explore all three topics 

together. Ultimately, it was my goal to explore if there were intercultural factors to 

offshore workers’ perceived lack of response to CTZ, since the bottom two tiers of 

offshore workers, foremen and crew, consist predominantly of South Asian and 

Southeast Asian workers with varying levels of education and English language 

proficiency. Moreover, members of collectivist cultures are oftentimes reticent to 
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disturb harmony among colleagues or family. Such reticence alludes to “yessir cultures,” 

cultures in which subordinates from collectivist societies oftentimes agree without fail, 

regardless of their understanding or disagreement with issues at hand. Such “yessir 

cultures” refer to Hofstede et al.’s cultural dimension of power distance (2010), which I 

discuss later in this chapter.  

The rest of this chapter highlights gaps within the literature of risk 

communication; provide a working definition for “risk communication” for the purposes 

of this project; and examine important research specifically within risk communication, 

intercultural communication, Genre Analysis, and visual rhetoric. 

The DO Problem Situated within Technical Communication Literature 

Faced with the need to communicate high-risk safety information to a culturally 

diverse employee pool, DO created CTZ with the hired assistance of Timothy Thompson 

(TT) Associates. Developing risk communication like CTZ is particularly challenging due 

to the lack of intercultural communication and risk communication research within the 

context of the petroleum industry; this lack of research, in turn, is most likely due to 

highly-restricted access to petroleum company oil platforms, where it is also forbidden 

to carry everyday tablets or mobile phones. Of the eight studies I located, five of them 

discuss themes of petroleum and intercultural communication while another two 

discuss challenges to crisis communication within multicultural environments. Although 

none of the eight combines petroleum, risk communication, and intercultural 
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communication, these case studies comprise two of the three topics are the closest to 

what I could find for the purposes of this literature review. 

Four studies chronicle the history of oil and its effects on local populations. Like 

my project, the studies address petroleum and intercultural issues. Salas (2009) 

chronicles the effects of oil within Venezuela, documenting the industry’s humble 

beginnings a century ago and its socioeconomic effects on Venezuelan society, 

particularly its indigenous people. More geo-political in nature, Salas’ research explores 

how foreign-owned oil companies modified policies in order to adapt to the 

requirements of different regimes. While intercultural groups are briefly addressed 

within its pages, these are limited to the displacement (and discontent) of Caribbean, 

Chinese, and Mexican migrant workers. In short, the author focuses considerably on 

national development of the industry through the eyes of North American and British 

petroleum companies. A second study analyzes French cultural standards within a 

French multinational petroleum company. Buckermann (2012) documents changes in 

French petroleum company, Total, as it grew into a global entity; the study involves 

open interviews by a mélange of Total employees in comparing French cultural 

standards alongside Total’s corporate culture. The author argues that “Total projects an 

internationalised outward appearance,” but “on the other hand, the internal processes 

of the company are more influenced by French cultural characteristics and standards” 

(p. 1). Oil and regional instability are intertwined themes for Ikelegbe (2005a; 2005b), 

who has written on the effects of the oil industry in Nigeria; one of her studies examines 

economies of war within Nigeria’s Niger Delta, while the other examines the effects on 
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women groups within the same region. While these studies offer compelling cultural 

gems amongst various petroleum communities and background information into oil 

production before launching into cause-effect relationships with locals, their focus is 

radically different from risk communication on oil platforms. 

Similar to my own project, three studies address the challenges of intercultural 

communication in industry. One study explores cultural influences on crisis (Oliveira 

2013). Crisis communication differs from risk communication in that crisis refers to an 

incident that has already happened; in contrast, risk addresses situations that could 

happen. The study found that its participants, who were all public relations 

practitioners, had difficulties in defining multiculturalism; these interviewees saw 

intercultural differences as one mere aspect of diversity among many (alongside age, 

religion, education, etc.); and although professionals considered culture a key element 

of crisis management, they did not feel prepared to handle the challenges of a 

multicultural crisis (p. 253). Another study manages to combine the petroleum industry 

with intercultural communication. Feng and Mu’s research (2010) investigate cultural 

challenges that Chinese oil companies have faced while setting up shop in Africa. The 

study lists challenges of communication, working labor, religion, orientation, and 

coexistence that these companies have attempted to overcome. However, the study’s 

cultural insight is superficial: “Insight” is limited to such statements as “Chinese need to 

esteem the Africans’ religion and beliefs,” “most Africans tend not to work as hard as 

the Chinese,” and “harmony between the invested business and communities will 

enhance the achievement in the overseas investment” (p. 7253). A final study analyzes 
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petroleum-related intercultural communication via national and international oil 

companies between Russia and the Ukraine (Weijermars & Jong, 2008). Highlighting the 

need for more intercultural communication, the authors write that “incorporating a 

coherent view on cultural risk management adds a dimension that can help to avoid 

negative outcomes in negotiations and relation management” (p. 1). They address 

communication pitfalls that echo those of DO’s multinational offshore labor force: “The 

hiring of a multicultural workforce from a range of countries, distinct company cultures, 

and different age groups poses a challenge in itself through the increased risk of 

communication barriers and gaps” (p. 6). The authors briefly discuss four types of 

barriers to interpersonal communication, one of which is cultural gaps: “Different 

cultural customs and beliefs may profoundly interfere with mutual understanding. 

Spending time abroad in different cultures is very beneficial – if not essential – for 

bridging cultural gaps” (p. 8). The proffered advice within these sources is widely 

accepted in 2016, thus the existing studies of the oil industry offer insufficient guidance 

to answer my research questions. 

This project therefore draws on research from risk communication, technical 

communication, genre, and visual rhetoric theorists to identify factors that cause 

perceived DO miscommunication. My study draws on these areas in order to situate this 

problem within a technical communication framework. For these reasons, this literature 

review now considers how these four topics are covered in technical communication 

literature and how they work in combination to inform my research.  
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Risk Communication Defined 

Much like technical communication, risk communication is multifaceted and 

developed for specific contexts. Stakeholders cannot always agree upon what the 

message should address, how it should be addressed, and exactly to whom it should be 

addressed. According to Morgan et al. (2002), “Typically, one cannot find a clear analysis 

of what needs to be communicated nor solid evidence that messages have achieved 

their impact. Nor can one find tested procedures for ensuring the credibility of 

communication” (p. 5).  The Handbook of Risk and Crisis Communication (2010) offers 

numerous definitions of risk by various risk communication scholars. Risk is defined as 

“threats to people and what people value” (Palmlund, 2010, p. 192); “the product of 

probability of occurrence and intensity of magnitude of harm” (Heath & O’Hair, 2010, p. 

10); “dangerous events that have an estimable probability of occurring and some 

potentially severe consequences” (Andersen & Spitzberg, 2010, p. 209); and 

“probabilistic occurrences that can have positive or negative outcomes of various 

magnitudes” (Proutheau & Heath, 2010, p. 577). “Probability” and “consequences” are 

both important to note in these definitions; however, the first definition focuses on a 

key concept concerning this project: people’s cultural values. In discussing dimensions 

of culture affecting receptivity, Sellnow et al. (2009) write, “The concept of culture 

interests risk communicators for many reasons. Cultural groups may view differently 

what constitutes risk or crisis situation” (p. 39). Values differ from person to person, 

family to family, and especially culture to culture. This research suggests that all of us 

face a certain amount of risk on a daily basis, and although we all have a general idea of 
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what constitutes risk, our definitions differ. For a high-risk environment like that found 

in offshore platform life, these definitions require further commonality. 

For the purposes of my dissertation, I employed the comprehensive definition 

provided by the National Research Committee (NRC) as the NRC completed a study on 

government agencies in 1989 (Sellnow et al., 2009):  

Risk communication is an interactive process of exchange of information and 

opinion among individuals, groups, and institutions. It involves multiple 

messages about the nature of risk and other messages, not strictly about risk, 

that express concerns, opinions, or reaction to risk messages or to legal or 

institutional arrangements for risk management (p. 21). 

I selected this comprehensive definition because risk communication should be an 

interactive process – a give and take between the messenger and those who are 

affected by the message. Contrary to early risk communication, contemporary risk 

communication is not simple top-down, company-ordered, linear mandates; for true 

stakeholder buy-in – and DO hopes for a lifestyle choice – risk communication should be 

an exchange. Williams and Olaniran (1998) reject the linear view, arguing that risk 

communication cannot reach its potential to serve the public unless the communication 

exchange is “a dialogue instead of a monologue” (p. 393). If stakeholders are not 

persuaded by the message, the chances of adopting a company’s safety initiative as a 

lifestyle – and oftentimes cultural – choice are slim. 
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I also selected this definition because it mentions the need for multiple 

messages. Sellnow et al. (2009) explain that “because risk communication is based on 

calculations and interpretations, most risk situations are replete with technical experts 

providing multiple messages that compete for acceptance” (p. 7). In the petroleum 

industry, safety initiatives and policies come and go. Some years have better safety 

records than others; therefore, in order to get the message right or to maintain 

relevance in shifting safety records, there will be numerous iterations of the safety 

initiative; oftentimes, one of the consequences is lack of morale for just another 

temporary set of rules to follow.  

As definitions of risk communication may vary from person to person, it would 

also be impossible to devise a watertight list of types of risk communication that are 

explored within technical communication. For the purposes of researching CTZ, a 

selection of pertinent examples of risk / technical communication includes the 

following.  

A collection of North Sea petroleum articles pertains to offshore health issues 

and human error as well as my research. One article discusses the health hazards of 

working offshore in depth. Gardner (2003) mentions not only inhalation risks, such as 

Hydrogen Sulfide (H²S), but also a comprehensive list of other health risks such as 

chemical hazards (toxic, corrosive, irritant, and carcinogens); physical hazards (noise, 

vibration, radiation, and thermal extremes); biological hazards (legionella, food 

poisoning); ergonomic hazards (manual handling activities, workstations); and even 
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psychosocial hazards (overload, underload, work hours, tour patterns) (pp. 201-202). 

These hazards have existed and remained throughout the history of the petroleum 

industry, and they elucidate the formidable list of maladies and issues that any oil 

platform worker can encounter when s/he enlists in this line of work, such as those 

employed by DO. Other research has discussed the range of acceptable risk on the 

offshore platform. Santos-Reyes and Beard (2009) endorse a safety model to maintain 

risk within an acceptable range, namely a Systemic Safety and Management System. The 

article states that risk is inevitably present in any process involving hydrocarbons, such 

as offshore installations, but if risk is assessed on a continual basis, then changes should 

be picked up explicitly (p. 958). Regardless of deployment of safety systems, there is 

also human error to account for. This is due to the fact that no matter what safety 

procedures are in place, there is always room for error whether the offshore worker is 

bored, tired, complacent, or all of the above, as can be noted from the Piper Alpha 

disaster in the North Sea. Gordon (1998) writes, “Accidents such as the Piper Alpha 

disaster illustrate that the performance of a highly complex socio-technical system is 

dependent upon the interaction of technical, human, social, organizational, managerial, 

and environmental factors and that these factors can be co-contributors that could 

potentially lead to a catastrophic event” (p. 95). Such human errors can arise when 

there are either rule-based or knowledge-based problem-solving failures, both of which 

could be perpetuated by an oil company’s culture of denial. Focusing on human error 

offshore and onshore can effect change and facilitate better safety measures for 

offshore life; however, what if such measures are ignored by those whose job is to instill 
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checks and balances?  Skogdalen and Vinnem (2011) discuss the role of Quantitative 

Risk Analyses (QRAs) in terms of human and organizational factors (HOFs). Their 

research asserts that HOFs play an important role within Norwegian and UK legislation, 

yet “QRAs differ largely depending on the extent to which they incorporate HOFs, and 

none of the QRAs are fulfilling the requirements to include HOFs” (p. 477). The authors 

conclude that further safety audits are necessary to ensure this practice. To date, the 

Arabian country in which DO operates has not addressed legislation regarding QRAs or 

HOFs, hence it is more crucial for safety regulations to be in place for global offshore 

entities to operate in order to ensure the safety of their offshore workers. 

As my working definition indicates, risk communication is about streamlined 

communication in order to prevent crises. Heath and O’Hair (2010) discuss early efforts 

in codifying risk and crisis strategies in order to inform the public (p. 10). The National 

Research Council was one of the first entities to attempt this communication to the 

public. “A major element in risk management in a democratic society is communication 

about risk…because the issues are scientific and technical in content.” (Improving Risk 

Communication, 1989). If “communication” is meant to imply “technical 

communication,” then “From the start of the discipline, thoughtful innovators realized 

that science and scientific judgment had to be a foundational part of effective risk 

assessment, policy development, and communication” (Heath & O’Hair, p. 11). Even if 

there were not technical communicators per se in the beginnings of risk communication, 

the terminology of “science and scientific judgment” would encapsulate the engineering 

profession, which is closely related to technical communication.  
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Several articles refer to a primary technical communication goal: to serve as a 

middle man or translator of sorts for improved communication among different groups 

or levels of workers at DO. Authors like Amare (2002) attest to our prowess in serving as 

mediary between laypeople and management, translating and conveying the message in 

order to facilitate taking action. “Technical communicators create a culture which 

encompasses both the technician and the user. The value of the technical 

communicators comes largely from their ability to synthesize, analyze, and develop texts 

that are familiar and comprehendible to two distinct groups” (pp. 128-130). Risk 

communicators are ultimately a subset of technical communicators, since both groups 

attempt to demystify company policies in digestible terminology so that the intended 

audience can respond appropriately to a given situation. “Risk communication was 

largely created as a discipline whereby experts could be brought together with lay 

audiences to explain and compare risks” (Heath & O’Hair, p. 9). By managing, 

translating, and conveying the message of risk communication, technical 

communication is a staple component. 

There are potentially hundreds of relevant cases that demonstrate positive and 

negative ramifications of positive or negative risk communication. Nevertheless, the 

following selection of case studies within risk communication is of considerable 

importance to the field of technical communication as well as my research topic. 

As mining risk is often similar to offshore oil platform risk, the body of work of 

Beverly Sauer resonated with this study. Therefore, for the purposes of researching the 
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effectiveness of CTZ, I have drawn extensively on the work of Sauer, an expert in 

technical documentation within hazardous environments. Seminal research (2010) 

addresses the coal mining industry in Maine and provides an example in showcasing the 

importance of drafting risk documentation. However, three rhetorical problems 

complicate the regulation of risk documentation among audiences who work within 

hazardous environments. The first is the problem of standardizing experience. She 

writes that “standards reflect reasonable and practicable solutions to complex technical 

problems in the workplace, but they are also the outcome of many deliberations about 

the value of human life and the distribution of risk among affected populations” (p. 37). 

A second problem is the difficulties of daily compliance with standards. “Unfortunately, 

the meaning of the Act and its specific standards are not always apparent in day-to-day 

practice” (p. 40). Health and safety for one supervisor may differ from another, as does 

the amount of risk for a specific job on the platform. Therefore, there is disconnect in 

written message – static, stable – and verbal message, which, according to tone and 

nuance may alter orders significantly. A third problem is the problem of documentation. 

“The stakes are high because inaccurate and poorly worded standards can endanger 

lives” (p. 43). These three rhetorical problems resonate with my own project: 

Standardizing experiences, issues with daily compliance, and message disconnect all 

pertain to my own research agenda with DO.  

Additional work with Sauer (1996) also inspired me for my own project, in which 

she has compared visual and textual rhetoric between American and British miners. In 

doing so, she mentions three levels in which cultural knowledge informs the rhetorical 
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construction of risk communication: technical level, the problems of representing safety 

information in an uncertain and hazardous material environment; translation level, the 

problem of multiple representations and cultural understandings in a cross-cultural 

environment; and economic level, the problem of rhetorically defining a rational basis 

for argument about what constitutes safety (p. 309). These three levels of cultural 

knowledge also pertain to my study. Early in my own project, I saw that visual rhetoric 

played an important role in offshore workers’ attitudes toward CTZ, which I analyze 

later in this chapter. 

For my own project, accuracy is crucial in representing accidents or near-misses, 

both of which DO duly write up. In proposing a three-dimensional model of accident 

analysis, Sauer (1994) stresses the importance of post-accident reports and their visual 

representations. “In focusing on pre-accident reports and decisions in largescale 

technological disasters, recent research in technical communication has not considered 

the important influence of post-accident reports and investigations on the regulation, 

control, and recognition of routine hazards in the workplace” (p. 393). She compares 

visual representations of accident data in the National Mine Academy’s model of Fault 

Tree Analysis with two post-accident reports: the Mine Safety and Health 

Administration’s Report of Investigation for the Wilberg Mine fire of 1984 and its Report 

of Investigation of the Underground Coal Mine Explosion for the William Station disaster 

of 1989. Implications reveal that “technical writers who will work for large government 

agencies as writers, inspectors, and policy-makers must also be aware of the problems 

they will encounter when they apply simple formulas to complex investigations” (p. 
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417). Like much of Sauer’s research, it is also important for me not to oversimplify my 

data for my own project, as there is a myriad of factors that contribute to offshore 

workers’ lack of enthusiasm for CTZ.  

This problem of oversimplification leads to another important topic: 

stereotyping. Individual views should be considered, too. Too often writers – or 

designers of safety initiatives – tend to group an entire set of individuals as a “people,” 

assuming that all of the targeted audience share the same needs, attitudes, and values. 

McGee (1975) writes that people are moved “more by maxims and self-interest than by 

reason and evidence” (pp. 237-238). This is the harsh reality. Ultimately, employees are 

moved by self-guided incentive rather than anything else. It is also key to remember 

that one of the main ethnic groups inhabiting DO offshore platforms and rigs, Indians, 

comprises a multitude of languages, cultures, and religions within its population; 

therefore, it is complicated to attempt to guess how “a typical Indian” would think, feel, 

and react to a given situation when Keralans and other South Indians typically resent 

speaking Hindi, India’s national language.  

Even within the hazardous conditions of an oil platform, usage of fear rhetoric 

should most likely be sparingly because direct use of fear rhetoric can hinder rather than 

help the cause of safer behavior offshore. Usage of fear rhetoric has been shown to 

negate the effects of risk policy. With all of its longstanding effects, the 9/11 Disaster is 

an event of epic proportions that resulted in its own timeline, pre-9/11 and post-9/11. It 

is unlike other examples within this chapter in that it is the result of terrorist acts – 
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individuals who intended to put others at risk and cause fatalities. One study that has 

given considerable insight into the consequences of 9/11 is Birkland (2007), who notes 

that “there were several subjective and objective manifestations of policy failure after 

the attacks: apparent failures of intelligence and information sharing, failures in aviation 

security screening, even the structural failure of the World Trade Center towers as a 

result of insufficient fireproofing” (p. 50). In the aftermath of 9/11, the Department of 

Homeland Security, a government entity, was established to deter acts of terrorism. 

Lessons of Post-9/11 include that the use of fear rhetoric, such as that used by the Bush 

Administration, cannot maintain effective control over the masses – ultimately, the 

population becomes numb to this rhetorical strategy.  It is also apparent that in spite of 

an astounding number of sweeping policy changes, such as the Homeland Security Act, 

the Transportation and Aviation Stabilization Act, and the PATRIOT Act, “there is little 

evidence that the attacks triggered any real policy innovation” (p. 51). Acts of terrorism 

can be manipulated by powers-that-be in order to advance self-serving legislation – and 

even a belief system – that the government and affiliated institutions had wanted to 

promote beforehand.  

Like a terrorist attack or nuclear accident, oil platform explosions can wreak 

havoc on a global scale. The nuclear accident in Chernobyl not only reinforces concern 

over risks involved with nuclear energy, but it also warns of the grim reality that 

accidents, including those on the other side of the globe, can have global consequences. 

Weisaeth’s study (1994) reiterates the importance of averting information crises as well 

as preparing for global risk due to human consequences. “Man’s increasing interference 
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with nature has not only blurred the distinction between natural and manmade 

disasters, but also broken down the geographical boundaries of the traditional 

technological disaster by toxic dispersion” (p. 100).  

Connecting Risk Communication to Closer To Zero 

As described earlier, the prototypical example of risk in relation to CTZ is the 

Deepwater Horizon oil spill, which authors Skogdalen and Vinnem (2012) refer to as 

Macondo in their analysis. “BP’s management process did not adequately identify or 

address the [Risk Influencing Factors] created by late changes to the well design and 

procedures. BP did not have adequate controls in place to ensure that key decisions in 

the months leading up to the blowout were safe or sound from an engineering 

perspective” (p. 61). Furthermore, due to human error (i.e. the BP Macondo team), 

Deepwater Horizon did not undergo a peer review. The results were catastrophic, 

particularly to ocean biosystems. Technical communicators who specialize in risk 

documentation have learned that lack of attention to detail as well as 

miscommunication, in this case between BP engineers, Halliburton, and the Transocean 

rig crew, can have lasting consequences that lead to cover-ups and negligence. Another 

example of a Deepwater Horizon study is Turoff’s 2012 discussion of the fallacy of 

blaming this strictly on human error, “and thereby limiting organizational responsibility 

and liability for this disaster and future disasters of this type” (p. 402). Implications from 

his study include the need for a policy “leading to creation of an effective information 

system for reducing the degree of risk and ensuring that such accidents don’t occur. 
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Recognition of organizational ignorance of what are well understood management 

safety policies should be part of an audit approach by regulatory bodies” (p. 408). 

Turoff’s observations can be applied to DO’s offshore platforms, too.  

Lack of a common understanding of risk between CTZ’s targeted audience and 

the context of risk communication is one of the main reasons for what DO 

Communications assumes is communication breakdown. Challenges of deriving a broad, 

accurate definition of “risk communication” and the difficulty of defining the word “risk” 

are problematic enough between two individuals from similar backgrounds, let alone 

hundreds of people with opposing cultural values. What may be risky behavior to me is 

not risky to my own brother. “We can only understand risk communication by first 

examining the nature of people and the society they build” (Heath & O’Hair, 2010, p. 5). 

It is common practice in India to work on household electrical connections whilst 

squatting enveloped in live electrical cables in telephone poles; therefore, it isn’t so far-

fetched to imagine those from similar cultures to perform unauthorized hot work on an 

oil platform without a second thought. Along with deciding upon definitions of “risk” 

and “risk communication,” we must also consider whose scientists are being employed 

for purposes of company risk communication. Heath and O’Hair (2010) deliberate over 

the right of which research to use for company purposes: “Whose science and whose 

scientists will get to decide what is a risk and when it is tolerable? If humans were all 

scientists of the same training, discussions of risk would be substantially different. 

Science and culture may be friends or enemies but neither is benign in such matters” (p. 

2). Petroleum companies must address these diverse factors before they are able to 
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create sweeping behavioral policies; defining what risk and risk communication and 

deciding upon whose research and what technology are the tip of the iceberg. 

Along with the idea that there may not be an agreement about what constitutes 

risky behavior, risk, and risk communication, there is also the issue of imbalances of 

power between DO supervisors and subordinates. “Tensions arise from situations of 

conflicting interest and differing levels of risk taking and aversion. Such shared 

experience not only translates into language but also into institutions. Rituals and 

history of community activities bring to each set of risk decisions a legacy that is political 

in every sense of the word” (Heath & O’Hair, p. 21). Oil companies define what a risk is 

and how to avoid them; all workers must comply with these ideas of risk, which may be 

well within their norms of everyday behavior. To persuade someone not to do 

something on the job is one thing, but for a company to attempt to extend beyond their 

reach and decide best behavior outside the job is an entirely different matter.  

In order for the message of a safety initiative to work, all stakeholders need to 

be ready for the cold, hard truth of the research’s results. Coogan’s 2002 exploration 

into accident analysis of the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) cites a communication 

problem that resulted in inaction – ignoring National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB) reports – which in turn led to property damage, injury, and death. “Why did the 

CTA reject the NTSB’s recommendation to change the policy on rail communication? 

The 1976 NTSB report failed because it did not signify a vital alternative to 

communication between the RTA and the CTA, on one hand, and between CTA 
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managers and unionized train operators on the other hand” (p. 288). Different factions 

polarize and become unreceptive to observations and recommendations that pinpoint 

needs for change.  

There is another consideration for the message of CTZ to work: Stakeholders 

need to be able to read and comprehend its message. Readability for DO’s offshore 

workforce should be addressed so that its audience, speakers of English with oftentimes 

low second language proficiency, can respond appropriately. Crossley, Greenfield, and 

McNamara (2008) echo the importance of readability for an audience of second 

language (L2) learners. “Accurately predicting the difficulty of reading texts for second 

language (L2) learners is important for educators, writers, publishers, and others to 

ensure that texts match prospective readers’ proficiency” (p. 475). Taking appropriate 

action within a potentially combustible environment like an oil platform can mean the 

difference between life and death; if newsletters, posters, card games, and video 

documentation aim too high in terms of readability, the message is lost and 

miscommunication ensues. Tailor-made safety literature for DO’s workforce should be 

considered, as Brown (1998) reinforces: “On the whole, very little work has been done 

to tailor to second language learners’ needs. It seems to me that many situations arise 

in which second language materials developers do need to sequence reading and other 

materials according to readability difficulty just like first language materials developers 

do” (p. 12). In short, it would be a formidable task to mandate an L2 workforce, 

oftentimes with very little exposure to English or English education, to immerse itself in 
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safety initiative literature when its creators have only considered an audience of native 

speakers of English and European university graduates.  

Sauer and others have examined risk in workplaces and their cultures, such as 

coal miners and their working conditions (Sauer, 2010; Birkland, 2006; Solomon & 

Smith, 1995; Rozario, 2007). Scholars have also studied the role of distrust in offshore 

training and safety performance as well as attitudes towards specific groups (Conchie & 

Donald, 2006); communication and organization issues as leading factors in designing 

and implementing effective Emergency Management Information Systems and training 

those involved (Turoff, 2012); and employee training practices that reinforce company 

reputations either positively or negatively (Clardy, 2005). The only article that hints at 

the “tribal” nature of oil rig culture is Nielsen et al.’s 2013 article, “Bullying and risk-

perception as health hazards on oil rigs,” in which the authors cite three characteristics 

of bullying: First, there are two conflicting parties in a group setting; second, there are 

power differences between the parties; third, there are escalating issues, behaviors, and 

consequences that result in vicitimizing a targeted party or member of a party (p. 369). 

As exemplified in this article, lack of harmony amongst offshore workforce can also 

detract from DO’s safety initiative, directly or indirectly. 

While social orientation within intercultural communication contributes to DO’s 

perceived offshore communication issues, another factor is nebulous risk 

communication within CTZ. Placed into the context of oil rig culture, delivering the 

wrong message to DO’s intended audience could mean a difference between life and 
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death. Kim et al (1998) discuss the importance of conveying the message within 

appropriate context. “One needs to put the messages in the appropriate context in 

order to understand the right meanings conveyed in the messages” (p. 512). When a 

workforce is embroiled in a stressful situation within a stressful environment, time is of 

the essence and understanding of the message is crucial. 

Rhetorical Audience Analysis 

I initiated this project with the distinct purpose of exploring the audience of CTZ. 

In order for a safety initiative to make an impact, an initiative which DO wishes to 

persuade its workers to adopt in and out of work, on and off the oil platform, it is 

imperative for this safety initiative to be shaped to “fit” its audience. Audience analysis, 

one of the pillars of technical communication theories, assists in the analysis of CTZ 

materials to determine if it meets targeted employees’ needs so that they know how to 

take action effectively. Sun (2012) writes, “To envision a local culture, we might want to 

think of walking into a friend’s messy room: Initially the messiness strikes us as strange, 

yet it shows traces of familiarity, and after a while we might be able to discern the 

structure behind the apparent messiness” (p. 8). As we communicate with members 

from cultures with different beliefs, needs, and values from our own, intercultural 

communication itself can prove to be murky; in order to communicate effectively, we 

have to learn to embrace foreignness, to embrace differences and accept paradigms 

differently than our own, in order to resolve miscommunication. My research also 

shows this to be the situation with CTZ. 
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In order to situate this research project further within a technical communication 

framework, my study draws on three particular theories, which I discuss within each 

sub-section below. The vast majority of CTZ’s offshore audience comes from different 

cultures and standards than those who tailor the safety initiative; therefore, it is crucial 

to use an intercultural communication lens, Genre Theory lens, and visual rhetoric lens 

to streamline and hone communication between DO Administration and its offshore 

workers. These three lenses help to analyze CTZ so that its recipients take appropriate 

action.  

Intercultural Issues 

Like defining “risk” in terms of this project, I also offer a working definition of 

“culture.” Hofstede et al. (2010) mention that the word has several meanings, all 

derived from its Latin source, which refers to the tilling of soil (p. 5). For the purposes of 

this project, I navigate away from references of art, education, and literature and adopt 

Hofstede et al’s definition: “mental software” (p. 5), which, according to the authors, is 

commonly used by sociologists and anthropologists. This definition allows us to think of 

culture as something learned, tasks that involve thinking as well as menial life tasks. I 

also want to reiterate the collective state of culture; therefore, I modify this definition to 

“collective mental software” for this study, which I apply to company culture as well as 

ethnic culture. 

Also for the purposes of this project, it is important to acknowledge culture’s 

firm reference to the future as well as acknowledging its past. Appadurai (2007) writes, 
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“In strengthening the capacity to aspire, conceived as a cultural capacity, especially 

among the poor, the future-oriented logic of development could find a natural ally” (p. 

29). After all, rich cultural traditions of the past are often cited and seldom its future. 

Culturally speaking, there is almost a digging of heels and dragging into the future, 

which is part of DO’s current situation with CTZ. DO’s safety initiative is about protecting 

the lives of its workforce, present and future. This protection is something that all 

stakeholders desire: administration, supervisors, foremen, and crew. By applying 

Appadurai’s nod to the future for this project, wants, needs, and expectations become 

more apparent for DO’s international workforce. In order to make a lasting impression 

on workers with differing concepts of risk, the message of CTZ needs to be modified, 

too, to attract, engage, and appeal logically. This idea of cultural future reinforces a 

need for voice or representation for those less fortunate. Appadurai (2007) mentions 

that “voice is a critical matter since it engages the question of dissensus” (p. 33). 

Currently, DO offshore foremen and crew do not have much of a voice in terms of CTZ; 

since DO perceives intercultural miscommunication, the voices of DO’s offshore 

subordinates are particularly crucial in answering this perception.  

I researched the seminal work of Hall (1976) and Hofstede (2010) for purposes of 

answering my research questions. Cultural dimensions of power distance, low- vs. high-

context cultures, and individual vs. collectivism seemed most pertinent to these 

questions. While admittedly these models are not without limitations, these heuristics 

can also provide valuable insight into the communication dynamics across cultures. 

Others discuss the risks associated with heuristical models. 
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Hall (1976) defines power distance as “the extent to which the less powerful 

members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that 

power is distributed unequally” (p. 61). Different countries fall within the spectrum of 

power distance, from lower power distance to higher power distance. Deference is 

within the minds of both the employer and the employee (p. 62), and there are 

differences in expectation between lower power distance environments and higher 

power distance environments. Countries such as those in North America and Europe 

lean towards lower power distance, in which it is acceptable for employees to challenge 

employers about company ideals and employee rights; however, predominantly Asian 

countries lean towards higher power distance, where there is a far greater disparity or 

gap between employee and employer. This gap is accepted and expected, and 

challenges to the establishment are NOT as accepted or expected. In a working 

environment such as DO’s offshore installations, predominantly low power distance 

employers direct high power distance employees; therefore, expectations do not match, 

and miscommunication ensues. For example, I expect that as much as a supervisor tells 

his foreman or crew member that “everyone is equal” and to “report your colleagues 

who violate Closer To Zero,” this would be met with skepticism and possibly fear. This is 

partially due to subordinates’ own working experience of high power distance, in which 

subordinates are not encouraged to question authority. 

High-context vs. low-context culture plays another significant factor in 

subordinates’ perceived lack of motivation for CTZ. Predominantly Asian cultures, which 

also comprise the four ethnic majorities among the oil platform I visited, operate where 
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nuance carries possibly more meaning than what is actually spoken or written, and 

those working within high-context cultures must “read between the lines” to 

comprehend meaning; in contrast, cultures such as those found in North America and 

Europe operate under more direct, low-context cultures, where what is spoken or 

written is what is meant. Hall (1976) compares these two working environments: “It is 

easier to foresee trouble in low-context cultures because the bonds that tie people 

together are somewhat fragile, so that people move away or withdraw if things are not 

going well. In the high-context culture, when the explosion comes, it comes without 

warning. When the boundaries are overstepped, they must be overstepped so far that 

there is no turning back. It is sheer folly to get seriously involved with high-context 

cultures unless one truly grasps its context. This is the danger that the West faces in 

dealings with the East” (p. 127). As DO offshore subordinates face duality of message 

from “everyone is equal” to possible racial discrimination by their immediate supervisor, 

they would attempt to “read between the lines” and glean what is truly acceptable and 

safe company behavior in order to continue receiving a paycheck. 

Individualism vs. collectivism is the third cultural dimension from Hall and 

Hofstede. Hofstede (2010) writes, “The vast majority of people in our world live in 

societies in which the interest of the group prevails over the interest of the individual. 

We call these societies collectivist, which refers to the power of the group” (pp. 90-91). 

Hofstede proceeds with his discussion of collectivist societies, in which extended family 

– whether at work or at the home – plays a far more important role than the individual. 

Predominantly Asian societies rank higher as collectivist, where groups achieve 
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recognition rather than a specific person, and work is often conducted in teams for the 

greater good of the company “family.” On the other end of the spectrum is the 

individualist ideology in which rewards and recognition for individual achievement is 

encouraged and promoted. Countries such as those found in North America and Europe 

lean more on individualist ideology than collectivist. Once again, this highlights a 

difference in expectations between DO supervisors, who come from predominantly 

individualist cultures, and their subordinates, who come from predominantly collectivist 

cultures.  

Along with the aforementioned factors, personality types play a significant role 

in offshore supervisors’ perceived lack of response to CTZ. Nielsen, et al. (2013) discuss 

perceived hostile environments and their overall effect on offshore workers. “Severe 

interpersonal conflicts may complicate communication and collaboration between 

personnel in safety critical operations” (p. 368). Generally speaking, caste systems are 

firmly ensconced in the Arabian Gulf, and perceptions of ethnic differences can easily 

influence or color a message. The oil platform is a stressful enough working 

environment with its myriad of risk factors, much less Type A personalities that exist 

onboard, such as those DO Communications has called tribal leaders.  

Intercultural communication theory can also assist in ascertaining if the workers 

who read CTZ materials are understanding and processing said materials effectively. Kim 

and Hubbard (2007) suggest that not all people from all cultures think and process 

information alike. “National societies becoming more diverse and international contacts 
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becoming common, communication researchers can no longer assume an acultural or 

unicultural stance” (pp. 224-225). Appadurai (2000) echoes this sentiment: “Much 

traditional thinking about ‘areas’ has been driven by conceptions of geographical and 

cultural coherence. However sophisticated these approaches, they all tend to see ‘areas’ 

as relatively immobile aggregates of traits” (p. 7). As convenient as the prospect of 

compartmentalizing culture may be, the practice paints an inaccurate picture of the 

people who comprise a nation. Scollon (2004) writes, “Dealing with the ways of speaking 

and living of one widely distributed aggregate of people capitulated to the hegemonic 

ideology that somehow languages come in nicely packaged units with names and that 

those named units correspond exactly to the similarly named units of their cultures” (p. 

272). Cultures and the distributions thereof are not so easily classified, and this study 

reminds the researcher not to underestimate differences in thought and opinion 

amongst a myriad of workers from similar cultures – even if they hail from the same 

country region. 

Communication is complicated further by an international workforce conforming 

to a company’s specific working culture. Kim and Hubbard mention that “reducing 

(mis)understandings or (mis)communication to particular linguistic and / or cultural 

structures is not only to collude with the existing power relations, including the 

dominant socioeconomic power, but also to potentially obscure and legitimate the 

existing power structure” (p. 230). In the Arabian Gulf, hierarchy of power consists of 

managers from individualist societies, mostly from Denmark or the UK, and Asian 

subordinates, who come from typically collectivist societies. Levine et al. (2007) mention 
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that “the idea of individualism-collectivism is probably the dominant theoretical 

perspective guiding cross-and intercultural research” (p. 215). Typically, subordinates 

just want to get along, conform, and assimilate into their work culture. While social 

orientation impacts the DO communication situation, another factor is communication 

context. Kim, et al. (1998) convey the importance of message-within-context with the 

Japanese proverb, “A nail that stands out gets hammered down” (p. 510). DO’s 

communication issue with offshore subordinates is not only about English language skills 

but rather a case of poor analysis of message context for this “specific” audience, which 

consists of primarily South and Southeast Asian nationalities.  

Another intercultural issue that contributes to DO’s specific situation may most 

likely be comfort / discomfort. People oftentimes feel more comfortable with members 

of their own race / country / tribe. Vatrapu and Perez-Quinones (2006) report on a 

usability study on two independent groups of Indian participants. Results showed that 

“participants found more usability problems and made more suggestions to an 

interviewer who was a member of the same (Indian) culture than to the foreign (Anglo-

American) interviewer” (p. 156). In breadth of descriptive answers, participants with the 

Indian interviewer were much more detailed; furthermore, this interviewer from the 

same ethnic background was included in participants’ use of pronouns, where Indian 

interviewees would say “we” instead of “I,” which is further evidence of comfort with 

the interviewer – an insider rather than an outsider, much like the oil rig “tribal 

communities” that DO has mentioned.  
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In sum, audience analysis with an intercultural communication lens of the 

various components of CTZ – its safety videos, its (re-)training sessions, its newsletters, 

and its “games” – assisted in discovering why offshore subordinates appear hesitant to 

adopt DO’s concepts of safety as a lifestyle choice. 

Genre Analysis 

In order to fully answer my research questions, I explored appropriateness of 

genre in my review of the literature for CTZ’s intended audience, too, namely the 

offshore subordinate workforce. To that end, I offer a definition for usability for this 

project: “the approachability, ease, and use of a genre.” Luzon (2005) discusses the 

relevance of examining genre in a project such as this one. “Genre analysis has evolved 

to include not only the study of specific linguistic features but also the analysis of the 

social context, the culture, the ideology and organization of the discourse community, 

and the practices of the community” (p. 285). Luzon defines genre as “a class of 

communicative events that share common purposes that are recognized by the 

members of the discourse community that owns it. These purposes determine the 

structure and linguistic choices in the genre” (p. 285). TT Associates, the company that 

DO originally employed to develop CTZ documentation, made specific decisions, used 

specific graphics for specific purposes in order to convey messages to encourage the 

adoption of certain safety procedures. Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) write that 

“genres are inherently dynamic rhetorical structures that can be manipulated according 

to the conditions of use; for writers to make things happen they must know how to 
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strategically utilize their understanding of genre” (p. 3). These documents were adopted 

from other safety materials to other companies and used for DO’s purposes. A one-size-

fits-all approach isn’t necessarily a better solution. Miller and Seltzer (1985) argue that 

“successful communication is only possible if participants share socially created 

rhetorical situations” (p. 336). In order to address the specific needs of a specific 

audience – whether audience consists of Indian offshore subordinates or Danish 

onshore engineers – we must analyze how people interact with genres and respond to 

them. It is highly unlikely that these stratified discourse communities approach genres in 

the same way.  

As with all document genres within the realm of technical communication, 

careful and precise selections need to be made in order to encourage and facilitate 

action; otherwise, audience may not respond at all or choose not to engage. In her 

discussion of genre and the recurrent situation, Miller (1984) focuses on this need: “If 

genre represents action, it must involve situation and motive, because human action, 

whether symbolic or otherwise, is interpretable only against a context of situation and 

through the attributing of motives” (p. 152). If CTZ does its job properly, the genre 

employed would grow to become something altogether more meaningful. “Genre 

becomes more than a formal entity; it becomes pragmatic, fully rhetorical, a point of 

connection between intention and effect” (p. 153). In short, genre becomes an aspect of 

social action, a vehicle in which to effect change. 
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Furthermore, for the purposes of offshore subordinates to take action via CTZ, 

genres need to mesh in terms of intertextuality. Berkinkotter and Huckin (1995) provide 

a relevant case study that shows the importance of textuality; although they refer to a 

biologist’s revisions of an experimental article, the same can be applied for this situation 

as the authors ask, “What kinds of knowledge (of the genre, of research networks or the 

research front) must scientist-authors draw on to make the case for novelty?” (p. 45). In 

order to examine the effectiveness of a specific genre within technical communication 

such as the safety genre that the CTZ initiative embraces, communication practices need 

to be considered – as well as the intertextual framework to apply local knowledge to 

global risk situations. DO’s offshore workers, most of whom with 1-2 years of additional 

education past high school, need to recognize the types of genres that CTZ employs; 

otherwise, workers take inappropriate action and miscommunication ensues. A genre 

functions properly only if its audience recognizes the genre. Luzon mentions that “To 

understand the communicative practices of a community, it is necessary not only to 

identify the repertoire of genres used by that community but also to examine how 

genres work together to mediate social activities” (p. 288).  

For the purposes of CTZ, it benefits technical communicators to research how 

genres are interconnected to create a “safety net” for DO offshore subordinates in order 

to determine effectiveness, how organic they are, and how easy or difficult it is for its 

core audience to assimilate CTZ to others in and out of the workplace. For instance, 

Spinuzzi (2004) discusses genre frameworks that could be applied to CTZ: genre sets, 

genre systems, genre repertoires, and genre ecologies. In recognizing the importance of 
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selecting genre, Spinuzzi claims that “the success of any given genre depends on its 

interconnections with other genres and how those genres jointly mediate a given 

activity’” (pp. 5-6). Genre sets must work cogently and coherently in order to make 

sense to the individuals that compose its audience; otherwise, audience won’t know 

what is official and what is unofficial – what is a company mandate and what is a 

suggestion. Genre systems, which “hand the baton of communication onward” (p. 3), 

need to instill the need for audience to participate in the initiative. Genre repertoires 

must emphasize both individual and group communication: “You perform a genre, but it 

doesn’t perform you” (p. 4). Last are genre ecologies, in which “genres are not simply 

performed or communicated, they represent the ‘thinking out’ of a community as it 

cyclically performs an activity” (p. 5). As one actively appropriates a specific genre, the 

mindfulness involved asserts desired outcomes. 

The genres selected and utilized within an organization reflect and shape what 

the organization considers to be important. Therefore, it is crucial to “get it right” – for 

an organization to know its audience, its discourse communities, and perhaps be 

attentive to multicultural needs in cases of safety and risk policies; otherwise, the meta-

message of the documentation is lost, and the genre indeed does not effect change in 

attitudes and overall behavior. Context and corporate culture are key in relaying and 

reiterating the message, the take-away. Examination of DO’s office culture has also been 

useful for the purposes of this project, since genres also reflect norms or conventions of 

a specific company. Luzon writes, “Genre research relies on the assumption that genres 

reflect the norms, epistemology, and ideology of the community that owns them” (p. 
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289). We need only remember the space shuttle Challenger disaster (Dombrowski, 

2000) in order to remember how genres can be (mis)interpreted and (mis)understood.  

Visual Rhetoric  

Finally, due to the fact that CTZ’s video and print documents employ so much 

power (or powerlessness) within visual rhetoric, I looked into relevant visual rhetoric 

literature as well. For example, the first time that I visited DO headquarters, I noticed a 

looping CTZ video in the lobby that addressed fire safety. The video features a cartoon 

of DO office workers with exaggerated features; in terms of clothing, skin color, and 

grooming, I assumed that the characters were one Gulf Arab male, one Filipino male, 

one South Indian male, and one South Indian female. Within each vignette of the video, 

one of the South or Southeast Asian workers does something incorrect during a 

headquarters fire, such as running down the stairs, attempting to use the elevator, or 

attempting to collect belongings during a fire alarm. After each “error” behavior is 

shown, the Gulf Arab, dressed in traditional attire, shouts at the offender and tells the 

offender the “right” way to behave during a fire alarm. At the end of the cartoon, all 

office workers arrive safely outside of the building. The South and Southeast Asian 

employees attempt to stand at a muster station populated with only Gulf Arab and 

Caucasian employees; however, they are dissuaded to stand there. In fact, they are told 

to stand at another muster station much farther away. 

Hegemony and power distance, discrimination within visual rhetoric, language 

issues, power distance, individualism vs. collectivism, low- vs. high-context culture: After 
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one trip to DO headquarters, I noted issues in a well-intended fire safety video. I knew 

that visual rhetoric would play a key part in answering my questions. 

The role of CTZ visual rhetoric is as crucial as the role of text within a technical 

communication context. Metamessages found within visual rhetoric are equally 

important to textual rhetoric, especially to an international audience; when text is not 

understandable, we often seek out graphics in order to further comprehend the 

intended message. Just like poorly written text, ill-designed visual rhetoric can deter the 

intended audience from taking appropriate action. The importance of examining the 

visual rhetoric within CTZ documentation – what it conveys – and whether or not it is 

geared towards its intended audience – is paramount.  Dragga and Voss (2001) discuss 

the ethics of visual rhetoric within technical illustrations: “To communicate ethically, we 

will need to develop a genuine sensitivity to the human implications of the statistical 

graphics created and used every day under ordinary circumstances” (p. 267).  

Visual rhetoric is subjective from selection of fonts to colors to accompanying 

images. However, my associated feelings with a color, such as white (purity, cleanliness) 

mean something wholly different to Sri Lankans (mourning). Therefore, developers of 

visual rhetoric for a multicultural audience need to ensure that no blatant errors are 

evident so that there is easier audience buy-in. Dragga and Voss mention that “technical 

illustrations are never objective representations of reality, but socialized constructions 

of multiple subjective interpretations of available filtered evidence” (p. 268). Dragga and 

Voss also write, “A humanistic ethic would require us to perceive sensitivity and efficacy 
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as at least equally important, as reciprocal and recursive influences on the design of 

visual communication” (p. 271). It is crucial to humanize visual rhetoric in order to gain 

the attention and respect of its intended audience; otherwise, ethos is nonexistent, and 

most likely additional requests, such as mandates to alteration of lifestyle practices, 

would seemingly be ignored. 

As an element of visual rhetoric, document design is a pillar of technical 

communication, and it is the role of the technical communicator to wholly examine 

documentation so that the document ultimately fits its audience. One method to 

examine the visual rhetoric of CTZ documentation is to employ Kostelnick’s (1996) 

strategy from “Supra-Textual Design: The Visual rhetoric of Whole Documents.” He 

argues the inclusion of super-textual design, which “encompasses global, top-down 

visual elements” that orient the audience perceptually and rhetorically when we 

encounter the document (p. 9). While many of us would pass over such obvious 

indicators such as the weight of the paper, type of font, and use of headers, and binding, 

this document design could provide further insight into whether or not CTZ’s 

newsletters and videos are effectively reaching their offshore audiences. Kostelnick 

writes that these stylistic devices “create the reader’s point of perceptual contact, the 

outer surface – the brick and stone – that mediates between the external world and the 

document’s interior elements” (p. 17). I employed a second method of visual rhetoric, 

semiology, in order to ensure rigor for all 16 documents, print or video. While Supra-

Textual Design lends itself naturally for print document analysis, Semiology addresses 

video document analysis in its classification and juxtaposition of bodies.  
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Once I began to receive DO’s print and video documentation for CTZ, I 

proceeded to examine intended and unintended messages of its visual rhetoric. I noted 

where various ethnic groups were situated with other ethnic groups (Caucasian 

supervisors, South Asian subordinates in photos, for example); I noted the 

corresponding images of how-to videos for offshore workers and asked if said images 

complemented or negated the message; and I noted contrasts in competing images, 

namely abstract vs. direct message. Frankly, CTZ was a fantastic vehicle in order to 

explore issues of risk communication, intercultural communication, Genre Theory, and 

visual rhetoric. 

Summary 

This chapter reviewed literature relevant to my research on CTZ, DO’s safety 

initiative for behavior onshore and offshore. After providing a working definition of risk, 

the chapter discusses authors and research pertaining to the following topics: Risk 

communication literature explores the crucial need for audience analysis and 

appropriateness for technical documents in hazardous environments; intercultural 

communication explores appropriateness of textual rhetoric in cultural and linguistic 

contexts, as well as provides framework such as power distance, context, and 

individualism versus collectivism; Genre Theory discusses intertextuality and 

appropriateness of medium; and visual rhetoric provided specific manners in which 

images may be perceived detrimentally, such as Supra-Textual Design and Semiology, 

thereby negating the safety initiative itself. The next chapter of this dissertation more 

directly discusses the research methods and procedures of this study.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN & METHODS 

“Writing is more than a neutral meaning of communication for pre-established 

knowledge. It is a mode of learning which, when properly conceptualized in local 

workplace cultures, can contribute to discoveries of new linkages between solutions and 

needs, at the very least.” 

- Jim Henry, 2000, p. 6 

 

This chapter details my study’s research methodology, methods, and their 

rationale. Included are justifications for purposeful sampling, three interview sites, data 

collection procedures, and data analysis processes. The research design is a study in 

which concepts of safety, Closer To Zero (CTZ), and safe behavior were analyzed via 

interviews and document analysis. Rich features of the data were examined and 

categorized using open coding so that patterns could emerge for comparison across 

interviews and CTZ documentation.  

Locating & Gaining Access to the Research Site 

DO’s Communications Department comprises of eight people, one of whom is 

dedicated to supporting CTZ. When I reference DO Communications, I am generally 

referencing the individual who works directly with CTZ. My DO liaison says that “we also 

draw upon group level support, where there is a global CTZ communications focal 

point.” After our initial meeting courtesy of a university liaison, DO Communications and 
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I decided that we were a good fit for a mutually-beneficial partnership; we had good 

chemistry in the sense that our personalities and goals fit well, and we agreed on a 

project that benefited both parties: My project with DO would allow me to conduct 

dissertation research that in turn produced a recommendation report. I had my research 

questions, and I had a vehicle in which to answer them, namely through DO’s safety 

initiative, CTZ. I had to design my plans to accommodate the parameters of DO in order 

to make this research project mutually beneficial to both researcher and the local 

branch of a global oil company. I conducted meetings to find out exactly what those 

parameters were, but they changed significantly depending on the meeting and the 

group of people I met with; changes occurred because DO had its own metaphorical 

fires to fight, and if Administration noted offshore safety issues to address, they 

prioritized according to company needs and would once again postpone my research 

plan. “Try again next week.” “Try again next month.” At least five different times, I 

arrived via taxi to DO’s headquarters only to discover that they required another 

meeting rescheduling. 

I set about the tedious task of gaining the trust of various tiers within DO 

management, starting with Communications and working my way through the chain of 

command within DO Administration. In the meantime, Communications set up my oil 

platform certification training as well as a (re-)training session that all DO employees 

were required to attend annually. Administration, however, was reticent, as they were 

anxious that I would embarrass them and damage the company’s reputation for 

excellence. Moreover, this kind of project is very rare because due to safety issues, 
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company security of assets, proprietary information, and certification requirements, 

researchers seldom board oil platforms for a project like this. I remained passionate 

about this project, but frustration mounted as I vacillated between attempting to 

convince DO’s various tiers and rescheduling meetings due to DO’s own prioritized 

company issues. Finally, I managed to assure the final tier of Administration’s 

authorization that pseudonyms would be used throughout this project. I mentioned that 

I had already conducted research in Texas Tech University’s (TTU) Research Methods 

and Field Methods courses; therefore, this was not my first research project, and I 

reemphasized the mutual beneficial nature of this project. Satisfied with my 

professionalism and perseverance, the final tier of Administration acquiesced, and we 

developed a plan: I would conduct two key onshore interviews: one interview with an 

author of the original CTZ safety initiative, the employee of third party TT Associates; 

and one interview with an onshore supervisor. I would also spend the night twice 

offshore and conduct “as many interviews as possible” with various offshore tiers, 

namely the Oil Installation Manager (OIM), various offshore supervisors as available, 

and various subordinates (foremen and crew) as available. Because I was required to 

complete my own safety training before going offshore, DO arranged my certification 

courses for boarding oil platforms, which I completed in the summer months. Along 

with these interviews, I analyzed 16 documents, print and video – all that were current 

components of the safety initiative CTZ, which had been created by TT Associates in 

2012. All of these steps took about 18 tedious months to finalize, since DO had its own 
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intra-company issues to address without the added complication of securing a third-

party researcher.  

As the plan slowly materialized on the side of DO, as parameters were 

established, and as various DO tiers were assured anonymity, I applied for authorization 

from TTU’s Internal Review Board. Once I received written approval from TTU’s IRB 

(#504649), I scheduled my trips to DO’s assigned oil platform. 

As noted above, in order to conduct interviews and gather CTZ documentation, I 

had to go offshore. In order to travel offshore, I needed to engage in certification; this 

certification included a fire safety course in which I familiarized myself with various 

types of fires, an Emergency First Aid course in which I brushed up my CPR skills, a 

helicopter accident simulation course, and attendance at one of DO’s monthly (re-

)training sessions, which were held in the ballroom at a local five-star hotel. Once I 

received my Offshore Petroleum Industry Training Organisation (OPITO) approved 

BOSIET certification (Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training) and 

Hydrogen Sulfide / Breathing Apparatus (H²S / BA) certification, I was able to board a 

helicopter and travel to one of DO’s offshore platforms. 

Data Triangulation through Interviews, Observations and Field Notes, and Document 

Analysis 

The data collection for interviews, observations and field notes, and 

documentation occurred in September 2013, June 2014, and January 2015. In order to 

obtain a rigorous, more accurate picture of what my data say about employee attitudes 
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of CTZ, I conducted both my interviews and document analyses as well as took copious 

field notes. As prescribed by Spinuzzi (2013), “You have to build a story by looking across 

the data to see what the different data types are telling you” (p. 131).  My data 

collection is an attempt to triangulate document analyses and thick description of my 

own observations with the stories of those involved with creation, implementation, and 

usage of CTZ. Interview questions are attached in Appendices B-F; images, sketches, and 

photograph stills of documentation are located in Appendices I-L. 

This study uses three of the four main sources of data considered to be most 

common in qualitative research: observations, interviews, and document analyses 

(Creswell, 2007, p. 129). I took notes during a CTZ (re-)training session I attended, 

interviewed a CTZ author and various tiers within DO onshore and offshore, and 

gathered documents via my contacts within DO Communications, DO Headquarters, and 

DO’s offshore platform. By cross-referencing these three out of four main sources of 

data – codes within onshore and offshore interviews, field notes and observations, and 

the codes within the visual rhetoric of 16 CTZ documents – I was able to not only answer 

my research questions for this project but also ensure rigor by pattern reinforcement of 

my findings. 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD ONE: INTERVIEWS 

Opinions expressed in semi-structured interviews provide an arena in which 

employees from various levels at DO are able to safely express themselves behind 

closed doors while I simultaneously abide by IRB requirements. Semi-structured 
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interviews allow interviewers to ask additional questions so participants can elaborate 

on their answers; for example, I had not heard of the term “toolbox talks” until an 

interviewee mentioned it. I then asked him to elucidate this common term in the 

petroleum industry. Following the advice of Spinuzzi (2013), my interview questions 

addressed my research questions, but there was room to ask follow-up questions if 

need be (p. 99). Furthermore, my questions, which included vital pre- and post-

interview banter, attempted to ensure comfort and ease for all participants involved; 

along with the distribution of SWAG bags, this banter included use of reassuring 

gestures, familiarity of language and cultural aspects for each interviewee. I also 

reframed and repeated questions whenever possible to assist interviewees in grasping 

meaning; for example, instead of asking, “How do you receive CTZ materials?” I would 

reframe the question as, “Where do you get products like newsletters and other CTZ 

items?” These interviews included an original writer of CTZ and employee of TT 

Associates, Onshore Supervisor, OIM, Offshore Supervisors, and Subordinates (Foremen 

and Crew). Subordinates did not identify whether they worked as Foremen or Crew. 

Interview questions are attached in Appendices B-F. 

These are the following participants I interviewed for my study. I provide my 

justification for the selection of my interviewees within each section of interview sites. 
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Table 3.1: List of Key Interviewees 

Interviewee Number of Interviews Pseudonym 

Author of CTZ 1 Charlie 

Onshore Supervisor 1 Ewan 

Offshore Installation 

Manager 

1 Henrik 

Offshore Supervisors 4 Jake – Safety 

Patrick – Welding 
Inspection 

Chris – Construction 

Eric – Closer To Zero 

Offshore Subordinates:  

Foremen and Crew 

21 Aravind 

Vishnu 

Ganesh 

Gabriel 

Others provided below as 
required 

 

Site Description, Interview Procedures, Participant Description, and Method of 
Selection  
 

For the purposes of answering my research questions, I provided one interview 

site and DO provided two interview sites. The following section describes each interview 
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site, the participants who were interviewed at each site, the process of their selection, 

and interview procedures. Creswell mentions that “one general guideline in qualitative 

research is not only to study a few sites or individuals but also to collect extensive detail 

about each site or individual studied” (p. 126). I have described interview spaces as well 

as details on the platform itself; I have also included meaningful details about 

interviewees; although the interviewees will remain anonymous, their education details, 

cultural insight, and work culture insight have been meaningful in providing depth to 

some of my research questions / answers. I ultimately interviewed 28 participants: 1 

onshore engineer, 5 offshore platform supervisors / supervisors, 21 subordinates 

(foremen and crew), and 1 author of CTZ (see Table 3.1). I categorize these interviews 

below by interview location. 

Interview Procedures 

From onshore to offshore interviews, I interviewed a total of 28 participants, 

each ranging 30-60 minutes in length. Although I could have conducted more interviews 

and surely would have accumulated more insight, I already had gathered a significant 

sampling of the ethnic majorities of this specific platform, and this sampling supplied me 

with data sufficient to answer my research questions. Upon completion of my 

interviews, I noted a vast disparity among my subordinate interview answers, which I 

attributed partially to reticence and fear of getting in trouble but mostly to lack of 

English proficiency. Ultimately, I used stratified purposeful sampling for this study; 

although DO Communications selected all interviewees for my study, they complied 
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with my sole parameter: to interview subordinates from the most pervasive ethnicities 

of the platform. Therefore, my interviewees represented the oil platform’s ethnic 

majorities, which were Filipino, Indian, Nepalese, and Sri Lankan. DO Communications 

perceived the author of CTZ, Onshore Supervisor, Offshore Supervisors, and Offshore 

Subordinates – this last subgroup consisting of the ethnic majorities on a specific oil 

platform – as all relevant for this research project.  

Although the interview questions were mine, both the author interview 

(Appendix B) and onshore supervisor interview (Appendix C) were arranged by my DO 

Communications liaison. The onshore supervisor was simply requested by DO 

Communications to meet me in a company boardroom at a specific time; while he was 

reticent to answer my questions at first, he relaxed when I expressed that this research 

was for my dissertation and not to “rock the boat” at DO. He happily complied once I 

gave him my business card and informed him of his rights as an interviewee (see 

Appendix H). 

One of my supervisor interviews took place with Chris, who shares an office with 

several others, some of whom are supervisors and others are subordinates. Although 

there were 2-3 others present during the interviews, others present were engaged in 

problem-solving, the room was fairly large (5-6 desks), and the noise level from 

intercoms and nearby computers masked a great deal. I conducted three other 

interviews with supervisors Jake, Eric, and Patrick, within the Quiet Room on the oil 

platform.  DO had arranged for all interviews with offshore personnel (Appendices D-F) 
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to take place at G Location oil platform in the Quiet Room; in the least, the Quiet Room 

was a neutral, familiar space for all interviewees. Nevertheless, the Quiet Room was not 

so quiet. Although the Quiet Room was located near my sleeping quarters and 

interviewee work areas, there were a couple of nuisances throughout the interviewing 

process. First of all, the door could not be locked; hence, oblivious employees interested 

in using the Quiet Room for relaxation would open the door in the middle of 

confidential interviews. Although these employees would quickly leave, it would 

oftentimes take a considerable amount of time to regain interview momentum. 

Secondly, an intercom at high volume would often sound with updates or requests for 

communication from personnel somewhere on the oil platform; these interruptions 

were constant and required my halting the interview until said announcements ceased. 

All 21 offshore subordinate interviews also took place within the Quiet Room. It 

was vital to conduct offshore interviews because I would not have been able to 

interview subordinates otherwise. There was also the added benefit of my witnessing 

firsthand the working environment of the offshore petroleum worker. On-duty offshore 

supervisors provided me a roster of interviewees with interview time slots, and once I 

would finish with an interview, the next interviewee would appear at the door of the 

platform’s Quiet Room. There was no pattern to DO’s participant sampling other than 

that the participants were from one of the four major ethnicities that worked onboard. 

Oftentimes, the interviewee would not know why they were being interviewed, and 

they were reticent to answer questions. While they complied, many of them did not 

appear to be swayed by my reading their interviewee rights; however, SWAG bags 
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proved to be immensely popular, and future interviewees looked forward to “belonging 

to the club” and receiving theirs. As I would finish with one interviewee, another would 

be sent to be interviewed, hand-picked by the supervisor on duty. This is due to the fact 

that offshore employees have specific tasks to carry out, and naturally my data 

collection procedures could not hinder these tasks. Therefore, I complied with DO’s 

wishes in receiving and interviewing employees that were provided for my project. 

Upon the procurement of participants, I presented my participants with my 

Informed Consent Letter and Research Consent Form (Appendices G and H). I asked if 

my participants would like to read these documents silently or if they would like me to 

read these documents aloud with them in English; 26 of my participants chose to read 

the document silently. Upon signing the Research Consent Form, I asked if I could record 

our interview with a digital recorder (audio only). Only one of my 28 interviewees, 

Ewan, had a problem with any of this process, as the subject matter of my research 

made him anxious; after I elaborated further about the nature of my project, he was 

assured and agreed to sign the documentation.  I informed participants that I am not 

affiliated with DO in any way in order to allow them freedom to express themselves 

openly without worry of repercussion. Administration endorsed the use of SWAG bags, 

gift bags for each interviewee, in order to encourage participation, too.   

As advised by Sam Dragga and several South Asian TAMUQ colleagues, I wore 

semi-casual attire and wore my university employee name badge prominently in order 

to put my subordinate interviewees more at ease. My SWAG materials – consisting of 
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university t-shirt, chocolate bar, university notepad, university luggage tags – 

accompanied me on one sofa while the interviewee sat on an opposite sofa in the Quiet 

Room. These SWAG bags proved to be immensely popular; even though my participants 

were not getting paid for participation, each interviewee eyed the pile of bags these 

interviews and smiled when he received one. In between us sat the digital recorder, 

which seemed to make interviewees nervous no matter what I did. I employed every 

technique I knew to make my interviewees more comfortable; this included speaking 

solitary phrases in the interviewee’s native language, discussing their native foods, 

places I had visited in their country, and mentioning that these interviews were 

confidential, but the interviewee’s involvement could be nulled and voided at any time 

should the interviewee desire this. Intercom interruptions were constant; the 

interviewee and I would have to pause interviews 8-10 times per interview during the 

bleats of intercom announcements.  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, whether in the work environment or the home 

environment, members of collectivist cultures are oftentimes reticent to disturb 

harmony among colleagues or family. This reticence alludes to “yessir cultures,” those 

cultures in which subordinates from collectivist societies oftentimes agree without fail, 

regardless of their understanding or disagreement with issues at hand. Therefore, the 

ability to procure opinions from subordinates from collectivist societies, while crucial to 

the development of safety initiatives, can also be problematic to gather. Hofstede 

(2007) calls attention to the need for cross-cultural pollination in order to improve 

company dynamics. “For the development of social psychology and cross-cultural 
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psychology, it is essential that ethnocentric paradigms are transcended. We all need to 

trade ideas with colleagues working in other national and cultural contexts” (p. 20). To 

that end, Bennett (1999) mentions how cultural paradigms influence life perceptions, 

which includes working life. “Understanding the relationship between culture and 

organizational constructs such as commitment, motivation, teamwork, and 

interdependence has been incomplete due to researchers’ failure to consider the 

dynamics of the situations themselves” (p. 84). Commitment, motivation, teamwork, 

and interdependence: All of these company virtues embody the spirit of CTZ and nearly 

echo the initiative’s “elements” that I describe further in Chapter 6. Mudambi and Swift 

(2011) allude to the highly contextual opportunities and challenges of strategic 

management: “Evidence suggests there are very few, if any, management practices that 

are effective on a global basis” (p. 186). In order for this project to make a difference for 

future risk communication, I needed to provide as much of a comfortable, safe interview 

environment as possible and pay attention to interviews of all levels of workers. If I had 

been unable to transcribe deeply personal opinions of those already reticent to express 

their views, then this project would have failed. Whenever I noticed a subordinate 

interviewee feeling comfortable enough to express his opinion about DO and CTZ, I felt 

like a small, strategic, and important victory had been won. 

My own strategy to collaborate with members from “yessir cultures” is to build 

upon what I have learned while living in the Arabian Gulf for 15 years. This strategy 

parallels Mullings’ 1999 work regarding insider / outsider dynamics and positional 

spaces, “areas where the situated knowledges of both parties in the interview 
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encounter and engender a level of trust and cooperation” (p. 340). The main elements 

for me to forge with my participants are comfort and trust, which I hope the pre-

interview reinforced. Rather than project an unfavorable image of a faceless white man 

in a suit and minion of DO, I showed my own interest and knowledge of Filipino, Indian, 

Nepali, and Sri Lankan cultures, I reinforced and reiterated that I am not an employee of 

DO, that participation is anonymous, and that I attempted to give them an opportunity 

to express opinions without ramifications. As my original research plan required, I also 

gave each interviewee an escape in case they decided they didn’t wish to participate, 

none of whom pursued it. 

Participant Information: Sampling and Recruitment 

Participation of interviewees was paramount to my research plan. Koerber and 

McMichael (2008) clarify terminology in terms of participant selection and distinguish 

between the various types of participant selection, namely convenience sampling, 

purposeful sampling, and theoretical sampling. The authors denote convenience 

sampling “as consisting of participants who are readily available and easy to contact” (p. 

463); purposeful sampling as “participants who possess certain traits or qualities” (p. 

464); and theoretical sampling as a type of purposeful sampling in which “the criteria for 

sampling emerge along with the study itself” (p. 465).  

My project employed stratified convenience sampling, which is a useful method 

in a qualitative study such as this one because selecting individuals capable of 

contributing to the answers to my research questions led me further to research 
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conclusions. Creswell (2007) mentions that researchers can sample at the site level, the 

event or process level, and the participant level” (p. 126). Stratified sampling was most 

beneficial for my data collection because I strived to select members of the platform’s 

overwhelming majority of ethnicities. My main goal was to target members of those 

ethnic majorities of subordinate offshore workers so that their voices could be heard. A 

member of DO Communications informed me that this was the case. All 21 subordinate 

interviews were conducted in the same room at the same platform within two overnight 

visits over two consecutive weekends. The interviewee from TT Associates was British. 

All supervisors were either British Caucasian or Danish Caucasian. All subordinates were 

Filipino, Indian, Nepalese, or Sri Lankan. Subordinate education ranged from six month 

after basic high school (ending in 10th grade) to two years of education after 12th grade. 

Different interviewees possessed a different working knowledge of English. Although I 

interviewed two onshore supervisors, one was my liaison in DO Communications as well 

as the supervisor over CTZ, who expressed an interest in undergoing my interview 

process. I did not screen participants for any specific characteristics; I merely complied 

with DO’s wishes and interviewed those who were selected by the on-duty supervisor 

and sent my way. Charlie, one of the original authors of CTZ, asserted that while DO 

Administration likes to say that there are over 50 ethnicities onboard these rigs and 

platforms, composition of workforce is more realistically a bell-curve with 80% 

representing a dominant four ethnicities, the composition of which varies from platform 

to platform.  
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The author interview was key in order to answer the following research 

questions: “What is Closer To Zero in all of its forms? What information does it contain? 

How is it designed? Who creates Closer To Zero…and to what end?” I deemed it 

important to meet and interview a creator of the initial CTZ documentation in order to 

better contrast CTZ of 2010 with that of 2015. My onshore supervisor interview 

provided context for how the onshore contingency feels about CTZ as well as answer the 

following research questions: “What is Closer To Zero in all of its forms? Who uses 

Closer To Zero…and to what end? What changes might be implemented to improve or 

eliminate these problems?” My offshore supervisor interviews, especially with the OIM, 

also assisted in answering those questions as well as, “How is Closer To Zero 

disseminated among its offshore subordinates? Are there factors that negate the 

effectiveness of Closer To Zero?” My interviews with offshore subordinates were the 

final component to answer above questions posed to supervisors. 

Site 1: My Office on University Campus 
 

A third party, TT Associates, is responsible for the initial creation and 

development of DO’s CTZ media. An interview with one of the original writers of this 

media assists in answering questions pertaining to message matching audience. 

Exploring the perceptions and reflections of these individuals provides considerable 

insight into the thinking in creating materials that should address CTZ’s targeted 

audience. Appendix B: CTZ Author Interview Questions features questions asked. 
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My first interview was with Charlie, a British citizen and original author of CTZ 

who works at TT Associates. DO Communications selected Charlie as my interviewee, 

and my DO Communications contact put the two of us in touch via e-mail. After contact 

via e-mail courtesy of my DO liaison, Charlie asked to be interviewed at my office in the 

morning before his working hours. This surprised me, as his office was in the opposite 

direction across the city; furthermore, there is a considerable amount of security to 

endure for any building visitor to the university where I work, as there are combustible 

materials and dangerous equipment within university research labs. Nevertheless, I was 

enthused that there was no need for me to travel anywhere for my first research 

interview. My office has no windows and is located in a suite with seven other solitary 

offices, and it is a confidential environment, so we closed the door and proceed to 

business. I met Charlie at the university’s main entrance and escorted him to my office, 

where we had light conversation about traffic and the weather, after which Charlie left 

presumably to go to work. Charlie signed his interview authorization form and 

authorized my use of a digital recorder so that I could easily transcribe our interview at a 

later date. Charlie spoke a great deal and with an attention to detail; although I had 

predicted a 30-minute interview, the actual interview lasted closer to an hour.  

Site 2: DO Headquarters 
 

It was beneficial to meet with an onshore DO supervisor to listen to his own 

understanding of CTZ as well as note the contrast in answers to my interview questions 

with offshore subordinates, namely what CTZ comprises, who CTZ is geared to, how CTZ 
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is disseminated, and if onshore workers think that the initiative is truly effective. 

Appendix C: CTZ Onshore Supervisor Interview Questions features questions asked. 

My onshore supervisor interviewee, Ewan, is a British citizen, and his interview 

took place at DO’s plush headquarters. DO Headquarters is located at a skyscraper in 

the trendiest part of the city, where parking is scarce and I always travel via taxi. It is a 

high-rise with considerable security measures: Visitors entering their doors are greeted 

by 2-3 front desk clerks and receptionists. In order to proceed further, the visitor 

requires clearance from someone within the tower or authorization for a security guard 

to escort the visitor to the appropriate location. It is in the waiting area that there is a 

model of all DO oil platforms and rigs as well as a CTZ fire safety video on loop. Once the 

visitor is cleared through security, s/he exchanges his / her national ID card for an 

electronic key card that opens a gateway to the elevators. Security guards or DO 

employees escort visitors at all times. Elevators are ridiculously small and during my 

visits, they stop on mostly every floor going up and going down. This is a tedious 

process, especially since my DO liaisons work on the top floors. Dress code is business-

casual although there is a considerable amount of trendy European female employees in 

high heels and pencil skirts. It is a youngish population, and hairstyles are on trend, too. 

There is a great divide between people who work at DO Headquarters, who 

overwhelmingly consist of British, Danish, and local employees; and visiting DO offshore 

subordinates, consisting of South and Southeast Asians, who are there to process 

paperwork. Frankly, the latter appear shy, uncomfortable, and intimidated by the high 

profile office environment. Most desk space is fairly expansive, headquarters employees 
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are engaged and talkative, and there are fresh fruit trays on every floor, as well as 

coffee areas with rows of DO-labeled coffee mugs. DO offices command impressive 

views of the city’s skyline. 

I met Ewan in a conference room within DO’s Headquarters after I had passed 

through security. Ewan was selected by DO Communications, and by Ewan’s initial 

reactions, the interview appeared to be a recent surprise to him. At first, Ewan was 

quite reticent in agreeing to being interviewed. However, the details of my situation 

eased him a great deal: I am a PhD student, DO liaises often with my place of 

employment, and I am gathering research as a dissertation project. At this point, Ewan 

appeared more visibly comfortable and agreed to both our interview as well as my using 

a digital recorder. Authorization documents were signed and the 30-minute interview 

began.  

Site 3: DO Offshore Platform Location 
 

I had two overnight trips to the oil platform, where there are numerous 

operating DO oil platforms, and I was told that the platform I visited was a newer one. 

Once the helicopter touched down and its doors opened, I grabbed my offloaded gear, 

namely the mandatory DO coveralls / work shoes / safety glasses, and immediately 

headed down several flights of stairs. Although outdoors on the platform is very loud, 

earplugs assist. I removed my life vest and handed it to a waiting passenger who would 

board the helicopter. I was reminded to hold onto a handrail as I made my way to the 

quarters, where I sat and was asked to watch a CTZ safety video about my stay on the 
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platform. Halls are confined, oftentimes I must step over raised doorways, and I never 

saw any women there although I was told that one of the OIMs is female. After 

watching the safety video, I was issued a gas mask and an H²S indicator, which I was told 

I should immediately test and carry on my person at all times. On the top floor of the 

quarters, there are sleeping quarters and the Quiet Room, which houses popular novels 

by Stephen King and Maeve Binchy in English and Danish. One floor down is the galley, 

which contains messages about CTZ upon entry as well as records of near-misses. There 

are refrigerators full of pop drinks and milk as well as an ice cream machine. The galley 

featured South Asian employees who offered English fare and Indian fare. I was 

discouraged to try the Indian fare. “Sir, that’s Indian food,” a galley employee warned 

me, but I selected it anyway. Along with sleeping quarters, there is a VIP Lounge that 

contains immense leather sofas to comfortably seat 15-20 employees, a DVD player, and 

a large plasma screen. One floor down is the bottom floor, and this houses the grand 

office of the OIM, with an immense desk, meeting table, plants, and a large window 

behind the desk, as well as Assistant Supervisors, technical rooms, and a locker room. 

The locker room is the place where one changes in and out of working boots and 

coveralls as well as a makeshift smoking room, called Joe’s Café. Joe’s Café is a plastic 

encased pod no larger than a bathroom stall that folks could crowd into to light up. Also 

on this floor is the general lounge, where workers can watch television, exercise, or 

relax. These quarters are soundproof and segregated from working areas. Signs alert 

others to be quiet, as there is always a shift of resting people. 
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Sleeping quarters contain bunk beds and a bathroom / shower, plus assigned 

cabinets and drawers for each of the two inhabitants of the room. Some rooms contain 

windows; upon my first visit, I had a room with a window, and on my subsequent visit, I 

did not. All sleeping quarters contain a desk about twice the size of an old-time wooden 

school desk in width. Three recycling bins sit between the desk and the bathroom, and 

separation of garbage is expected; signs on each bin indicate what kind of products to 

place in each bin. Only bathroom doors can be locked. Next to the door are two sets of 

emergency fireproof gloves and hoods. 

Outside of the quarters is everything else: heavy machines, immense pipelines, 

cranes, and baskets to carry crew members from one level to another. There are several 

muster card locations, and every person on the platform belongs to one of them. When 

offshore people line up for a muster or if people are evacuating the platform, each 

person grabs his / her own muster card. Remaining or unclaimed muster cards alert 

others of a missing person if their muster card is not taken during an emergency; 

therefore, it is crucial to remember to keep tabs on this procedure. My own 

Communications liaison advised me to keep a copy of my muster station name in my 

back pocket at all times in case of emergency, which came in handy during my first trip 

offshore.  

Yellow arrows guide the offshore visitor to muster stations or to helipads. It is 

very loud outside, and the ocean water below is constantly swirling and chopping about.  
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I interviewed members of the four tiers of offshore employees, namely a 

platform supervisor / Oil Installation Manager (OIM), supervisors, and subordinates 

(foremen and crew). Interviews with these participants assisted in my answering the 

majority of my research questions. Appendices D, E, and F feature questions asked to 

the OIM, supervisors, and subordinates respectively. 

1. Henrik: I met with Henrik, the OIM, during my second overnight stay on the 

platform. It was not easy procuring time to interview Henrik; he is a busy man 

who is constantly fielding meetings with other supervisors and liaising with DO 

Administration onshore. Nevertheless, he appeared to be a very pleasant, down-

to-earth person who admired my research goals. I happened to catch Henrik 

literally in his last tour: The following month, he was scheduled to retire and 

return to his native Denmark. I suspect that his extensive interview answers 

were attributed to this fact. Henrik looked very tired, and he drank copious 

amounts of coffee during our interview. His interview was my last interview and 

the most difficult to procure, as he happened to be always engaged. Ultimately, 

Henrik was kind enough to dedicate an hour for the purposes of this project. 

2. Jake: Supervisors were selected in terms of availability. As with the vast majority 

of my offshore interviews, my DO Communications liaison, Eric, briefly 

introduced me to Jake immediately before our interview. All offshore supervisor 

interviews were initiated by Eric, who led me around the labyrinth of offices to 

see who was available for “a quick interview by a university professor who wants 

to help improve Closer To Zero.” This strategy of dropping in and spontaneously 
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interviewing supervisors worked for everyone except the OIM. (In Henrik’s case, 

we scheduled an appointment.) Jake was nervous about speaking before 

thinking about his answers; in fact, as he read my list of questions, he sighed and 

said, “I had better be careful.” 

3. Patrick: A rough-around-the-edges welding inspector, Patrick was kind but 

intimidating. Big, burly, loud, and aggressive, he acquiesced to answer my 

questions as a favor to Eric, my Communications liaison, in the Quiet Room. 

Ironically, he seemed disappointed when the interview came to an end; in fact, 

he kept the interview going with discussion about his family. 

4. Chris: Aside from Henrik, Chris appeared to be most passionate about his job, 

and he was a strong advocate for CTZ. When Eric and I darkened his office door, 

he dropped everything and committed to answering my questions. He spoke a 

great deal about his crew and the lengths he would take to ensure proper 

communication with his crew members.  

5. Eric: This interview seemed to come about simply because my Communications 

liaison wanted to undergo the interview experience and procure an interview 

SWAG bag, which was a far bigger hit than I would have ever imagined. 

Naturally, his answers were pro- CTZ and advocated company policy.  

6. Aravind: All foremen and crew were selected and arranged by supervisors on 

duty. They downplayed my idea of making an announcement in the galley, as 

they suspected this method could interrupt daily operations. Therefore, they 

selected subordinate interviewees in terms of availability. Once I finished 
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interviewing a subordinate, I notified the supervisor on duty via intercom, who 

would in turn send me another interviewee. With two years of computer and 

electrical courses post-high school, Aravind appeared to be the most educated as 

well as the most fluent in English among all of the subordinates that I 

interviewed. He was also surprisingly candid, which assisted in my answering my 

research questions. 

7. Vishnu: Although he says that he had three years of welding school after high 

school, a great deal of which was in English, Vishnu’s English proficiency rated 

second among my subordinate interviews. Vishnu appeared to be more anxious 

about answering my interview questions than Aravind.  

8. Ganesh: Chris the Construction Supervisor selected Ganesh due to his great 

improvement in English proficiency since Ganesh first started working for DO. 

Unfortunately, his language skills lacked a great deal, and we struggled with 

meaning of my interview questions so that he could answer them effectively. 

9. Gabriel: A welder with six months of post-high school technical education, 

Gabriel spoke English as a third language. As with Ganesh, we struggled a great 

deal with meaning of interview questions so that he could answer them 

effectively. 

I have identified these interviewees due to the extent of their comprehensive insight 

into answering my research questions. Other interviewees, all of whom consist of 

foremen and crew, will be described as necessary in later chapters for the purposes of 

this dissertation. 
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Interview Analysis 

Upon completion of interview transcription, I applied open coding to my data as 

encouraged by Spinuzzi (2013) for my first pass. I took time to reconcile my codes to 

ensure consistency as well as define my codes so that I was able to code similar 

instances within my data (p. 140). As I read and reread each interview transcription, I 

would number the topics in columns via pencil and paper that had been mentioned by 

interviewees, such as “leadership,” “sustainability,” or “teamwork.” I would list and 

number each instance that the interviewee spoke of a topic, and I listed corresponding 

page numbers within my interview transcriptions. Upon completion of my first pass, I 

proceeded to my second pass, which consisted of axial coding so that I could detect 

emerging themes across my codes and consolidate codes that were alike (p. 141).  Once 

I indicated relationships amongst codes, my axial codes showed how often these 

connections existed among my interview transcriptions.  

Table 3.2: Examples of Axial Coding Schemes 

Axial Code Feedback 

Description Methods in which employees participate in check-and-balance 

Open Codes Data, audits, performance review, feedback 

Transcription 
Example 

“You’re all your own safety officer and not frightened to raise 
safety concern whatever it may be…and seeking feedback as 
well.” 
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Axial Code Mutual respect 

Description Methods or instances in which employees respect each other 

Open Codes Trust, empowerment, intervention, mutual respect 

Transcription 
Example 

“We always working time safe work and looking other also.” 
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DATA COLLECTION METHOD TWO: DOCUMENTS 

The following sections discuss my process in collecting and analyzing CTZ 

documentation for the purposes of this research project. Images, sketches, and 

photograph stills of documentation are located in Appendices I-L. 

Document Collection 

My DO Communications liaison provided me with all artifacts. Artifact collection 

consisted of two copies of CTZ’s corporate newsletter; a toolbox talk card game; seven 

types of CTZ posters; and the following safety videos, each ranging from 3-13 minutes in 

length: Basket Transport, Behavioral-based Study, Drilling Rig Induction, Helicopter 

Briefing, CTZ Orientation Leaders, Offshore Safety Induction, Risk Assessment, and 

Waste Management Awareness.  

I explored CTZ documentation in terms of textual rhetoric and accompanying 

visual rhetoric. While interviews assisted me in analyzing CTZ ‘s audience, document 

analyses of CTZ’s monthly newsletter, videos, and other materials have assisted in my 

analyzing the effectiveness of the initiative’s singular multimodal message. Spinuzzi 

(2013) notes that artifacts are designed, persistent, somehow shared, and integrated 

into the workflow so that they would shed insight into their working environment (pp. 

116-117). CTZ print and video documentation provided all kinds of insight into themes 

previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the results of which I discuss in Chapter 4. Figure 1 

features a list and brief description of these 16 documents: 
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Document Number for 
this Project 

Document Name Document Genre 

1. Closer To Zero Journey Poster Print - Poster 

2. Posted Transit Room Memo Print – Poster 

3. Nightshift Sleeping Quarters 

Sign 

Print – Poster 

4. Tidy Desk Poster Print – Poster 

5. Our Safety Team Galley Poster Print – Poster 

6. Toilet Poster Print – Poster 

7. Locker Room Poster Print - Poster 

8. April 2013 Corporate 

Newsletter 

Print - Newsletter 

9. June 2013 Corporate 

Newsletter 

Print – Newsletter 

10. Deck of “Playing” Cards Print – Playing Cards 

11. Offshore Safety Induction Video 

12. Waste Management Video 
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13. Drilling Rig Induction Video 

14. Basket Transfer Video 

15. Helicopter Briefing Video 

16. Risk Assessment Video 

Figure 1: List of Closer To Zero Documentation 

After I analyzed these 16 documents (and underwent all of my offshore training), 

I had a much better understanding of the daunting environments that all offshore 

workers face. 

Document Analysis Procedures 

I collected all possible CTZ materials via DO Communications, which I have 

mentioned above. Once I received these materials, I commenced my analyses of textual 

and visual rhetoric, which included open coding, axial coding, and a combination of 

Supra-Textual and Semiology lenses for the analysis of visual rhetoric. I discuss the 

specific details of my document analysis as well as my findings Chapter 6, Document 

Analysis & Results. 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD THREE: OBSERVATIONS & FIELD NOTES 

Due to issues of safety and company security, I was unable to make formal 

observations offshore; however, the observations that I made throughout this research 

project have added immeasurable insight into this project and have enriched my 
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findings tremendously. I have documented every meeting in relation to this project. My 

first meeting with DO at their headquarters, my BOSIET oil platform certification 

schooling,  Skype meetings with my dissertation chair, my nights offshore: I have 

transcribed all of these occurrences. As noted by Spinuzzi (2013), observations can be an 

incredibly useful way to gather data on an organization provided that the researcher 

focuses, surveys surroundings, develops a shorthand, commits to the observation, 

writes constantly, is vigilant to note repeated patterns and deviations, and is sensitive to 

the expected / unexpected (pp. 84-86). I have been committed to all of the above since 

the inception of this project, and this behavior has helped me relate my experiences to 

the reader as well as refresh my own memory of experiences that happened 1-3 years 

ago.  

 

Figure 2: Observations and Field Notes from (Re-)training Session 

CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS 
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Research plans must be flexible, and my own research plan has demonstrated 

this. While it would have been insightful to witness on-site working dynamics via 

observations, to obtain a feel for real-world situations of offshore subordinates and 

interact first-hand with members in their environment of oil rig culture, upon hindsight 

to offshore installations, this would not have been possible. First of all, safety hazards 

and daily offshore employee tasks proved that observations were not a feasible option; 

as it stands, space is cramped on the oil platform, and I could not imagine myself not 

getting in someone’s way as they conducted an important (and potentially dangerous) 

task. Secondly, workers often modify their behavior in front of others anyway. Spinuzzi 

(2013) writes that “people are often nervous when they know they’re being observed. 

They act differently. They become self-conscious” (p. 83). Due to these two reasons, 

observations would not have been as effective as an instrument. My author interview 

with TT Associates was most likely stronger or more accurate than on-site observations. 

I acknowledge that establishing comfort and trust with participants could have been 

fruitful via private onshore meetings in a “safe” zone; furthermore, interviews at an 

offshore site visit plunged me into unfamiliar surroundings and my participants may 

have felt as though they were being monitored (and interrogated). Nevertheless, I was 

required to work under the conditions that DO provided me, and I readily complied with 

DO’s terms. 

Authority, trust, and language were factors that colored my interviews, and I did 

my best to consider these factors as part of my research ethics when I set up the study. 

Addressing participants from diametrically different cultures such as collectivist cultures 
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can be problematic, and there is no clear-cut solution that meets the need of every 

intercultural research project. Nevertheless, I can research what others have done, learn 

from their mistakes and triumphs, and attempt to hone a course of action that can 

encourage favorable participant behavior. I have learned that judging people’s actions 

by their nationality may only reveal a superficial amount of information. Not every 

American, Chinese, or Indian will reach the same conclusion and respond the same way 

to a given situation. Ulijn, et al. (2000) mention that “In many cases, different cultural 

expectations and practices can affect the way in which individuals from different 

cultures both present and interpret spoken or written information” (p. 1).  

Establishing effective intercultural communication can be problematic for a 

multitude of reasons. While this may be due to the aforementioned, it can also stem 

from a lack of familiarity with members of a specific culture or lack of proficiency in 

language skills. I have taught English as a foreign language since 1999 in a plethora of 

different environments, and I have lived outside of the USA for over ten years. I am also 

multilingual, speaking Arabic, Spanish, and Turkish in functional levels as well as basic 

phrases in Hindi, Singhalese, and Tamil. Information negotiation and procurement of 

services have oftentimes been trial-and-error, but I have learned how to simplify 

language (and occasionally translate) in order to overcome intercultural 

miscommunication. However, I clarified miscommunication numerous times throughout 

my safety training with Nepali and Uzbekistani DO offshore employees and ultimately 

befriended them. Ultimately, I was well-aware that I could not simply walk onto an oil 

platform and gain the immediate trust of my participants, especially those from “yessir 
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cultures.” To that end, I applied Mullings’ (1999) aforementioned research in order to 

reinforce that although I am not an insider – one who belongs to their specific “rig tribe” 

or nationality, I am also an outsider to DO, and our collaboration is a safe, anonymous 

one. Spinuzzi (2013) offers excellent advice in gaining participant confidence and 

establishing trust that I heeded: I introduced myself to non-participants as well as 

participants, which re-established my outsider role as well as re-confirmed my 

intentions to participants. I was also willing to bend the rules within interview 

situations; for example, when interviewees chose to tell me something “off the record,” 

I did as they wished, turned off the recorder, and took copious notes after they left my 

vicinity (p. 79-80). Although we can never know how exactly our participants will react, 

it was my hope that anticipating possible participant scenarios would help me in deftly 

selecting the best solution for any given issue. 

Gaining trust is problematic because in the Arabian Gulf, my skin denotes 

authority. I have markers of privilege that foremen and crew immediately recognize, 

and these participants have learned to treat people with these markers in a certain 

manner – in traffic, at the office, in grocery stores, and on an offshore oil platform. 

Whether or not my interviewees trusted me, I still had authority in our interview 

situation. It was my hope that my TAMUQ badge and my insight into their languages 

and cultures eased my participants into accepting that I was a Different White Man, one 

who was committed to hearing their voices. I listened, I responded respectfully or 

informally according to serious or lighthearted context, and ultimately I did my best to 

make them feel appreciated and safe. 
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In my situation, DO’s Communications Department was quite keen on my 

research project, and they immediately hustled me into various aspects of rigorous oil 

platform safety training so that I could receive certification to board platforms for the 

purposes of this project. Trips to the oil platform were encouraged, then after DO’s 

rough year in terms of safety, they were nixed, and finally they were back on again in 

November 2014. Once the offshore trips were rescheduled again, I speculated about 

English proficiency of my participants, all of whom, according to DO Communications, 

supposedly passed a mandatory DO English proficiency exam. “Translation and 

localization are activities of globalization that directly affect technical communicators” 

(Dicks, 2009, p. 67). DO’s Communication Department assured me that offshore workers 

had passed DO’s English language proficiency requirements; unfortunately, this was not 

the reality I encountered when I was face-to-face with the majority of my 28 

interviewees.  

CONCLUSION 

Cross-pollination between risk communication and intercultural communication 

is crucial when it comes to adhering to safe behavioral practices offshore and on the job. 

In order to dispose of toxic waste properly or clean a chemical spill, we as technical 

communicators must convey meaning accurately to multiethnic workforces to ensure 

meaning and proper procedures. 

The analysis of CTZ training materials, the practice of interviewing L2 speakers, 

and further research into communication strategies with members from specific Asian 
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cultures were paramount to procuring reliable data for this project; moreover, this data 

assists in the analysis of offshore behavior towards risk communication for a volatile 

working environment, which could assist in the creation or modification of future safety 

initiatives. DO has provided me with some training materials, and I received more prior 

to my trips to G Location; Kuniavsky (2003) and Hughes / Hayhoe (2008) provide reliable 

and user-friendly materials for guiding my research methods; and inquiring about 

communication strategies with colleagues from India and the Philippines facilitated my 

establishing comfort and trust with would-be participants. 

To conduct this study, I requested all possible CTZ materials to be provided to 

me by DO Communications. Upon receipt of materials, I commenced textual and 

rhetorical analyses. I employed supra-textual and semiological analysis of procured 

materials of CTZ. Furthermore, I liaised with DO Communications for suitable 

participants, author and onshore supervisor. Once I recruited my onshore participants, I 

worked through Appendices B or C as well as G and H. Finally, I liaised with DO 

Communications to work with Platform Supervisors and / or Supervisors. I recruited 

participants according to the wishes of DO Platform Supervisors and / or Supervisors. 

Once I recruited my representative sampling of participants, I worked through 

Appendices D, E, or F as well as G and H.  

My project offers perspectives of various DO employees who have been trained 

with the Closer To Zero safety initiative about safety habits and individual definitions – 

onshore and offshore, supervisor and subordinate.  An original author interview 
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provided me further insight into the initial intentions and overall mission of CTZ. I 

employed an open coding as suggested by Saldaña (2013) and Spinuzzi (2013) in order 

to situate these perspectives and triangulate data, followed by Axial Coding. As I 

commenced coding my interviews, I sought perspectives about safety, responses to 

DO’s ideas of safe behavior, and insight into possible issues of miscommunication in 

regards to CTZ. 

This study examines the effectiveness of DO’s CTZ safety initiative among its 

offshore subordinates. I employed mixed-methods research that includes participant 

interviews from various levels within DO, the coding of interviews, observations and 

field notes, and the analyses of CTZ documentation. Additional strengths of this study 

include the application of Charles Kostelnick’s Supra-Textual Design Model and Gillian 

Rose’s Semiology. These frameworks are well-structured and have been an appropriate 

fit for my project. 

Having established my selection of research methods as a solid, rigorous 

foundation for my study, the next three chapters will present onshore results (Chapter 

4), offshore results (Chapter 5), and document analyses (Chapter 6).  
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CHAPTER 4 

ONSHORE OBSERVATIONS & RESULTS 

In previous chapters, I introduced the challenges facing the implementation of a 

safety initiative that encompasses behavior for oil platform workers, onshore and 

offshore, on-duty and off-duty. Through this research, I have described the complexities 

in attempting to answer my own set of research questions as well as DO’s research 

questions, “How effective is Closer To Zero?” and “Are we truly communicating?” It is 

crucial for us to understand the big picture, and my dissertation project is no exception: 

Breezing into DO’s offices and conducting interviews has not garnered foolproof results. 

Familiarizing myself with the cultural and social issues, exploring the murkiness and 

complexity of oil rig culture itself, and positioning myself like some of the lower-tiered 

offshore employees have helped me answer DO’s initial questions. Chapter 4 discusses 

those events – training and data collection – that happened onshore. This discussion 

specifically includes a description of events, discusses my onshore data, and offers my 

onshore findings. 

Selection of Research Site (April 2013) 

DO is one of several petroleum companies that maintains strong ties with the 

university where I am employed. A university liaison provided contact information for 

two companies that I could easily pursue for the purposes of this project. Although I was 

interested in working with DO from the start, I had an appointment with the other oil 

company first. The meeting was disastrous: In spite of the fact that we both spoke 

English as a first language, we clearly misunderstood and ultimately were unimpressed 
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with each other, and I left the offices of the first company with the distinct feeling that 

any company I would approach would garner similar results. The following week, I met 

with my first Communications contact at DO. Our first meeting, which was smooth and 

dynamic, sparked DO’s interest, and my project quickly snowballed into a beneficial 

opportunity for both the global oil presence and me. 

From knowledge about lethal substances and dangerous machinery to 

simulations of situations gone awry, preparation is everything. My takeaway from my 

training experiences is that there can never be too much risk communication for 

offshore workers, whose working environment is potentially lethal 100% of the time. 

Whenever a lesson is learned, it must be relearned and reinforced for the greater good; 

otherwise, complacency sets in and accidents or near-misses happen. My literature 

review mentions hazardous chemicals that can scar lungs, burn skin, or simply explode 

and the heavy machinery that could snap under strain and cause a worker to fall from a 

high place. This training reinforced these notions as well as the possibility of 

transportation hazards with a helicopter falling out of the sky, flipping over, and sinking. 

Several interviewees liken platform life to “sitting on a bomb.” With this training, DO 

actively encourages comradery and provides book knowledge, accident simulations, and 

sometimes even rewards in hopes that numbers of accidents and near-misses are 

indeed closer to zero. 

The rest of this section describes my training experiences in full detail. As I 

underwent this training, sometimes thrilling, sometimes formidable, I would refer back 
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to my original set of research questions and fill my notebook with observations in order 

to arrive to these questions’ solid answers.  

Training Site #1: Petroleum Safety Facility (June 2013) 

As Communications attempted to persuade upper echelons about the value of 

my project, my next step for my research project was acquiring certification to board oil 

platforms, so DO enrolled me in Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training 

(BOSIET) certification, which encompasses Basic Fire Training and Rescue, Emergency 

First Aid, and Helicopter Safety and Escape. A fire can envelop an entire room in a 

matter of minutes. A helicopter can turn over and sink in a matter of minutes. Hydrogen 

sulfide can kill a person in a matter of seconds. Offshore workers live with the possibility 

of imminent danger every day.  

The set of buildings where training sessions are held are located on the outskirts 

of this Gulf Arab state, the industrial area, a formidable 30-mile drive from the city 

center. The first section of the facility houses small classrooms that contain 20 wooden 

desks, whiteboard, mobile television, and the teacher’s desk in a corner of the narrow 

room. A small galley that serves buffet lunch and dinner is also featured in this section. 

The second section of the safety facility maintains a large swimming pool with changing 

rooms to the side; a helicopter cockpit hovering over the swimming pool via harnesses 

facilitates helicopter crash simulations, a tower simulates a high place for participants to 

climb and jump from, and three inflated life rafts allow opportunities to learn how to 
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climb them and link them together. The third section of the facility contains simulations 

of various fires, all of which are outdoors.  

This facility, which is shared by all of the petroleum entities of this Arabian Gulf 

nation, was my work away from work for 2-3 weeks during the summer; needless to say, 

fighting fires in the Arabian sun whilst wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) was 

not the highlight of my week. Then again, in contrast with the submerging and rotating 

helicopter cockpit, perhaps it was. All individuals regardless of age, rank, gender, or 

ethnicity, were required to undergo certification in order to travel to offshore platforms.  

Bored, invigorated, and terrified: I felt all three of these emotions throughout my 

certification processes. Hours in the classroom were tedious, as there was a general 

feeling of monotony that came with the jaded instructor and static coursework followed 

by mandatory testing. I kept myself alert via notetaking and partaking in discussions 

even though I felt out of the “petroleum clique” that everyone else belonged to. I was 

not young enough to be accepted in the hip onshore engineers’ circle, and I was not 

rough enough to be accepted in the offshore engineers’ circle, so I plunged into my role 

as outsider with gusto. There was a certain feeling of freedom in knowing that I could 

“take risks” in the classroom and participate heavily, since I had no one to please in 

these groups. One offshore engineer however, a towering and intimidating South 

African in his late 50s, rooted for me whenever we had a daunting task, which pleasantly 

surprised me. “You can pass these tests!” he would exclaim and clap me on the back. 

Hard. I also spent extra time with the Asian offshore workers in our group, mostly 
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Indian, Nepali, and Kazakh, looking after them much like the South African looked after 

me. Nevertheless, it felt good to know that my previous Emergency First Aid training, 

which I had taken as an undergraduate lifeguard years ago, had gone well enough for 

me to remember the vast majority of it.  

After the boredom came feelings of invigoration and terror as we fought fires 

and spent hours learning about rafts and emergency vessels in the training pool. It was 

fun to don Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and learn about different fire 

extinguishers and their dangerous aspects, and about how to put out different fires. I 

always moved in front of the line to volunteer in putting them out, where danger was 

controlled; much like my project, it felt good to put out a fire in the correct manner: 

approach, arc of extinguishing substance, and persistence. It was empowering. 

More daunting than empowering was the submerged helicopter cockpit. Words 

cannot express the feelings of anxiety when I was strapped to my helicopter seat and 

listening to the water rush up and around me, knowing that I had to wait until the water 

was chest-high to deploy my breathing apparatus. Then once they were deployed, we 

unbuckled our seat belts, knocked out windows, and swam to the surface. That was 

child’s play to the next level of difficulty, which involved waiting underwater, breathing 

through the device, for the 180-degree rotation of the cockpit before we could unbuckle 

ourselves, knock out windows, crawl along the cockpit ceiling, and swim to safety. The 

terror had to do mostly with the sound of the swishing water. I have nearly drowned 

twice in the ocean, and although I am a good swimmer, I literally told myself to breathe 
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for every inhalation; otherwise, I would have forgotten to breathe through my mouth, 

and I would not have passed. No certification would have meant no dissertation project 

either: I constantly reminded myself of this. I was not the only one terrified. Several 

others tried to make excuses so that they could be excused from the training, but none 

of these excuses mattered. 

During my long daily drives to and from the industrial area, I wondered how an 

outsider like me – someone not directly linked to the petroleum industry – ranked 

within the spectrum of those who underwent this safety training: offshore vs. onshore, 

speakers of English as a first language vs. those who speak it as a foreign language, 

supervisors vs. subordinates. On one hand, it was empowering to know that I could 

navigate through the safety training, my research project a very attainable goal; on the 

other hand, I found it difficult to manage the classwork. Instructors were not only bored 

with their classes but they also had thick Scottish accents that made my comprehension 

fairly daunting. I was the only person to take copious notes. Here in class, I started 

wondering if my colleagues, namely my South and Southeast Asian colleagues, were 

struggling with these accents as much as I was. This question was answered 

immediately. As I sat in the classes, foremen and crew from India, Nepal, and the 

Philippines would poke me and ask me to repeat what was said by the instructors 

throughout our lessons. I could not imagine the linguistic challenges that these 

employees faced in gleaning messages and mandates.  
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That was not all: As I awaited the next mandatory training session, I also needed 

to convince various tiers within DO of the validity of this project, particularly the upper 

tiers, who were a little more reticent to commit and required more discussion of plans. 

DO is a company with a global presence, and Administration had plenty of metaphorical 

fires to fight on a regular basis that did not pertain to our research collaboration. As 

soon as I would meet with one tier and convince this group of the value of our 

collaboration, I would have to arrange another meeting with a higher tier to do the 

same thing…or to assure them that I would not embarrass the company. It has been a 

long process, one that has taken years to endure. One simply does not show up on an oil 

platform, conduct interviews, gather safety documentation, and leave. This project 

required all kinds of peripheral work and sustained patience. 

Training Site #2: DO (Re-)training Session at Hotel (September 2013)  

In my attempt to discuss “Closer To Zero in all of its forms,” I also mention my 

observations from a CTZ monthly session that all DO employees are mandated to attend 

annually. This was an early morning affair that lasted the majority of the workday. 

Within this discussion, I introduce the word “ghettoize,” which is a common 

phenomenon in the Arabian Gulf. “Ghettoize” refers to the “We and They” discussion 

posed by Hofstede, et al. (2010) in terms of in-groups and out-groups. “We have a 

persistent need to classify others in either group. We use it for family versus in-laws, for 

our teams versus the opponents, for people looking like us versus another race” (p. 16). 

“Ghettoization” for the purposes of my research refers to the act of people sitting, 
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working, and / or socializing on their own volition with other people of the same 

ethnicity in daily routine. For example, Egyptian families and Palestinian families live 

their entire lives within this Gulf State without speaking the local Arabic dialect; their 

social circles are so tight and closed that these families speak Arabic with an entirely 

Egyptian or Palestinian dialect. 

Before the meeting began at a five-star hotel’s meeting room, Fatboy Slim was 

played loudly from the speakers as participants entered. There were tables with various 

juices and appetizers, five large roundtables, and a table with a sign-in sheet. My table 

featured three Arabs, one South Asian, and me, a North American; I had selected the 

table on purpose because I was the only Caucasian. Curious looks from other attendees 

suggested the question, “Why is that man not sitting with his own kind?” I could not 

determine if my sitting at this multiethnic table raised credibility about me, lowered 

credibility, or neither. Nevertheless, the Arabs and I bonded over Gulf Arabic 

pleasantries, and the South Asian and I bonded over my familiarity with his region and 

culture. Other tables had been entirely “ghettoized,” occupied by one ethnicity, a 

peculiar feature of Arabian Gulf life to a foreigner yet a common staple in Arabian Gulf 

dynamics: One table only had South Asians, another had Southeast Asians, and the final 

two tables featured Caucasians, which were the two tables closest to the front; these 

Caucasians were from Denmark, South Africa, the UK, and the USA. I did not get a sense 

of what the South Asian table thought of the lone South Asian gentleman at our table. 

There were a grand total of 20 participants. An Englishman was the session’s discussion 
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leader, and he was flanked by two other discussion leaders, a Scotsman and a 

Dutchman.  

The first part of the session began at about 7:20am and featured a slideshow of 

oil and gas disasters that could have been prevented. The audience was asked to 

provide correct answers in how these disasters could have been prevented. When the 

audience was reticent to respond, the English presenter shouted in an exasperated 

tone, “Come on people!” Caucasians were the only participants who answered him. 

Loud air conditioners drowned out a great deal of those who spoke up.   

After mentioning the purpose of the CTZ orientation, the two British speakers 

discussed three ways in which participants could view their positon in the session: a 

prisoner (“I have to go to this session”); a tourist (“What’s in it for me if I participate?”); 

or a partner (“I want to contribute”). Next, the speakers discerned between a “cynic” 

and a “skeptic.” These two speakers discussed “what you can count on from 

management: 1) We will back you up if you stop for safety. 2) If you bring up a concern, 

we will address it promptly. 3) It will not go into a black hole. 4) We would investigate an 

incident in a way that the person involved isn’t blamed.” 

In contrast, the next section of the program, which began at about 8:00am, was 

“what management expects from you: 1) If a job is not safe, do not do it or allow 

workmates to do it. 2) If you see something unsafe, speak up, no matter whom or what. 

3) If you are unsure about something, speak up and ask. Do not stop asking until you’re 

satisfied.” At one point, the Scottish speaker mentioned that he did not “want to stand 
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here and lecture,” but he stood in one spot and spoke for 30 minutes. As he asked the 

audience safety initiative questions, he addressed the audience’s reticence to 

participate: “Why are you hesitating? Do you feel like the industry says one thing and 

does another?” I do not know if this was rhetorical, as no one volunteered an answer. 

An hour later, the English presenter asked all audience members to introduce 

themselves and “mention something that you’re passionate about.” After we went 

around the room and volunteered our fondness for motorbikes, cricket, travel, good 

food, and family, he asked, “What have we been doing? We have been building up our 

relationships.” As participants shared, I realized that the Arab participants constantly 

lapsed back into Arabic as they spoke.  

After introductions concluded, we listened to a case study of the Piper Alpha 

disaster, which illustrated the importance of refraining from breach of procedures as 

well as reiterated the importance of implementing risk safety education and culture. 

“Make safety a priority in work and home life,” the English national said. This statement 

segued into the idea to stay safe at home. The English speaker also said, “Folks, try to be 

safe, try to remember not to switch on only at work,” implying that all of those 

attending should be aware of safety practices both at home and at the workplace. Both 

leaders mentioned how “changing culture is extremely difficult.”  

Our day had begun at 7:00am. All Arabs seated at my table were off task by 9:15 

in the morning, playing on smartphones.  
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At approximately 9:15, a third speaker, from the Netherlands, introduced the 

“lucky triangle,” a close proximity of which is located in Figure 3.1. At the base is 

“Unsafe Act / Condition,” and above this word is “Incident.” Above this word is Minor 

Injury. Above this is Major Injury, and at the top is Death, which features a cross to the 

right of the word. This third speaker reiterated three times that “you can contact 

someone in case of unsafe acts.” 

 

Figure 3: Closer To Zero’s Lucky Triangle 

 

At 9:30, the audience was next presented with the Charlie Morecraft story on 

video. Morecraft is a famous case in which a seasoned petroleum veteran who knew all 

of the safety procedures took one too many shortcuts; consequently, he was badly 

burned in an offshore fire. Presently, Morecraft is committed to offshore safety as he 

travels to petroleum conferences and speaks on behalf of following procedures. After 
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we watched the video and discussed amongst our tables, there was a pregnant pause 

before the Dutch speaker said, “It’s a partnership between you and the company.” 

At about 10:15, the three speakers showed us a slide of 1930s Rockefeller Plaza 

with construction workers sitting on a beam that towered above skyscrapers. No safety 

equipment was evident in this slide. “What do we accept today that we won’t accept 

tomorrow?” asked the English speaker. We provided answers such as “shoes, no safety 

harnesses, and helmets.” The Scottish presenter asked, “Do you think it could happen in 

this country?” The audience acknowledged that this was possible. At this point in the 

conversation, the Scottish speaker provided an anecdote that included a description of 

his maid: “She’s Filipino, so she’s only this tall,” as he raised his hand waist-high. After 

his anecdote, the Scottish speaker asked the audience, “How much illegal hot work is in 

the North Sea?” According to those in the meeting, North Sea platforms are completely 

devoid of illegal hot work; in contrast, there is a great deal of hot work without proper 

authorization here in the Arabian Gulf.  

At about 11:00, each table proceeded to methodically discuss how participants 

specifically addressed offshore safety. This was informative but difficult to hear, mostly 

due to the air conditioning units. This discussion segued into another safety anecdote 

that featured Alpha Delta; after a faulty generator and fuel tank, there was a fire due to 

a melted BVC waste system, which led to men in undergarments putting out a fire in 

their accommodation area. Needless to say, Alpha Delta was a petroleum disaster.  
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At about 11:30, the three speakers presented us with DO’s three key challenges: 

1) Workers should observe workers who are not following CTZ; 2) Workers should speak 

up when they see someone at risk or unsafe conditions; and 3) Workers should be open 

to change when someone speaks to you personally.  

A break for lunch featured buffet foods, and attendees made small talk in the 

hallway outside. I once again noticed that the congregated groups were mostly 

segregated along ethnic lines: South Asians stuck with South Asians, Southeast Asians 

stuck with Southeast Asians, and Caucasians with Caucasians. I meandered and mingled 

with all of the above successfully. Some groups appeared more welcoming than others. 

Finally, at 1:00pm we were presented with what CTZ is and is not. CTZ is not the 

same as zero incidents; this is due to the fact that accidents will still continue to happen. 

CTZ is not a goal but rather a journey. CTZ is not a certainty. CTZ is not a prescription. 

CTZ is not the elimination of all risks. CTZ is about caring for one another; going home 

safely each day; a mindset intolerant of any level of injury; being proactive and asking 

questions; choosing to follow rules and procedures; responsibility for your own safety.  

At about 2:00 in the afternoon, the Dutch speaker asked, “Does anyone have 

something to add?” As there were no responses, we all proceeded to leave the room. 

However, the speakers left us with questions to answer after the session: “What will I 

do? How will I take action at home? At work?” Lastly, we filled out feedback forms 

about the (re-)training session as we left the premises. Attendees exited quickly in 

hopes to salvage the remains of their day. I, too, left along with the others in order to 
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reread my notes and make sense of everything I had experienced that day. There was a 

lot to digest. 

Closer To Zero (Re-)training Session Results 

It is my analysis that the audience of the CTZ (re-)training session was numb, 

uncomfortable, and passive, and the audience was simply intent on jumping through a 

mandatory hoop before they were set free. Audience participation was an absolute 

minimum. Ghettoized tables provided a level of comfort to the participants, most of 

whom came from Middle Eastern, South Asian, and Southeast Asian backgrounds; 

although this social behavior follows Hall and Hofstede’s theory of collectivism, there is 

no discussion of cultural delineation in their work. In other words, attendees should feel 

better by simply working in groups regardless of ethnicity; on the other hand, with the 

dynamic of some attendees requiring additional translations into Arabic, Hindi, 

Malayalam, and Tagalog, it became clearer why tables were ghettoized. Nevertheless, 

Hofstede, et al. (2010) explore fear within we-versus-they experiments, which also 

reinforce the idea of ghettoization among ethnic lines within a fairly awkward training 

session for a set of reticent offshore workers. “People are we-versus-they creatures. It 

becomes hard for people to change intuitive we-they responses to racial characteristics. 

Physiological reactions to a we-they situation can be based on any distinction among 

groups – even that among students from different university departments” (p. 16). At 

my own table, a Gulf Arab gentleman assisted a visually-impaired Gulf Arab colleague 

and translated everything into Arabic; in the meantime, there were other Arabs at our 
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table who relied on the first Gulf Arab gentleman’s Arabic translations (when they were 

not occupied in private conversation or on smartphones).  

Although the incorporation of contemporary British dance music in the 

beginning clearly broke codes of genre for pan-Asian attendees, it served as a pleasant 

enough way to wake up audience, especially since the audience hailed from so many 

ethnic backgrounds. In all of my conferences, classroom situations, and business 

meetings throughout the Middle East, South Asia, and Southeast Asia, sessions are 

conducted far more formally and without any hint of high energy dance music. 

Icebreakers would work considerably better if they were conducted earlier in the day; 

we had already been at the session for several hours, and its incorporation into the 

session felt like an afterthought, a forgotten cue. 

I also would have liked diversity in session leaders. After all, the audience is 

mostly international, and sessions such as the (re-)training session should encourage 

ethnic diversity, which in turn would empower its audience members. Sun (2012) 

discusses the importance of cross-cultural design, the applications of which could be 

applied anywhere. “In this age of glocalization, cross-cultural design expertise is needed 

by every researcher, practitioner, or communicator who seeks to have meaningful and 

engaging conversations for his or her culturally diverse users” (p. 268). Unfortunately, 

the solitary use of Caucasian leaders possibly reinforced the notion that “white man 

knows best” and detracted from the spirit of CTZ, a safety initiative that DO’s entire 

workforce is encouraged to adopt. In the least, occasional breakout sessions that 
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feature members of different ethnicities would encourage attendees so that attendees 

could see valid examples of CTZ Champions that look like them.  

Changes in session dynamics would assist in audience participation. Speakers 

could elicit audience participation easier if tables – namely attendees with English 

proficiency – were not ghettoized and the audience was compelled to collaborate with 

different people; I certainly worked well throughout the day’s sessions with the Arab 

gentlemen to my left and South Asian gentleman to my right. This could not only 

demystify people of different cultures but also encourage the making of friends rather 

than retreating into a “safe zone” of familiar and similar colleagues. Also, acknowledging 

that nobody wanted to attend the session could have been alright, too, which in turn 

would have acknowledged the human aspect. Instead of making the audience 

uncomfortable or requesting them to answer falsely that they “truly care about Closer 

To Zero” during this mandatory session, it would be better to employ a strategy of “we 

all have to be here, but we’re all in this together, so let’s do our best so that we can go 

about our way.” Getting exasperated with shy and reticent audience members, most of 

whom speak English as a third or fourth language, and shouting at them certainly 

detracts from the session’s spirit rather than adding something inspiring; ultimately, 

nobody wants to be guilted or shamed into volunteering answers for the greater group.  

Use of specific examples of audio and visual risk communication, namely 

approaches to risk and disaster, were very helpful in empowering audience with CTZ. 

Ultimately, it is crucial for workers to be reminded and re-reminded of the extraordinary 
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amount of risk involved in daily petroleum life. With Piper Alpha, the audience could see 

cause-effect on the work environment, and with Charlie Morecraft, the audience could 

see cause-effect on the human body; the metamessage of both declare, “Here is what 

can happen to your work environment or YOU if you are not careful.” The visual of 

1950s Rockefeller Plaza also reinforced how far much of the world has come in terms of 

safety at work. However, while the lucky triangle was helpful, I do not see the point in 

placing a cross at the top of the triangle labeled “Death.” Although some may argue that 

the cross is a universal symbol for death, it is also Christian-centric if not imperialistic, 

and I believe that the vast majority of the attendees, namely Sikhs, Muslims, Buddhists, 

and Hindus, did not associate meaning to it.  

Most importantly, discussion leaders, who are purportedly the pioneers of DO’s 

safety initiative, must consist of culturally sensitive individuals. Oftentimes lack of 

intercultural finesse is a result of not understanding other cultures at all, as Hall (1976) 

alludes to: “People in culture-contact situations frequently fail to really understand each 

other” (p. 214). The best example of cultural insensitivity during DO’s (re-)training 

session was one leader’s insensitive remark about his Filipino maid’s height. A day-long 

session about a company’s safety initiative can be entirely negated by a thoughtless 

remark like this.  

DO unintentionally sent mixed messages during the (re-)training session, which 

was in the form of certain leadership not upholding the spirit of CTZ. The (re-)training 

session that I attended reinforced the notion of there being only one appropriate 
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response to crises (“Prisoner, Tourist, or Partner?”), especially those reticent to respond 

in English as a third or fourth language; and the leaders involved in leading “discussion” 

could have used more training in eliciting audience responses. While there clearly was 

important material conveyed in this session, such as the case of Charlie Morecraft, a 

glowing example of what not to do or what not to become, the session appeared to be 

more of a formality that participants wanted to get over with. The leaders appeared to 

badger participants for comments when the participants were most likely afraid to get 

the “wrong answer” and consequently receive a bit of shame or scorn. 

Onshore Interview: Author (November 2014) 

All of my training and certification was completed in 2013, but 2014 was a 

difficult year for both DO and my project. According to my Communications liaison, 

2014 was a “bad year for DO safety,” and oftentimes my appointments with DO’s upper 

echelons would be postponed so that DO could address internal problems. (These 

problems remain a mystery to me.) This, in turn, became my problem because I spent 

months chasing after final authorization of this project in the midst of my own full-time 

job. Site letter agreement after site letter agreement was rejected and unsigned due to 

last-minute unavailable parties or company reticence – again, this kind of project is very 

uncommon in the petroleum industry. For the sake of quelling fears of what I perceived 

to be possible embarrassment, the final tier of authorization introduced an option to 

own all of my research, but luckily I navigated through this with the promise of 

pseudonyms, professionalism, and research transparency. Finally, in the summer of 
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2014, momentum picked up again, and Communications scheduled my first platform 

visit in October. Once again, this visit was postponed, as there would not be an available 

bed for an overnight. However, as I awaited the rescheduling of my first offshore visit, 

Communications arranged my first two interviews, both of which were onshore in 

November.   

My first interview for this project was with Charlie, who was also my longest. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, Charlie is a British citizen and an original writer of DO’s CTZ; he 

has worked for TT Associates for 7 years and has been “consulting for many years” as 

well. Charlie clearly believed in the vision of TT Associates as well as DO’s CTZ, and that a 

top-down approach to the safety initiative would effect change among offshore worker 

safety behavior.  

Author Interview Results 

Out of all topics discussed during our interview, “better culture of caring” was 

the theme that he mentioned most. “Better culture of caring” refers to the belief that 

people work more methodically and cautiously and do not “cut corners;” in short, 

working colleagues look out for each other’s safety. Coincidentally, Charlie mentioned 

this theme over twice as many times as any other interviewee. Examples of this are his 

describing CTZ as “a new and different and better culture of caring” among workers. He 

also alluded that certain parts of the world could use some assistance in developing a 

culture of caring. “We’re full of passionate people who want to make a difference in the 

world, so we can help organizations in parts of the world where the relationship to 
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safety is different…it’s not as advanced as the Western world.” Ultimately for Charlie, 

once workers are indoctrinated in the mentality of a caring culture, the workers will be 

the ones who think twice. As he spoke about a workshop, he said, “That safety 

workshop is one of the key early events that’s starting to shift people’s awareness and 

thinking around what’s the culture we want to create.” He then proceeded to discuss 

the tasks of Closer To Zero leaders, which is to “take accountability for creating the 

culture for that particular area. Only you can create the culture.” This is exactly what DO 

is doing: creating a culture…and life changes do not happen overnight. Also, this 

coincides with collectivist culture’s familial mores as discussed by Hofstede, et al. 

(2010). “The workplace in a collectivist society may become an in-group in the 

emotional sense of the word. The relationship between employer and employee 

resembles a family relationship with mutual obligations of protection in exchange for 

loyalty” (p. 120). Approximately 85% of attendees came from collectivist cultures, hence 

Charlie’s discussion of a better culture of caring is particularly resonant. 

Charlie’s second most discussed theme was leadership for the CTZ initiative. “I 

would describe CTZ as a leadership program and so what we’re really doing is helping 

senior leaders down to literally a first-line leader supervisor or foreman out on the 

workfront – lead their teams more effectively.”  Along with defining the initiative, he 

also juxtaposed effective leadership with “intervention,” which was another common 

theme for Charlie. “The difficult part is that if you’re in charge, how do you – if you’re in 

charge of several thousand people – you know, you could sit there and ask yourself 

what’s the intervention that I could make today…that’s actually going to make a 
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difference?” Throughout Charlie’s interview, it was clear that he believed in the top-

down approach and the leadership system that he helped create for DO. He alluded to 

this as he also mentioned training, which was not a common theme in his interview: 

“We help set up the mechanism – bring the champions together each month so that 

they can share and learn lessons from each other. Closer To Zero is only as effective as 

the leadership team you work with.” Lastly, Charlie mentioned leadership ironically as 

he discussed the Charlie Morecraft story, which I have mentioned briefly in the training 

session above. “The company that Morecraft worked for were absolutely preaching and 

saying safety #1. But he didn’t believe them. He thought what they really wanted from 

him was to get the job done.” This idea of top-down, leadership as exhibiting exemplary 

behavior is key among those who come from high-context cultures, as Hofstede, et al. 

(2010) mention. In large power distance countries, there is considerable dependence of 

subordinates on bosses, the latter of which exudes paternalistic behavior (p. 61).  

CTZ’s “sustainability” and “free choice” were other key themes with Charlie. The 

first idea points to DO’s ability to maintain or sustain the mentality of risk aversion on 

and off the job; this, in turn, connects to “culture of caring;” the longer this culture is 

reinforced and sustained, the longer it would affect the workforce mentality of safety. 

The second theme points to the fact that CTZ is not precisely a rule or a mandate and 

that workers feel as though they have free will to decide if they will embark on the CTZ 

journey. I will discuss the latter theme further in Chapter 7. 
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Onshore Interview: Onshore Supervisor (November 2014) 

My second and final onshore interview was two weeks later with Ewan, a DO 

shutdown manager for the past two years. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, Ewan is a British 

citizen, and he had worked for DO for a year when I interviewed him. He was also the 

most reticent of my interviewees. I tend to think that the interview was a surprise for 

him and that he was not notified until the last minute. Before the interview, we 

discussed his rights in depth, but it was not until I told him that I was a graduate student 

conducting research for my PhD that he became visibly relaxed. By the time I notified 

him that at any point he could request my deleting his information from my project, he 

appeared not to feel threatened anymore, and he was completely onboard with my 

research and what I was attempting to achieve.  

Onshore Supervisor Interview Results 

Ewan’s top two interview themes were inherently negative: “getting hurt” and 

“negative repercussions,” the latter of which enveloped anti-leadership sentiment 

among workforce, an appearance of increased frequency of accidents, and stagnation of 

safety initiatives. Ewan mentioned “getting hurt” throughout the interview. His first 

comment came when I asked him the difference between offshore risk and onshore risk. 

“Obviously offshore is exposed to the hazards at the front end if you like. The guys 

offshore carry the higher level of risk with the release of contaminants, actual lifting, 

H²S, confined space entries where it hides, control of work, etc. Onshore carries its own 

risks, but they’re more related to driving and facing the risks you normally face every 
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day.” This train of thought follows my (re-)training session, which emphasized and 

reemphasized the distinct possibility of getting hurt every day on the oil platform. The 

Charlie Morecraft story, illegal hot work, the lucky triangle, and the Piper Alpha disaster 

provided the deadly consequences of offshore carelessness or complacency in living 

color. Ewan is a CTZ Champion and proud of it, the term of which defines a leadership 

role in DO’s initiative. I had not heard this term before I interviewed Ian, and he was 

happy to elucidate. “There needs to be a lot more rigor on the offshore side of things 

because that’s where the potential is for a lot more incidents.” As a shutdown 

supervisor and CTZ Champion, Ewan was well aware of offshore risk, and he brought up 

“getting hurt,” “incidents,” and “risks” more than any other interviewee. “Every activity 

carries a level of risk offshore. It’s identifying the high-end risk activities so that focus 

can be paid to them and the run-ups we shut down and safety meetings, etc.”  

Ewan’s second-highest theme, which I have coined “negative repercussions,” 

was mentioned four times during his interview. “It’s always quite often when you kick-

off a program like this that the balance needs to be…the readings you have to take into 

consideration that you might be getting a lot more readings, a lot more reports. It just 

means that you’re reporting more, so that’s good.” His response made perfect sense: 

The more workers become empowered by CTZ, the more reporting, hence the 

appearance that there are more accidents or near-misses. Ian later mentioned that 

offshore safety initiatives are quite prolific in the industry, but workers often become 

immune to these initiatives and the initiatives die out, only to be reborn under a new 

marketing strategy. This is a common problem for petroleum safety initiatives.  
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“Just another rule:” I encountered this sentiment several times from offshore 

workers who could not be bothered to focus on the latest iteration of a mandate. 

“There was historically some consultants that were driving it as I understand it; the 

consensus was that maybe [CTZ] was dropping off. That would quite often happen with 

these initiatives – the theme of the moment almost. I can see that the momentum 

hasn’t dropped. It’s been reinvigorated. The drive is there to keep it going.” His opinion 

appears to be correct, as every six months or so, another CTZ product unfurls for DO’s 

workforce to adopt and absorb, the latest being Document 16 of my research. 

Like Charlie, two other key themes, smaller but still mentioned several times, 

were “teamwork” and “mutual respect.” Both interviewees stressed that workers 

needed to feel responsible for others’ behavior and feel comfortable reporting others 

no matter the job title of the offender; this is highly indicative of collectivist cultures 

(Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 119). They also both felt that everyone should look after 

everyone else; to that end, there needed to be a mutual respect no matter the job title. 

The sentiments of teamwork and mutual respect correlate well with Hall and Hofstede’s 

theory of collectivism, where everyone works for the greater good of the group, in this 

case in terms of safety. At conflict, however, is Hall and Hofstede’s high vs. low power 

distance; it is not so easy to retrain workers to believe it is alright to report a supervisor, 

the benevolent father, for unsafe behavior. This is not done in cultures with high power 

distance, hence I suspect South and Southeast Asian DO employees would have a 

difficult time with this. Ultimately, adopting this practice would take a lot longer for a 
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member of this community, to feel that their own jobs would not be jeopardized, that 

DO truly means what they are saying. 

Conclusion: Who creates Closer To Zero…and to what end? 

TT Associates appears to utilize a one-size-fits-all approach to its development of 

safety materials such as CTZ. Grabill and Simmons (1998) argue that “generalizations 

pose a problem for risk communication because these labels, which try to provide 

objective estimates for irrationalities, often take on ontological status and do not 

account for differences across communities” (p. 419). While using a basic tried-and-true 

template would surely be easier than recreating specifics of a petroleum safety 

initiative, it seems to be counterproductive, too. I witnessed firsthand the amount of 

difficulty lower-tiered workers faced as they underwent training: In the classroom, 

people who did not speak English as a first language struggled for meaning and / or 

“right answers” so that they could jump the proverbial hurdle of training. And of course, 

outside of the classroom, these same people sometimes had to study others as they 

attempted to replicate fighting fires appropriately or tying life rafts together correctly. 

Furthermore, said specifics of a safety initiative would be accepted as truth when all 

specifics should be questioned and requestioned in terms of petroleum safety 

initiatives. “Rules about what to do and what not to do won’t help. In fact, they usually 

have the opposite effect, encouraging a checklist mentality that inhibits challenge and 

discussion” (Kaplan & Mikes, 2012, p. 53). What was acceptable among petroleum 

industry in 1980 is oftentimes unacceptable now, and what DO wants is alertness 
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matched with critical thinking. A checklist mentality could help in remembering how to 

don a gas mask, but it could hinder when deciding appropriate conditions when it is the 

necessary course of action to don the gas mask. 

TT’s one-size-fits-all approach encourages the static rather than the dynamic. In 

a potentially lethal environment like the oil platform, timing is everything when 

addressing a crisis. Rice and Papper (2005) discuss the need for technical 

communicators to  gather, shape, and deliver information kairotically; “how to express 

the right things in the right amount at the right time – requires us to examine multiple 

modes of communication, especially given proliferating technological innovation” (p. 1). 

This is crucial for petroleum companies, who may require swift action in a minimal 

response time to divert catastrophe. In order to facilitate CTZ in situations of offshore 

risk, TT needs to consider its international audience and appropriateness of genre so 

that offshore workers know what to do when to do it.  

Nevertheless, leadership is one final product of CTZ. The concept of leadership 

was reiterated by both training institutions as well as both interviewees. Charlie had 

mentioned, “Closer To Zero is a leadership program and so really what we’re doing is 

helping senior leaders down to literally the first-line leading supervisor or foreman out 

on the work front – lead their teams more effectively.” Ian reiterated Charlie’s 

sentiment: “I know [DO] likes to use safety meetings and the Closer To Zero Champions 

as a vehicle communicating our safety message.” Training sessions emphasize 

leadership by trying to make workers feel comfortable to report unsafe behavior such as 
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shortcuts or illegal hot work. DO shows leadership by deploying their safety initiative for 

all employees to follow. Supervisors become CTZ Champions so that the initiative 

features visible leadership for foremen and crew. Ultimately, subordinates show their 

own leadership as they translate the safety message of CTZ into Burmese, Hindi, 

Malayalam, Nepali, and Tagalog so that their colleagues will be able to make informed 

decisions in the future.  

Sustainability is another final product of CTZ. Charlie mentioned “building 

sustainable communities” three different times during his interview – more than any 

other interviewee. His first allusion was through TT’s involvement with a not-for-profit 

project that built sustainable communities previously to the petroleum industry; his 

second reference, however, related to DO itself: “If you’ve been to DO and you’ve went 

into not just the offices but also each of the platforms offshore – each of them has its 

own Closer To Zero leadership team, which takes accountability for the culture for that 

particular area. That’s one of the sustainability mechanisms. We’ve helped set those 

structures up. We’ve helped coach individuals. We’ve challenged them where they’ve 

needed to be challenged.” Ian reiterated this need for CTZ sustainability: “The drive is 

there to keep it going. The improvement could be in continuing getting that embedded 

in the organization and just keeping it going.” Without DO buy-in and renewed buy-in of 

CTZ, as Ian alluded to, the safety initiative would wane and dissolve…to be replaced with 

a new slogan, a new logo, and a new marketing strategy. I can see how new marketing 

strategies would become not only commonplace but exhausting to company morale. To 

establish a connection with DO’s employees and instill renewed interest in the same 
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safety initiative is far more powerful and far more capable of “hitting home” with the 

workforce, thereby instilling changes in values of safety on and off the oil platform. 

Leadership, sustainability, teamwork within a culture of caring: They all appear 

to be products of the safety initiative that TT provided DO. 

Safety training and certification and onshore interviews prepared me for my visit 

to the oil platform, which happened in January 2015, two months after my second 

onshore interview. In the meantime, I consulted colleagues from South and Southeast 

Asia about my offshore interview demeanor – what to wear, how to approach 

questioning so that my offshore interviewees would feel as comfortable as possible. I 

also mentally prepared myself for a lot of cramped quarters and loud noise.  

Having analyzed onshore data in depth, I focus in Chapter 5 on my analysis of 

offshore interviews.  
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CHAPTER 5 

OFFSHORE OBSERVATIONS & RESULTS 

 

An Introduction to Offshore Risk (11 January 2015) 

I had endured my safety training and oil platform certification, I had navigated 

the various tiers of DO Administration for stockholder buy-in for my research project, I 

waited out the process of TTU’s IRB approval in spite of a hefty summer backlog, and I 

was finally getting out of the helicopter on DO’s oil platform, which was selected by DO 

Communications. Once I procured my weighty DO bag of PPE and SWAG bag contents, I 

was told to keep one hand on the handrail at all times as I walked down flights of stairs 

and up other flights of stairs.  

After a brief tour of the accommodation areas – canteen, sleeping quarters, and 

operations – as well as an introduction to Henrik, the Oil Installation Manager (OIM), I 

went to work and began my stream of interviews. As mentioned in Chapter 3, DO had 

arranged for all 21 offshore subordinate interviews to take place within the Quiet Room. 

There were also five offshore interviews with supervisors. On my first trip, I interviewed 

eight people on the first evening and night and three the following morning. On my 

second trip, I interviewed seven people on the first night and eight people on the 

following morning. On-duty offshore supervisors provided me a roster of interviewees 

with interview time slots, and once I finished with an interview, I would notify the 

supervisor on duty via intercom and the next interviewee would appear at the door of 

the platform’s Quiet Room. There was no pattern to DO’s participant sampling other 
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than that the participants were from one of the four major ethnicities that worked 

onboard, namely Filipino, Indian, Nepali, and Sri Lankan. Offshore employees have 

specific tasks to methodically carry out, and naturally my data collection procedures 

could not hinder these tasks. Therefore, I complied with DO’s wishes in receiving and 

interviewing employees that had been selected for the study.  

An incident in the midst of the two sets of interviews, however, was particularly 

memorable and relevant. This was due to a gas scare. I had not only survived my first 

helicopter ride but also my first night offshore on an oil platform. Eleven interviews 

later, I sat in a plush leather sofa in the platform’s VIP TV Room, absently listening to my 

liaison talk shop to his friend as I watched the National Geographic Channel on the 

immense plasma screen, and three other crew members socialized around a nearby 

table. The helicopter scheduled to take us back to mainland was coming shortly. A siren 

rang, which changed the mood entirely. We six looked at each other and immediately 

filed out of the room silently, leaving iPads and all other valuables behind. This was not 

a drill: Hydrogen Sulfide, also known as H²S, a deadly gas associated with petroleum 

drilling, had been detected on an upper deck, one inhalation of which could kill a 

person. Remarkably, as my heart pounded, I noted as we walked to our assigned muster 

station that nobody panicked. No one changed into work overalls or steel-toed boots, 

mandatory Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for being outside on the platform, 

unless workers were already wearing them. They, too, all walked in single file to their 

own muster stations, donned life jackets, and stood in orderly lines near lifeboats. 

Muster leaders smiled, joked lightly, and attempted to keep people at ease, but tension 
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was thick. No one spoke. After standing in the Arabian winter sun for an hour, we 

learned from an announcement that it was a false alarm; a faulty H²S detector was 

discovered, and we could carry on. We removed and refolded our life jackets, we 

replaced our muster cards at the emergency muster station, and we returned to tasks at 

hand. In my case, it was time to check-in for my helicopter return flight, which consisted 

of weighing myself and my bag, returning my issued emergency gas mask and H²S 

detector, as well as watching a helicopter safety video. Another person distributed 

sanitary earplug packages from the dispenser to those watching the video; we would all 

wear these for our helicopter ride back to land. In spite of my training and the time I had 

already spent on the platform, this was my indisputable introduction to the real world 

of offshore petroleum risk culture. 

Gas seepage, oil fires, helicopter crashes, and chemical explosions: Oil platform 

culture is a high-risk working environment, and DO is fully aware of many offshore 

employment risks; they want as little risk as possible within these offshore 

environments, and they are keen to minimize risk and risky behavioral practices as much 

as possible. According to DO’s Communications Department and the supervisors I 

interviewed, safety is paramount amongst its offshore workers, and all of its offshore 

workers are mandated to undergo rigorous safety training on a regular basis, some of 

which is described in Chapter 4. Tremendous diversity in terms of culture and education 

complicates offshore supervisors’ training tasks, specifically language barriers.  This 

ethnic diversity, in turn, further complicates the task of developing effective risk 

communication for all of DO’s workforce.   
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Ultimately, I spent the night on two consecutive weeks on DO’s Platform G, 

which garnered a wealth of information. In my formal observations, I noted how 

cramped the living quarters were, how narrow the passageways, and how small the 

living quarters were. Usage of water was minimal, strict adherence to house rules was 

mandatory, and the overwhelmingly isolating environment wreaks havoc on the psyche. 

One person I met at the heliport before my first flight to the platform mentioned that 

“People go crazy out there [offshore]. They come as friends but they end up fighting 

each other.”  

I also noted how danger is an everyday occurrence for offshore workers: In my 

trips to the oil platform, I noted a universal response to one of my interview questions: 

When I would ask my interviewees about the most dangerous place on the platform, 

they would almost whisper “the wellhead.” It seemed to be uttered as part reverence, 

part fear, almost an admission that garnered bad luck. DO supervisors deliberate the 

reasonable amount of risk for their subordinates as they oftentimes relay orders from a 

well-encapsulated office. Lastly, although it was somewhat traumatic at the time, I 

experienced an H²S gas scare in real-time on my first trip. I noted that nobody ran, 

everyone walked in single file, and the muster leaders remained calm and in good 

humor when all I wanted to do was jump overboard. The mere idea of getting into one 

of those hot, dark, cramped lifeboats as I left my iPad behind was completely unnerving: 

Those few hours of the gas scare were an education in itself. 
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Chapter 5 discusses my analysis of the risk communication of DO’s CTZ safety 

initiative between offshore supervisors and their subordinates who work for DO. I share 

offshore supervisors’ individual interview results, and then I will explore collective 

themes before I relate offshore subordinate interviews. MacNealy (1999) reminds us 

that interviews are a principle way to learn about beliefs and attitudes from a specific 

group or subgroup (p. 166-167). Interviews can help develop a respondent’s answer 

more fully (p. 204). Follow-up questions, pregnant pauses, and body language can also 

provide a clearer picture; for example, I noticed that when I asked my interviewees a 

specific question about culture being respected in the workplace, there was one of two 

responses, which were polar opposite to each other, sometimes in the same 

interviewee’s answer: While one would answer the question with gusto, another would 

insert a pregnant pause – a long pregnant pause. This silence is a trait indicative of 

collectivist / high-context cultures in which, according to Hofstede et al. (2010), “loyalty 

to the group is an essential element” (p. 107), and “little has to be said or written 

because most of the information is supposed to be known by the persons involved” (p. 

109). These interviewees appeared to be anxious about answering this question about 

cultural respect directly. South and Southeast Asians habitually answer questions 

without answering in order to convey a negative connotation that they would not prefer 

to discuss. This perceived reticence is due to the collectivist pillar of upholding social 

harmony. Hofstede (2010) mentions that “In most collectivist cultures, direct 

confrontation of another person is considered rude and undesirable. The word ‘no’ is 

seldom used because saying ‘no’ is a confrontation” (p. 106). This is just one of the 
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cultural messages I discovered as I conducted these offshore interviews. What follows is 

results from these twenty-six conversations. While much has been discovered by 

analyzing themes derived from offshore foremen and crew, interviews offered different 

perspectives and proved to be insightful in answering my research questions. Aravind let 

down his guard, shared his thoughts, and critiqued both DO and CTZ. Henrik was a 

different kind of stakeholder in CTZ, especially since he was retiring a week later and 

returning to his country; hence, he could provide relaxed and unguarded answers for 

this research project. Deep coverage of individual journeys with CTZ from their 

perspectives provides more layer, more texture to the impact of DO’s CTZ safety 

initiative. 

Offshore Interviews: Supervisors 

In this section, I describe my interviews with DO offshore supervisors, which 

includes the Offshore Installation Manager (OIM) of the specific oil platform I visited. 

Table 5.1 offers a list of my offshore supervisor interviewees. 

Table 5.1: List of Offshore Supervisor Interviewees 

Interviewee Pseudonym 

Offshore Installation Manager (OIM) Henrik 

Offshore Supervisor – Welding Inspection Patrick 

Offshore Supervisor – Construction Chris 
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Offshore Supervisor – Closer To Zero Eric 

Offshore Supervisor – Safety Jake 

 

Interview #28: Henrik, Oil Installation Manager 

I had walked by Henrik’s office numerous times throughout both of my offshore 

stays, yet he was always busy. I managed to interview Henrik for my final interview with 

an hour to spare before the helicopter ride back to land on my second stay. Henrik took 

my interview very seriously and offered a great deal of candid insight as a seasoned 

veteran of the oil industry, and coincidentally, as I noted earlier, he was in the process of 

retiring from the company the following weekend. 

“Getting hurt” and “training / education” were Henrik’s top two themes. When I 

asked him to contrast onshore vs. offshore risk, he answered, “Definitely the offshore is 

the sharp end of the stick. The mistakes offshore have huge consequences compared to 

the mistakes onshore. Hopefully the mistakes get caught by the crew onshore before 

there is something disastrous. Normally the offshoremen when looking at risks would be 

the last barrier before something may go wrong. The goalkeeper.” Contrary to other 

supervisors’ interviews, Henrik appeared to be frustrated by CTZ – as if the initiative 

should be doing more: more outreach to the offshore workers, more influence to lower 

the number of incidents. “Look at our company now compared to what it was in 2011. 

The problem is that we haven’t changed in our statistics. People getting hurt and so 
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forth. That’s the biggest problem in my book with Closer To Zero. The thing is that it’s 

not like we’ve made the change on the bottom line in terms of what we’re looking at, so 

somehow it looks like we’re not doing the right thing.” Later in his interview, Henrik 

linked “training” with “getting hurt” and “cultural issues”: 

I think that Closer To Zero can be further improved if we work hard on the 

conditions or the foundation we put our work on. They have the skills and maybe 

not always just fall back on ‘if you don’t understand it then raise your hand and 

make us aware of it.’ Many many times we have to recognize that people have 

pride and it could also be linked with experience and so forth. So it’s not always 

easy to raise the hand and say, ‘Sorry, I don’t get it.’ Younger people feel the 

need to prove themselves in a different way maybe. For that reason they may 

keep quiet and try to pick up as they go. 

Supervisor Interview Results 

Like all of my interviews, the five offshore supervisors were interviewed 

individually. I interviewed three out of five supervisors, Henrik, Jake, and Chris, within 

the privacy of their offices. The other two, Patrick and Eric, were interviewed in the 

Quiet Room. Chris and Patrick were interviewed during my first offshore visit, and I 

interviewed Henrik, Jake, and Eric during the second visit. This subset of interviewees is 

both Caucasian and European; two of them are native English speakers, and the other 

three speak English with native fluency. All supervisors obtained an undergraduate 

degree before working in the petroleum industry.  
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Getting hurt. Out of all topics discussed, “getting hurt” was the most prevalent 

theme. Chris himself mentioned the topic seven times, the most that any theme was 

mentioned during all of my interviews. Chris linked his job to the popular horror film 

series “Final Destination”: “It’s the chain reaction that causes [injuries], small simple 

things that become some kind of disaster.” When I asked him, “What is Closer To Zero?” 

he answered, “It’s about admitting that we are vulnerable to environment, to other 

issues that could come.” Chris was also optimistic about the effect of CTZ: “If you’re 

looking on the many small injuries we have, it’s many times small. We don’t have many 

big ones.” Out of all supervisors, Chris appeared to be the most grave in his answers. 

When I asked him, “In what ways is Closer To Zero important to your job?” he replied, 

“They’re going to put me in jail if somebody is killed here. Bottom line.”  

Jake echoed the realities of potential risk offshore. When I asked him, “How do 

you use Closer To Zero?” Jake answered, “Just to make sure that everyone knows what 

they’re doing and what the risks are.” In terms of consequences to safety warnings with 

subordinates, Jake replied, “My general approach is to have those conversations and 

make sure they’re aware of what the potential consequences are safety-wise and 

disciplinary-wise by doing this sort of things.” Patrick contrasted onshore vs. offshore 

risk: “Obviously it’s a lot more dangerous out here in the fact that I think obviously 

you’re far away from hospitals, etc.” When I asked Patrick, “What are the most 

hazardous specific places on a DO oil platform?” he answered, “It’s going to be down in 

the wellheads. That’s where the most dangerous things are, but I think the most 
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hazardous places are going up and down the staircases because you’re doing that every 

day quite a lot of the time.”  

Improved communication. The second-most prevalent theme among offshore 

supervisor interviews was the need for improved communication across various tiers. 

When I asked Jake about the effectiveness of CTZ, he replied, “The fact that everyone 

talks about it, that everyone is aware of it, it is probably a success. I think because it’s 

quite a difficult thing to define, it’s also difficult to tell how successful it is as well. Just 

the fact that people talk about it as much as they do – it’s in their minds, which I think is 

half the battle.” When I asked Jake about the challenges of implementing initiatives like 

CTZ, he mentioned the language barrier, which illustrates a critical issue among oil 

platform subordinates. It is evident that more bilingual South and Southeast Asians are 

unofficially appointed as translators in order to convey safety messages. “We’re doing 

some sort of important message at a safety meeting and one of the things we generally 

say is when I talk I have a Scottish accent, so you tell me if I’m going too fast. Once I’m 

finished, someone will pick up some of it and others will pick up another part of it, so 

make sure you guys talk amongst yourselves. Make sure you understand the message. If 

you don’t, then make sure you come around and ask again.” Later in the interview, Jake 

implied that not all offshore workers are onboard with CTZ, specifically other 

supervisors. “I thought that the communication and the response from the troops would 

be difficult, but they actually have got a refreshing approach. I used to work in the North 

Sea, where everyone had been doing it for a long time, and a little bit negative for some 

things when you approach them with anything. You get that a little bit from the 
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supervisors. Sort of ‘Who’s this guy coming here telling us what to do? We’ve been 

doing it like this for however long here and we haven’t killed anybody.’ That sort is what 

makes it difficult to improve anything.”  

Mutual respect. “Mutual respect” was another common theme that emerged 

from my offshore supervisor interviews. Patrick referred to this theme on three 

separate occasions alone, the first of which corresponded with another theme: 

teamwork. “I was a bit skeptical when [Closer To Zero] first came out, but I think it’s 

very good because it makes people more equal around. It makes the workers more of a 

family unit. It’s very we’re-all-looking-out-for-each-other.” Jake implied that not all 

workers at all DO platforms are as enthusiastic about the adoption and incorporation of 

CTZ. “There’s a good atmosphere here particularly, and I think the majority of the guys 

get on really well with their supervisors and they’re all very approachable as well. I think 

they feel that they can approach any of the supervisors, which is not quite the same on 

the other sites.” 

Offshore Interviews: Subordinates 

Table 5.2 provides a list of all offshore subordinate interviewees. DO did not 

distinguish foremen from crew.  

Table 5.2: List of Offshore Subordinate (Foremen and Crew) Interviewees 

Aravind Vishnu 
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Ganesh Gabriel 

Maletira Jorge 

Rajkumar Ahmed 

Roshan Thevitas 

Pradip Ahat 

Mikael Tuan 

Ali Lorenz 

Akshay Indika 

Prasanth Ram 

Manoj  

 

Unlike supervisor interviewees, who had all received undergraduate degrees in 

Western institutions, educational background varied considerably among subordinate 

interviewees. For example, Aravind, who appeared to have the highest level of English 

proficiency, said that he studied computers and networking for two years after 

graduating high school, and he now works as an offshore electrician; languages of study 

were English, Hindi, and Kanada. Gabriel mentioned that he had technical education for 

six months after high school; he said that his languages of study were mostly Tagalog 
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and some English. Vishnu said that he ended up working as an offshore welder by 

following in his father’s footsteps – much to the father’s dismay, as the father had 

wanted his son to aim higher, purportedly as a welding inspector; he studied in mostly 

Hindi and some English. Ganesh went to public school for 10 years and then took a 15-

month medical training course along with a computer course; he said that 90% of the 

post-public school courses were in Nepali while the other 10% was in English. 

Subordinate Interview Results 

I began to sweat profusely while I sat in the Quiet Room of the oil platform. As 

the subordinate interviewees methodically filed into the Quiet Room and back out, I 

started to suspect that in spite of my vast amount of interviews, I was not going to 

obtain enough data from this subset. This was an issue I did not think of beforehand, 

since DO Communications had assured me that all offshore workers were required to 

pass a DO English proficiency test. My notes convey this anxiety:  

• “Interview 4 was more disastrous than Interview 3. Less English, bleating 

intercoms, a newspaper man trying to come into the room.”  

• “Interview 8: Another disaster.”  

• “Interview 9, 10, 11: same. Language language language.”  

However, DO also sent several subordinates my way who could not only 

understand what I was trying to do but also were willing to undergo an interview.  

• “Interview 5 was fantastic.”  
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• “Interview 7: Another keeper.” 

The interviews on both of these overnight trips highlighted the crucial need for 

my research. This need was apparently due to the substandard English speaking skills of 

the participants – offshore foremen and crew – that DO had selected for me. 

Subordinate participants often would not understand my interview questions no matter 

how I phrased them. Isolated examples of insufficiently answered questions from 

offshore subordinate interviews follow: 

Q to Lorenz: “What is your academic background?” 

A from Lorenz: “I think it’s good.” 

Q to Tuan: “What is your definition of safety? When you think of safety, what 

comes to your mind?” 

A from Tuan: “The safe way to work is good. It is good for us.” 

Q to Akshay: “When you’re in Nepal, do you use Closer To Zero?” 

A from Akshay: “Yes I apply means our my friend who is project so when they are 

walking this field. This is the life. This is the way.” 

Q to Mikael: “How much schooling did you have?” 

A from Mikael: “Did you missed? Study? Sorry I no understand.” 

Q to Jorge: “How long have you worked offshore?” 

A from Jorge: “Yesterday already finish scaffolding.” 
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Oftentimes, interviewees would grasp meaning of some questions and answer 

adequately, as these examples illustrate:  

Q to Thevitas: “What is Closer To Zero?” 

A from Thevitas: “Means safety and incident. Not incident. Not accident. The 

safety to follow. Check materials before use this.” 

A considerable number of offshore subordinates were confused by my question, 

“How do you look at Closer To Zero materials?” Apparently the word “materials” is well 

known among offshore workers who are low in English proficiency, but it refers to the 

“materials” used daily in offshore construction; while I would attempt to rephrase or 

expound on the question, they did not understand, as the following answers illustrate. 

Q to Thevitas: “When do you look at Closer To Zero materials?” 

A from Thevitas: “Materials and tools working away sound.” 

Others would manage to answer this question sufficiently: 

A from Maletira: “When I’m walking around the platform. When I’m in the cabin 

I look at Closer To Zero materials. The peoples who are going to do the job. So 

we discuss the hazard.” 

Getting hurt. In spite of these language barriers, I was able to identify themes 

from their answers. The most prevalent theme among my subordinate interviews was 

“getting hurt.” I learned that subordinate offshore workers think about injury most of 

the time. (One could most likely extend that sentiment to all offshore workers.) Aravind, 
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the most articulate speaker of English as a foreign language of my subordinate 

interviews, mentioned getting hurt directly or indirectly four times, the first time of 

which showed his making connections to injury cause and effect. “Safety is a very 

important task in our life because we are working in gas and oil field. It’s a very 

dangerous field for oil workers. We are coming here for earning money. If anything 

happens, any accident or any injuries, this one not only problem for me, it’s a problem 

for my family also, and they also suffer with me.” Aravind also mentioned getting hurt in 

relation to using CTZ back home in India. “When we are going on vacation in India, that 

time also we are working with our family – electrical job or any job. There are so much 

hazards in that job also. We have a knowledge about CTZ because we are getting 

training. That time we are explaining our people, our family members also. We are 

doing this job that time or this type of hazard in this job. So careful like this.” In terms of 

getting hurt, Aravind’s discussion about offshore risks chilled me. “There is too much 

risk offshore. I’m electrician, I’m working in electrical field. We use cables most of the 

time. We are using knife. We are not wearing hand gloves. There’s a chance where we 

could cut our finger or body parts. Sometimes we are not wearing PPE. That time when 

we are drilling, we are not wearing goggles; many items fall down in our eyes.” Gabriel 

echoed Aravind’s observations. “There’s a lot of chemicals. In a couple of minutes only, 

we die.” Aravind began and ended his interview with getting hurt, the final time being 

his critique of DO offshore safety practices: “In gas and oil field there’s the people not 

wearing harness. I ask supervisor people, foremen also, ‘There is no need for safety 

harness?’ They’re telling there is no need for harness and mask outside. That is the 
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scaffolding. In case anything happen, this wooden piece broken, directly we can fall 

down downside into water. If wearing a harness, this harness protecting us, no?” Three 

different interviewees for my study have related working offshore as “sitting on a 

bomb.” 

Language and cultural issues. “Language and cultural issues” were the second 

most prevalent themes among subordinate interviews. Vishnu discussed these in depth 

when I asked him if he found CTZ easy to read. “I think it’s better if we use easy 

language so everyone can get. Now they are spending a lot of money for this. If this one 

they didn’t get our people, so it doesn’t if they spend that money it is best. So better 

they have to explain on their language also. Because they are saying everybody should 

have good English. It’s not possible. Some people can read but they couldn’t write. And 

some people don’t know the what is the meaning of some words. I think better if they 

explain in their own language. So that’s good for everyone.” Aravind mentioned the lack 

of English proficiency, too. “Some people don’t know English, but we are only giving 

training only in English. Construction field there is so much people not studied. For 

example, Kerala they not study too much. 50% know, 50% don’t know. This person in 

Discovery Oil give training in English and they cannot understand. That time, they only 

sitting.” 

Leadership. Another common theme among subordinate interviews was 

“leadership.” In his final interview comments, Ganesh offered a short critique about 

leadership as well as mutual respect: “This Closer To Zero start from the high level. Of 
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course everybody is affected by the Closer To Zero, but it should start from the 

supervisors, so they have to show to the workers that they have to behave with the 

workers or everyone. Even though he is the supervisor, the supervisor cannot use some 

bad words with the workers. He become very aggressive also. He should control himself. 

He should be very helpful and very politeness with everyone to make a very happy 

environment.” Gabriel also mentioned leadership in terms of respect. When I asked him 

if his supervisor should respect Gabriel’s culture more, he answered, “I think it’s the 

same. The respect. The way he can talk. His attitude. This and especially no 

discrimination even what country you came from.” Also combining leadership with 

culture was Vishnu’s answer: “[On this platform], all supervisors are good. They respect 

each other. Our culture. 7-8 countries are here. So many cultures are there. Normally 

they we everyone respect our culture. Everyone is good.” Aravind mentioned leadership 

in terms of CTZ elaboration. “We can any doubt read that one. If more Closer To Zero 

doubt, then we are asking about this Closer To Zero with our safety advisor, supervisor, 

senior guys.” 

Conclusion: What is Closer To Zero? 

This final section of Chapter 5 summarizes my research questions and offshore 

responses.  Nineteen interviewees could not tell me WHAT comprises CTZ; they could 

not define its genre(s) and therefore they did not always know what was expected of 

them in terms of taking action. While interviewees recognized that “this is a good thing 

for us” and “Discovery spent a lot of money on this,” the recipients did not know what 
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to expect in terms of CTZ aside from “something that helps us with safer behavior.” One 

subordinate had a clear understanding: “They give CTZ program every yearly. They 

explain about this CTZ in videos and speaking also. Any doubts, we are asking about this 

CTZ. They can explain about briefly in that CTZ. They give a catalog book also.” 

Newsletters, card games, videos, posters, (re-)training sessions: Closer To Zero 

comprises a multitude of forms, its uniting factor being the logo along with oftentimes 

the five behaviors of CTZ.  While an intranet site of CTZ has been promised, that was not 

up and running as of yet. 

How do you receive Closer To Zero materials? How is it packaged? 

Although some interviewees had problems communicating with me, nineteen 

interviewees indicated a nebulousness of the receiving of CTZ materials. Although 

management views the ambiguity of CTZ as a positive attribute, this same aspect 

confuses speakers of English as a foreign language. Those in charge of CTZ are keen in 

keeping CTZ ambiguous so that it can roll out among its constituents in various and 

surprising forms, such as the card game (Document 10). In defining CTZ, common 

answers were “an environment,” “a mindset,” or “a mentality,” all of which are highly 

abstract concepts.   

When asked “How is Closer To Zero packaged? How do you receive Closer To 

Zero materials?” interviewees did not know how to answer. I noticed that the 

interviewees with less English appeared to confuse “materials” with offshore 

terminology for construction. Most interviewees appeared not to know exactly how 
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they were to receive CTZ literature. Henrik even stated, “It’s not like we are flooded 

with campaigns offshore. It’s not like we’re being overinformed. I would appreciate it if 

there were more materials coming. I’ve tried to sign up for it electronically, but I never 

got anything. The material we get offshore – we truly need to ask for it. In that way, the 

company has a lot of room for improvement.” 

A total of five offshore participants answered how CTZ is designed or packaged. 

They said that they receive CTZ mostly through (re-)training sessions and wall posters 

more than any other form. The vast majority of interviewees could confirm that CTZ 

encouraged safer behavior; even those who could not speak English well appeared to 

grab an often-used quote, “Closer To Zero [is] injury-free” and repeated it several times.  

Who uses Closer To Zero…and to what end? 

According to DO Communications, everyone at DO should use CTZ. Henrik’s 

(OIM) comments complement Communications’ position: “We want people to go home 

in the same shape that they came in. We also talk very much about when something 

goes wrong, there’s – especially when you’re talking about shortcuts – they don’t 

become shortcuts anymore. They become delays. They become severe consequences.” 

Further adding to Communications and Henrik, Vishnu, a subordinate, discussed the 

importance of mutual respect from authority in the use of CTZ: “I think it’s better all 

supervisors and they are frankly with our workers because sometime workers they are 

in their mind somewhere that there is some fear. If they know something is wrong, they 

are thinking about it. ‘If I go, what is his reaction?’ So we they have to remove from their 
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side. For that purpose, we have to keep understanding between worker and staff. Like a 

friend. Then it is easy to proceed. Easy for everyone.”  

My offshore interviews as a whole implied that although DO employees may 

know what CTZ is, they oftentimes are not able to express exactly how they receive it. 

For a specific genre to work effectively, it needs to be relatable and reliable. 

Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) discuss effective genre conventions: “Genre 

conventions signal a discourse community’s norms, epistemology, ideology, and social 

ontology” (p. 21). CTZ’s nebulousness and amorphousness seem to confuse its audience. 

After all, if the initiative is constantly evolving or morphing into a different medium with 

its previous iterations oftentimes abandoned, that seems like a truly confusing question 

to answer. With supervisors being further up the chain of command and working closer 

with CTZ Champions (workers who have navigated into CTZ leadership roles), they are 

most likely more hands-on in its dissemination and able to track the evolution of CTZ. 

Jake, a supervisor for safety, briefly answered, “We get the information from the 

onshore team. It’s obviously well delivered here by the safety advisors onboard.” 

Patrick, a welding supervisor, stated, “I just go to the meetings every six weeks. We just 

get the paperwork, which is handed to us. I don’t believe I receive anything other than 

that.”  

For a genre to work across cultural boundaries, namely within different 

ethnicities who all work offshore together, the genre needs to be recognizable and 

relatable so that its audience can take action effectively. Luzon (2005) describes genre 
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as “a class of communicative events that share common purposes that are recognized 

by the members of the discourse community who owns it” (p. 285). According to my 

recorded interviews, CTZ was clearly difficult to define – for both subordinates and 

supervisors. In attempts to define CTZ, interviewees mostly selected the often-

employed “It’s a mindset” or “It’s a journey.” When asked what CTZ is, supervisors also 

struggled in defining it. Answers ranged from “It’s quite a difficult one to quantify” to 

reliable mantras such as “Stay safe. Go home safe. And always stay safe.” Most 

supervisors settled on the idea that CTZ is “a mentality,” “a mindset,” “admitting that 

we’re vulnerable to environments,” and “just trying to work safely and look after each 

other.” Even Eric, the supervisor in charge of implementing CTZ, answered that CTZ “is a 

journey. A mindset.” Subordinate interviewees who could not grasp my other interview 

questions could repeat one of these two phrases. Three interviewees also reiterated the 

idea that CTZ is a journey that is never over. “A big area of improvement would be the 

ongoing – making sure that it’s embedded in the organization.” “It’s a journey, and 

we’re never going to reach the end. That’s for sure. We can only work towards the end.”  

After I situated my experiences offshore with description of offshore petroleum 

environment, I discovered educational differences and linguistic issues of some of my 

interviewees and delved into recurring themes that I derived from my offshore 

interviews, both supervisors and subordinates.  Having analyzed my offshore data in 

depth, in Chapter 6 I focus on my analysis of CTZ print and video documentation.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DOCUMENT ANALYSES & RESULTS 

As my interviews revealed, CTZ is an amorphous safety initiative with an 

international audience. Its mandates are designed to appear as the worker’s choice, 

since workers are often under that impression. My interview with the offshore safety 

supervisor, Jake, confirmed this: “I guess [CTZ] is sort of a gentle approach rather than 

just hammering people with procedures. I suppose it makes you feel like you have a 

choice, but you don’t.” Nevertheless, workers are responsible for their actions should 

they defy the initiative, especially as they are working. The workers need to 

comprehend the meaning of these documents; therefore, it was imperative for me to 

analyze as many CTZ documents in order to triangulate my data, answer my research 

questions, and ultimately discover to what degree CTZ is working amongst DO’s offshore 

subordinates. To that end, my liaisons in Communications assisted me in procuring as 

many documents as were available, which total 16 and include print documents and 

video documents. Some consisted of a simple sentence on a white background while 

others are so complicated and abstract that it would take a considerable amount of time 

to glean all meanings from them. Chapter 6 includes a description of CTZ documents, 

discusses my document data, and offers my document findings. 

It examines no less than 16 CTZ documents. Employing open coding and applying 

Supra-Textual Theory and Semiology helped me identify overarching themes and 

consider how this documentation succeeds and does not succeed in reaching its 

intended audience, namely DO’s offshore subordinate workforce. 
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My first pass at analyzing my print documentation was much like my interview 

coding: I applied open coding as I methodically examined each artifact textually and 

visually and looked for common themes. As Spinuzzi (2013) notes, open coding is “free 

form tagging” that allowed flexibility and freedom as I worked my way through each 

document (p. 140). Without the limitations of prescribed codes, I was able to apply my 

own observations to patterns I observed in DO’s CTZ materials. Examples of my open 

codes include “textual simplicity of message,” “visual simplicity of message,” and 

“message translations” (into other languages). 

My second pass of analysis explored the documents in terms of Genre Theory. 

After all, taking appropriate action involves applying one’s own familiarity to the specific 

context. Miller (1984) writes about this taking action: “If genre represents action, it 

must involve situation and motive, because human action, whether symbolic or 

otherwise, is interpretable only against a context of situation and through the 

attributing of motives” (p. 152). As I analyzed CTZ documentation in terms of genre, I 

asked myself if offshore subordinates, especially crew members, would be able to rely 

on their own schemata or previous experiences with documentation types in order to 

perform tasks and comply with the initiative’s requests competently.  As I analyzed print 

posters, I specifically questioned the level of English that DO’s card game employs. 

Flesch Kincaid’s website (https://readability-score.com/) offers tools in which not only 

to measure the level of English used by their standards but also an average by various 

competing tools such as Gunning-Fog Score, SMOG Index, and Coleman-Liau Index; the 

website provides an idea of the approximate level of education / English proficiency that 

https://readability-score.com/
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a document’s audience should have in order to digest and comprehend text effectively. 

While this instrument may not be exhaustive in nature, its approximations gave me a 

clearer understanding of the level of vocabulary and abstract concepts DO’s card game 

uses; therefore, the instrument helped me determine appropriateness for its intended 

audience, many of whom experienced great difficulty in answering my interview 

questions due to lack of English language proficiency. 

My third pass addressed visual rhetoric of all documentation. I examined visual 

rhetoric of CTZ documentation via Supra-Textual Design Model and Semiology. These 

two theories provided me with comprehensive strategies so that I could thoroughly 

cross-reference all visual rhetoric that I encountered among CTZ print and video 

documentation.  

I also specifically thought in terms of audience’s level of education and CTZ’s use 

of metaphor, the latter of which could be incomprehensible to an international 

audience. Picken (2005) mentions the difficulties for an L2 audience to comprehend 

metaphors. “Even for native speakers of a language, the challenge of making sense of 

literary texts can be formidable. This challenge is all the greater for students reading 

literature in a foreign language that they are attempting to master” (p. 142). Picken 

proceeds to list the mental process for comprehending a metaphor, which consists of 

Comprehension, Recognition, Interpretation, and Appreciation (p. 142). Without 

previous introduction to the metaphor, context to situate the metaphor, a situation in 

which to recognize the metaphor, and the ability to rely on schemata to activate, an 
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abstract metaphor can be a challenge for other native speakers. How much more 

formidable is comprehending metaphor in an offshore environment where English is not 

always spoken? All supervisors were either British Caucasian or Danish Caucasian with at 

least an undergraduate degree. All subordinates were Filipino, Indian, Nepalese, or Sri 

Lankan; subordinate education ranged from six months after basic high school (ending 

in 10th grade) to two years of education after 12th grade. Interviewees possessed a 

different working knowledge of English, especially my subordinate interviewees, who 

oftentimes could not understand my interview questions. This varied fluency led me to 

ask: “Is the level of English used in CTZ appropriate for audience? If workers cannot 

understand the safety message in English, are there translations available for the 

dominating ethnic majorities offshore? Should more English testing be required?”  

Tools must be available to process messages accurately and convey these 

messages to work colleagues; otherwise, in a high-risk situation like an offshore 

platform, miscommunication can lead to loss of life as well as company assets. Sabate et 

al. note that “there is a growing appreciation of the complexity of communicative 

interactions within multilingual societies. Pragmatic competence is now seen as 

essential for establishing common ground in interaction between interlocutors from 

different cultural backgrounds” (p. 287). The rig itself is a multicultural society. Within 

this society, those workers, namely the foremen, with the greatest English fluency 

appear to hold this common ground. The primary tool for processing difficult text 

among offshore workers is through translators, foremen who are both familiar with 

English as well as DO company culture. Without these tools, the majority of DO offshore 
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workers would not understand CTZ’s message without help and respond according to 

DO’s company wishes. 

While the Supra-Textual Design Model addressed text effectively such as 

Documents 1-7, the second model, Semiology, aimed a critical eye at imagery, which is 

much more prevalent in Documents 8-16. Therefore, the former model pertains to print 

documentation while the latter model works well for analysis of video documentation. 

Both frameworks helped me decide what was important to scrutinize in terms of visual 

rhetoric. 

Document Analyses 

By positioning interviews with analyzed descriptions of official CTZ 

documentation, one can obtain a clearer picture of channels of communication between 

DO’s safety initiative and offshore subordinates. In this section, I describe a total of 16 

documents, which I group into four genres:  

• The first seven documents, prominent posters at the oil platform’s 

accommodation spaces, consist of one page each and most oftentimes 

contain very little visual rhetoric;  

• Two CTZ corporate newsletters, which are eight-pages each;  

• A CTZ card game, which is in a genre by itself; and  

• Six mandatory CTZ safety videos for training purposes.  
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My appendices reflect documentation of similar genres, too. Appendices I 

(posters), J (newsletters), K (card game), and L (videos) provide specific details and 

examples of referenced documentation. All documents have been redacted in order to 

respect the anonymity by DO. In order to protect proprietary interests of the company, 

cameras, mobile phones, and tablets are forbidden to be taken offshore; therefore, I 

was only able to sketch Documents 2-7 in my field notebook, and these notes are 

included in Appendix I. 

Poster Documents: Platform Documentation 

My poster document analysis includes the following seven posters from the oil 

platform I visited and observed: 

1. Document 1: Our CTZ Journey Poster 

2. Document 2: Posted Transit Room Memorandum, Level 2 

3. Document 3: Sleeping Quarters Poster 

4. Document 4: Sleeping Quarters Tidy Desk Poster 

5. Document 5: Our Safety Team Galley Poster 

6. Document 6: Toilet Poster 

7. Document 7: Locker Room Poster 

As previously noted, redacted or roughly-sketched estimations of this set of 

documents are located in Appendix I: Poster Documentation – Documents 1-7.  
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Brief Descriptions of Documents 1-7 

Document 1: Our CTZ Journey Poster. Displayed in the galley, transit room, and all 

three supervisor offices I visited, this A4-sized poster features a great deal of 

information. The visual rhetoric is so dense on this document that I have chosen to 

methodically detail its contents here. 

1. Circle 1: On the left border of the poster, a multiethnic DO workforce is 

featured. Men and women in traditional Gulf Arabian attire, thobes and 

abayas respectively, stand with darker-skinned people, the latter of whom 

are featured in Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) or a shirt and tie. Facial 

hair denotes an Arab and a South Asian in the back of the workforce. There 

are also conservatively dressed Caucasians in the workforce as well. One 

smiling local man holds a sign that reads “DO Employees & Associates” while 

a Caucasian man in business attire holds a sign that reads “Personal / 

Individual Values.” 

2. Circle 2: Connecting Circle 1 is a circle labeled Discovery Oil Group Values at 

the bottom. There are four individuals shown: a local Gulf Arabian male and 

female dressed in thobe and abaya; Caucasian man in a shirt, tie, and 

trousers; and a brown-skinned man in PPE. All three men hold their jaw as if 

they are pondering something. Above the four are DO’s values: Humbleness -

> Our employees -> Constant care -> Uprightness -> Our name. 
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3. Near the poster’s center is Circle 3, in which three men walk up a stairway. A 

local man, dressed in a thobe, is in the lead; a Caucasian man, dressed in 

shirt, tie, and trousers, is behind the local man; and darker skinned man in 

PPE walks behind the other two. The local man, climbing steps that read 

“Declare a better future,” asks in a cartoon bubble, “How can we make a 

better tomorrow?” The Caucasian man, climbing steps in-between 

“Understand the present” and “Declare a better future,” asks, “How do we 

do things today?” The man in PPE, climbing steps that read “Respect the 

past,” asks, “How did we do things before?” 

4. In-between Circle 3 and Circle 4 is a box labeled “CTZ Strategic Tools.” Inside 

the box there are several signs featured: “Topset,” “Learning Pack,” “CTZ 

Intranet,” “Black Box,” and “Etc.” 

5. Circle 4: Four employees are smiling but clearly NOT at the end of the road. 

They look and pose exactly like the four workers in Circle 2; however, this 

circle is labeled, “CTZ Behaviour.” Company values or five elements with 

corresponding individual logos are labeled under these employees: “Analyse 

Risk,” “Acknowledge Vulnerability,” “Intervene,” “Permit To Work,” and 

“Take Responsibility For Your Personal Safety And Others.” There is a cartoon 

bubble with “How is MY behaviour?” written in it; it is unclear who or what is 

asking this question. 
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6. Four smiling employees of the same demographics / attire as Circles 2 and 4 

have their hands raised. Written inside cartoon bubbles are, “Learn!” 

“Gather knowledge!” “Improve!”  

7. In the distance, onshore and offshore are vaguely depicted with CTZ flags. 

These drawings do not stand out like other parts of the poster. At the end of 

the “road” is the CTZ logo, which is featured in the upper right corner. 

Document 2: Posted Transit Room Memorandum, Level 3. The Transit Room is 

where people gather who are either coming to or departing from the platform. Once a 

person lands onto the oil platform, he follows others into the Transit Room with all 

personal items. After the person is issued with an H²S monitor, gas mask, and muster 

card, she sits to watch a mandatory oil platform safety video, which is neither a CTZ 

document nor an exclusively DO video document; it is owned by Khaliji Helicopters, the 

only helicopter company in the Arabian Gulf, which supplies the video to all oil 

companies the company services. Document 2, located on an A4-size paper on the wall 

within the Transit Room, is featured in Appendix I. 

Document 2, which consists of a memorandum in standard-size font on 

standard-size A4 office paper, is present to introduce DO’s five elements or core values. 

A lit light bulb with the word “Evaluate” accompanies the value of “Analyse Risk;” large 

hands with simplistically-drawn people standing inside the hands accompanies the value 

of “Acknowledge Vulnerability”; a upward-turned hand in a halting gesture accompanies 

the value of “Intervene”; a simplistic drawing of a document with a check-marked 
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(approved) permit accompanies “Permit To Work”; and a triangle filled with simplistic 

people in the palm of one giant hand accompanies “Take Responsibility For The Personal 

Safety And For Others.”  

Document 3: Sleeping Quarters Door Poster. Posted on accommodation doors, 

a landscape sign written in dark blue text on a white A4-size paper reads, “Nightshift 

personnel are sleeping.” This sign is written in English and Hindi. 

Document 4: Sleeping Quarters Tidy Desk Poster. Above the desk within the 

platform’s sleeping quarters is an image-driven A4-sized portrait poster that depicts 

how to keep the desk tidy. Large photos depict desk clutter in various ways in three 

rows: three pictures up top and middle as well as two on the bottom row. On the first 

two rows appears an “X” in the lower right corner of the photos; this is to show how 

NOT to keep the sleeping quarters desk: gloves, books, manuals, pens, safety glasses, 

etc. are shown in disarray on the sleeping quarters desk in the first two rows. On the 

final row there are two pictures that show the desk neat and devoid of materials or few 

items arranged tidily to the side or top of the desk. In the lower right hand corner of 

these two photos is a green checkmark. In the lower left corner of the poster is the 

current CTZ logo: There are five generic, faceless blue people joined together inside a 

circle. “CTZ” wraps around the top of the circle while “better. safer. together.” wraps 

around the circle’s bottom half. 

Document 5: Our Safety Team Galley Poster. An A3-sized portrait poster labeled 

CTZ Leadership Team is featured on a wall inside the entrance to the dining area. The 
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page is divided into four equal quarters. In the top left quarter: Our Safety Team. Photos 

are below the captions Team Leader (centered above everyone else in this quarter), 

Production, Construction, Maintenance, and Medic. The upper right quarter features 

photos under CTZ Journey. The lower left quarter features “Oil Platform CTZ Leader” 

and “Team Members.” In the lower right quarter features “2014 DO Employee 

Engagement Survey Activity Timeline.” This poster is hidden behind computer monitors 

that lead into the dining area.  

Document 6: Toilet Poster. In the accommodation area’s public restroom, there 

is a portrait A4-sized poster featured on the wall of the Level 2 toilet that reads: “Are 

you washing your hands properly?” 

Document 7: Locker Room Poster. DO has very strict guidelines about the 

storage and utilization of PPE, which are mandated to remain in the Level 1 Locker 

Room unless they are being worn. CTZ is on a wall in the locker room, too. On both sides 

of the entrance / exit of the Locker Room is this A4-sized landscape poster. Lighter text 

on a darker text background reads: “Please open the door slowly. Let’s keep this space 

CTZ.” This poster is devoid of any imagery and is straightforward.  

Analysis of Documents 1-7 

The first seven documents are one-page printed documents; therefore, I frame 

my analysis of these seven documents using both Roses’ (2007) semiologic framework 

as well as Kostelnick’s (1996) Supra-Textual Design.  
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To begin, I applied open coding to my data as encouraged by Spinuzzi (2013) for 

my first pass. As I read and examined each document, I numbered the topics in columns 

via pencil and paper, such as “fraternity,” “sustainability,” or “hegemony.” My second 

pass, which applied Genre Theory, helped me to detect emerging themes and 

consolidate codes that were alike (Spinuzzi, 2013, p. 141).  My third pass employed 

visual rhetoric theories as aforementioned to classify and reconfirm themes.  

I identified four distinct themes upon my examination. The first theme, 

“personal responsibility / lack of choice,” refers to need for workers to show due 

diligence for the safety of themselves and others; this theme is evident through textual 

imperatives and directives stated on documentation. The second theme, “fraternity / 

mutual respect,” implies congenial comradery among workers and workforces.  “Culture 

of caring,” the third theme, is the nurturing environment that DO and TT had hoped to 

foster among workforces. The final theme, “hierarchy / hegemony,” refers to power 

differentials if not a caste system among DO’s workforce.  

Thematic Analysis of Documents 1-7 

 Personal responsibility / lack of choice. “Personal responsibility / lack of choice” 

is a theme that permeates Documents 1-7. Equally visual and textual, Document 1, Our 

CTZ Journey Poster, reinforces this theme in a myriad of ways: Some of the workforce in 

Circle 1 feature workers in PPE. Within Circle 3, the imperative is used for two out of 

three figures, namely “Declare a better future” and “Understand the present.” These 

mandates are insistent: Through CTZ, DO wants its workforce to realize what risks are 
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currently in their working and non-working environments in order to protect 

themselves; however, DO wants its workforce to build upon what it has learned in order 

to create a safer future.  Between Circles 3 and 4 is a box of “Closer To Zero Strategic 

Tools,” which the three featured figures would require in order to progress to Circle 4. 

Within Circle 4, the imperative is used in four out of five statements: “Analyse Risk,” 

“Acknowledge Vulnerability,” “Intervene,” and “Take Responsibility For Your Personal 

Safety And Others.” Similarly, Document 2, Posted Transit Room Memo, references the 

five principles of personal responsibility; however, the imperative second-person 

structure changes to first-person to reinforce the theme of personal responsibility: “I 

acknowledge that we are all vulnerable. I always intervene when I see unsafe acts or 

conditions. I work with a valid permit when required. I consider the risks involved before 

or during any job. I take responsibility for the safety and well-being of myself and my 

colleagues.” Document 3’s simple “Nightshift personnel are sleeping” is less overt and 

more implied, which is very much in-line with high context cultures in which the 

audience reads between the lines, namely “I should keep quiet in this area.” Mostly 

image-driven in nature, Document 4’s Tidy Desk Poster shows exactly how those in 

offshore accommodations should maintain their shared desk space and implies that 

tidiness has to do with safety; after all, in a risky environment such as an oil platform, it 

is essential to know where PPE such as gas masks and fireproof gloves are located at all 

times. Its implied imperative message of courtesy and cooperation is clear: For safety’s 

sake, keep your space tidy. Less a mandate and more an example of model behavior is 

Document 5, Our Safety Team Galley Poster, which overtly shows the results of those 
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workers who have entrenched themselves within the CTZ hierarchy by participating 

actively in the safety initiative. The implied message is that every worker can be part of 

the team if they so choose. Another one-sentence poster, Document 6, the Toilet 

Poster, asks if workers are washing their hands properly – another form of personal 

responsibility. Making two rhetorical moves is Document 7, Locker Room Poster, which 

employs both imperative and first-person plural imperative: “Please open the door 

slowly. Let’s keep this space Closer To Zero.” In short, all seven documents encapsulate 

the message of personal responsibility, which is a CTZ virtue. Conversely, this virtue is 

also a mandate, and there is no real choice in complying. 

Fraternity / mutual respect. “Fraternity / Mutual Respect” is another recurring 

theme through six out of seven documents. Document 1 features a smiling multiethnic 

workforce: local men in thobes, local women in abayas, Caucasian men in semi-casual 

business wear, and South Asians in PPE. Documents 1 and 2, both of which feature CTZ’s 

five elements, contain the language, “Take Responsibility For Your Safety And Others,” 

which implies something almost familial. Although Documents 3, 4, and 7 each contain 

one sentence, the message implies that we are all in this together – respect one 

another, respect those who are sleeping right now / maintain the orderliness and 

cleanliness of our accommodation rooms / be careful so that we can be Closer To Zero. 

Finally, Document 5 shows the local CTZ “brotherhood” for each oil platform with name, 

title, and color picture of each member of the CTZ team. 
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Culture of caring. “Culture of Caring” is a third recurring theme throughout 

Documents 1-7, directly or indirectly. Document 1 overtly states “Constant care” along 

with one of CTZ’s five elements as aforementioned in the introduction to this section. 

Accompanying Document 2’s “I take responsibility for the safety and well-being of 

myself and my colleagues” are visual representations, icons, of the five elements; one of 

the icons, a pair of immense hands with simplistically-drawn people standing on the 

palms, accompanies the value of “Acknowledge Vulnerability.” A second icon 

accompanies the value of “Take Responsibility For The Personal Safety And For Others”: 

A triangle filled with simplistically-drawn people in the palm of one giant hand. CTZ’s 

culture of caring is implied by these helping hands, which are protecting DO’s workforce. 

While Documents 3, 6, and 7 imply caring for others indirectly through considerate 

actions, Document 4 features the current CTZ logo, which is an overt icon for a culture 

of caring: There are five generic faceless blue people joined together inside a circle.  

Analysis of Documents 8 & 9: Corporate Newsletters 

The next two examples of documents are also print documents; however, with 

their layout of eight pages each, similarity in format, and plethora of imagery, I have 

analyzed these two apart from other CTZ print documentation. Distributed by 

Communications, this genre encourages active participation in CTZ courtesy of iPad 

competitions and Champion awards. My liaison provided me with two copies of the 

semi-monthly newsletter: April 2013 and June 2013. A redacted page of this set of 

documents is located in Appendix J: Corporate Newsletters. 
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Supra-Textual Analysis of Documents 8 & 9 

The two newsletters exhibit textual parallelism according to Supra-Textual 

Design. Title, number of issue, issue heading, company and initiative logos are all 

consistent on the first page. Pages 2 and 3 are also consistent, as page numbers, issue 

numbers, editorials with accompanying pictures, tables of contents, column listing of 

CTZ’s five elements, and “news in brief” are all placed in the same spots in the 

newsletters. Pages 4 and 5 are parallel, too, as each issue features “CTZ Role Models: 

Ambassadors for safety” on these two pages. While the April issue takes up both pages 

for rewards recipients, the June issue examines “Role models: a closer look” on its page 

5. “Tell us about your safety role models” it says in the lower left hand corner of the 

June issue’s page 5; readers are encouraged to send in their stories of “where you have 

seen colleagues behaving admirably or you yourself have been a role model to others.” 

While both issues feature “CTZ Leadership Teams” on pages 6 and 7, the June issue has 

abbreviated this heading to “CTZLT.” Page 7 differs in content, as the April issue 

elaborates on risk assessment while the June issue features an interview with a 

managing director. Page 8 in both issues features health advice: April focuses on hearing 

protection while June focuses on heat stress. In the lower third of this page, a “Win an 

Ipad!” competition is consistent in feature and size. All of these consistencies, along 

with minimal text, meaningful white space, and large, colorful photographs, make the 

CTZ newsletter genre easy to identify, peruse, read, and use.  
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Both documents exhibit spatial parallelism, too. Pages are oriented to portrait 

and consist of card stock weight with glossy finish. Both issues also are one inch shorter 

than standard European A4-size paper. Two staples serve as central binding for the 

folded card stock of both issues, too. Both covers feature all headings, subheadings, and 

logos in exactly the same place on the page, as well as a single blow-up color photo of 

workers with South or Southeast Asian features in PPE. Both issues’ second page is also 

spatially consistent: “Contents” is located in the upper left corner, CTZ’s elements are 

located in the lower left corner, and an editorial is featured on two-thirds of the page, 

complete with guest writer’s photograph under the editorial. While April’s page 3 

features text on the left and a larger photograph of workers in PPE on the right, this 

motif is flipped for June’s page 3. April’s page 3 also features four smaller group photos 

along with a sky blue box of text; however, June’s issue shows two larger photographs 

along with a sky blue box of text. The issues differ spatially on pages 4 and 5: Both issues 

feature eight or nine recipients of CTZ accolades; however, April’s issue spreads these 

recipients out – and with larger photographs – whereas June’s issue compresses the 

recipients (and photos) to one page. This spreading out of award recipients is to have 

ample room to take a closer look at role models and include the immense graphic with 

five safety commitments. Layouts for both issues’ page 6 are identical: Half of each page 

features workers in PPE gathering for a meeting and a message about “Raising 

awareness for CTZLTs.” The second half of each page features news briefs from recent 

CTZ meetings. Spatially speaking, both issues’ page 7 are similar; however, April’s issue 

employs three cartoon stills from Document 16 (risk assessment) while June’s issue 
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shows three large photos of workers in PPE (managing director’s platform visits). Finally, 

both issues’ page 8 are laid out the same: In each issue, the top two-thirds features a 

health article, with a photograph directly above the text. Small helpful hints accompany 

a graphic to the right – headphones graphic for April’s issue and a cartoon of a worker 

suffering heat stress for June’s issue. In the bottom third of each issue’s page eight is a 

sky blue text box with the “Win an iPad!” contest.  

CTZ’s two newsletter examples are mostly graphically parallel, too. Bars, 

headings, subheadings, photos, and logos: All employ the same use of color: orange bar, 

white text only, blue CTZ logo in upper right corner with Discovery Oil logo in lower right 

corner. Page 2 in both issues features a light blue heading with a lighter blue smaller 

subheading of “Contents” and “Editorial” above. There is also a table of contents in grey 

scale to the upper left corner. A graphic bar in the company’s sky blue is at page 2’s 

bottom, in which “Get involved” is written as well as an e-mail address for feedback and 

ideas. Page 3 “News In Brief” layout is consistent, too; both issues show smiling groups 

of workers in PPE as well as a report on Global Safety Day.  Headings and subheadings 

are in the same sky blue, too. Both issues’ page 4 are identical: Heading and subheading 

use a darker, cerulean blue; award recipients’ names are in bold orange; and the rest of 

the pages’ text are in black. While April’s page 5 is identical to page 4, June’s issue 

features a graphic that takes two-thirds of the page and asks “How many safety 

commitments can you tick?” The only difference in the issues’ page 6 is use of color for 

headings and subheadings: April’s heading is in orange with a cerulean blue subheading; 

in contrast, June’s heading and subheading are in teal. The issues vary on page 7: The 
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cartoon stills from Document 16 are featured for further emphasis on the page’s topic, 

“Understanding risk.” However, June’s page 7 shows color photographs of the managing 

director’s recent platform visits, in which workers in PPE are smiling at platform 

construction sites. April’s page 7 heading is in sky blue with a cerulean blue subheading; 

in contrast, June’s heading and subheading are both in teal. Page 8 features the same 

worker in its accompanying photograph: In April’s issue, he is seen in PPE with 

headphones on, checking his clipboard; in June’s issue, he is seen drinking a water 

bottle. Accompanying graphics to the right of each picture are featured in a midnight 

blue. 

Semiologic Analysis of Documents 8 & 9 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Rose (2007) outlines a unique method in analyzing 

visual rhetoric via semiology, which I also employed for DO’s CTZ video documentation. 

This method requires the analysis of representations of bodies, manner, activity, and 

props and settings.  

Representations of bodies. All photographed figures within the two documents 

– approximately 100 in total – are men. Of these figures, 15-20 men appear to be in 

their 20s whereas the overwhelming majority look 30-50 years old. Thirty of the figures 

have Caucasian features and the remaining 70 have South or Southeast Asian features. 

Out of the 100 figures featured, only 13 do not wear PPE in their photographs. Bodies 

appear to be medium build with two figures that are significantly overweight and seven 

that are slim. The creators of the newsletters appeared to use everyday workers. 
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Representations of manner. Out of 100 people feature, 18 are not smiling, and 

this is typically due to the figures being involved in an action shot such as drinking 

water, collaborating on a construction job, or giving a presentation. The same is said for 

eye contact: Since most of the photographs are to signify a reward, most figures look 

directly into the camera. No one looks confrontational; figures look benevolent as they 

gaze into the camera or they simply look occupied with a group task at hand. Seventeen 

out of 100 are not standing; this includes photographs of the editors, those kneeling for 

a group photo, and five people in PPE sitting around a table appearing to be in the 

middle of discussion.  

Representations of activity. A total of 22 figures are seen shaking hands with 

each other. Four figures in PPE hold clipboards. One figure in PPE is photographed 

taking a picture of the managing director during his platform tours. A final figure in PPE 

is shown holding his bottle of water as he drinks. All figures appear to be static – that is 

to say that they do not appear to be in motion. They are either posing for a photo 

opportunity, standing at a podium, or sitting during a meeting. Figures appear to be 

spatially consistent, and proximity looks normal and not awkward. The cover of June’s 

issue, picture of five figures in PPE discussing a job, shows the group in a semi-tight 

circle as the “supervisor” refers to a clipboard. Group pictures look natural and not 

awkward in terms of space – no figures appear to be shying away from others. 

Oftentimes photos of workers in PPE appear to be in the middle of discussion when the 

picture is taken – as though they are being kind enough to pose for a second before 
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resuming their duties. While some are mindful of their posture, others appear to be 

relaxed.  

Props and settings. Photograph props are the workers’ PPE, namely goggles and 

hearing protectors, framed certificates, individual boxes of Skagen reward watches, 

meeting room table, clipboards, mounted camera, and water bottle. All settings look 

exactly like I witnessed firsthand during my data collection: construction areas with 

cranes, yellow painted pipes, mounted ladders, immense cargo crates, offices with walls 

of 3-ring binders, whiteboards, and a meeting table. According to DO, tidiness and order 

are paramount to safe behavior. 

Thematic Analysis of Documents 8 & 9 

I identified three themes from CTZ Corporate Newsletters. Like the poster 

documents 1-7, there were key themes of “culture of caring” and “hierarchy / 

hegemony.” A third theme, “CTZ Sustainability,” refers to the need for DO’s workforce 

to remain vigilant in order to keep the safety initiative dynamic and relevant to daily life.  

Culture of caring. “Culture of caring” is a pervasive theme within both 

newsletters, which is also accompanied by the theme of “fraternity / teamwork.” 

Indicative of these two themes is the subheading on April 2013’s front page: “All for 

one, one for all: Working together for a Closer To Zero Discovery Oil,” which is 

accompanied by five offshore workers dressed in PPE collaborating on a construction 

job. Page 2 features three examples of these intermingled themes, namely CTZ’s five 

elements, two of which read, “I always intervene when I see unsafe acts or conditions,” 
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and “I take responsibility for the safety of and wellbeing of myself and my colleagues.”  

The third example is the editorial column, the title of which reads, “A true team effort.” 

Pages 4 and 5 of both issues feature offshore workers who are awarded Skagen watches 

for exemplary CTZ behavior. Reinforcing the theme of “Culture of caring” is June’s page 

5, which lists attributes of model CTZ behavior. Later, the same page asks readers to 

send in their own personal stories of being a role model. Both issues, however, reinforce 

“fraternity / teamwork” on page 6, where Closer To Zero Leadership Teams (CTZLTs) are 

discussed. Entitled “Making a difference” (April) and “Going from strength to strength” 

(June), the former issue features five workers in PPE sitting around a table, whereas the 

latter shows three workers who are collaborating in PPE in an offshore working 

environment. Final examples of “Culture of caring” are featured on both issues’ page 8, 

which is reserved for offshore personal health; April’s issue discusses hearing protection 

while June’s issue focuses on hydration during summer months.  

Sustainability. “CTZ Sustainability” is another prominent theme in the 

newsletters. Page 1 of the June issue features the subheading, “Staying focused: Always 

remember that we are vulnerable. Never allow complacency.” The same issue features 

the story “Six years and counting” on page 3. Page 7 echoes this same theme of 

sustainability within the same issue during an interview with DO’s Managing Director 

and Head of Operations; they are asked questions such as, “How is DO doing in terms of 

safety?” “What were the safety high points in [1st Quarter]?” In one answer, the two 

interviewees say, “We must not become complacent. We need to remember our 

vulnerability and never take our eyes off of the ball.” Perhaps another key driving force 
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for CTZ sustainability is the “Win an iPad” competition that is featured on the last page 

of both issues, where employees can receive prizes if they answer safety questions 

correctly and send in their answers.  

Hegemony / hierarchy. The final theme from CTZ newsletters is “Hegemony / 

hierarchy,” which I derived from newsletter photographs. All featured writers were 

Caucasian Europeans. All recipients within the newsletters appeared to be either South 

Asian or Southeast Asian; in contrast, all distributors of awards were Caucasian 

Europeans. Lastly, all DO employees with distinguished titles, such as Managing 

Director, Head of HSSEO, Head of Operations, and even guest writers of the newsletters, 

were Caucasian European. On page 7, April’s issue features three still photographs from 

the animated Document 15, Risk Assessment Video; the photographs show a Caucasian 

supervisor explaining to this multiethnic workforce that electrocution = death.  

Analysis of Document 10 

A genre all to its own, the deck of playing cards is used specifically for toolbox 

talks in which the card game is in the hands of the supervisor. Card suits exhibit 

parallelism among each other and are easy to identify and read, complete without an 

overabundance of text. (Redacted photographs of this document are located in 

Appendix K: Print Documentation.) 
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Supra-Textual Analysis of Document 10 

Major textual cues include “Challenge” on the orange Work Permit card suit, 

“Hazards” for black Evaluate card suit, “Reflection” on the tomato red Responsibility For 

Others card suit, “Vulnerability” for the light blue Vulnerable card suit, and 

“Intervention” for the teal Intervention card suit. The lower right hand corners denote 

the suit of the card via aforementioned symbols of CTZ’s five elements. The opposite 

side of each card features a larger version of the element’s symbol as well as the 

appropriated color that is denoted above. Spatially, the cards look and feel like a typical 

deck of cards: They contain the same glossy finish, same size, and same weight. Also like 

playing cards, these cards are portrait-oriented, too.  

In terms of graphics, there is a thicker bar of color (orange for Work Permit, etc.) 

that is above headers such as “Challenge” or “Vulnerability.” The lower right hand 

corners denote the suit of the card via aforementioned symbols of CTZ’s five elements. 

The opposite side of each card features a larger version of the element’s symbol as well 

as the appropriated color that is denoted above. I suspect that the “Vulnerability” 

symbol has evolved; on all other documentation, this symbol contains three standing 

simplistically drawn people inside an immense pair of hands; however, on the deck of 

cards, which is the most recent of all CTZ documentation, the corresponding symbol for 

“Vulnerability” is a simplistically drawn person with hands up inside a circular boundary. 

Clean white borders surround grey scale background on all sides of card with text on 

them.  
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Semiologic Analysis of Document 10 

Semiologically speaking, the deck of cards is low on signs. The cards’ signs consist 

of the CTZ symbols in the lower right hand corners, three of which refer to bodies or 

parts of a human body to create a meaning: First, the “Intervention” card suit contains 

the signified of a hand palm within a rectangular cartoon speaking box. Its signifier is 

“intervention.” The “Vulnerability” card suit contains the signified of a simplified 

illustration of a human being with hands outstretched. Its signifier is “vulnerable” or 

“requiring help.” The third use of human figures is the “Reflection” card suit, and its 

signified is “three simplified human figures standing together.” Meanwhile, its signifier 

is “reflection” or “collaboration.” These signifiers in this way ask offshore workers to 

reflect amongst each other about safety practices during toolbox talks or CTZ meetings. 

A fourth card suit, “Hazards,” uses a light bulb with an exclamation point in the middle 

as its signified. This signifier represents “idea.” Perhaps those in charge want its 

workforce to realize or employ critical thinking skills to interpret real life hazard 

situations on the job and how to quickly resolve them. The final card suit, “Challenge,” 

apparently only pertains to working permits, as its signified is a solid orange paper with 

“PERMIT” written in white bold at the top, a large bold white checkmark placed on top 

of it. The signifier would be “approved working permit.” Unfortunately, these meanings 

are not always innate. Rose herself mentions that “the distinction of signifier and 

signified is crucial because it means that the relation between meanings and signifiers is 

not inherent but rather is conventional, and can therefore be problematized” (p. 80). I 

did not inherently come to realize all five of these signs within the CTZ playing cards. 
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Perhaps if I worked for Discovery Oil and came in contact with CTZ on a regular basis, I 

would soon learn what each sign means.  

Thematic Analysis of Document 10 

Responsibility / lack of choice. “Responsibility / lack of choice” is a consistent 

theme throughout the Document 10 deck of “playing” cards. The five card “suits” 

inherently echo CTZ’s elements – Challenge, Hazards, Intervention, Reflections, and 

Vulnerability – and are designed to test the knowledge of anyone who “plays” the game. 

Table 6.1 features examples of each card suit. 

Table 6.1: Examples of CTZ Card Game Questions 

Card Suit Text 

Challenge How do apply the Closer To Zero mindset in your daily life 
at work and at home? Give an example. 

 Describe how Incident Investigations and Lessons Learnt 
can be improved? Give an example. 

 

 Describe why Management of Change is important to 
Process Safety. Give an example 

Hazards Describe why pressurised tanks, cylinders and vessels are 
hazardous giving an example. 

 Why is it important to understand how hazards are 
controlled? Give an example to support your belief. 

 Describe why ground evacuation can be high risk and how 
you would manage the risk. 
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Intervention Describe how and why you would intervene with a 
Contractor or superior working on a Discovery Oil site? 
Give an example of your experience. 

 Describe why it is essential that we learn from intervention 
by others.  

 How would you feel about a colleague intervening on your 
behaviours that they believed were not in the spirt of 
Closer To Zero? 

Reflection Have you ever completed a job before considering the risks 
involved? If so, why? 

 If you believed you were in an unsafe working 
environment, how would you seek to reduce the risk?  

 Do you believe that Discovery Oil is committed to 
employee safety? Give your reasons. 

Vulnerability What are your business unit’s Managing Director’s key 
Closer To Zero message? 

 Why is it important to take responsibility for the safety of 
colleagues? 

 Describe how contractors contribute to Process Safety? 
Give an example. 

 

Every card reinforces the notion of responsibility, whether this responsibility is 

personal or communal, offshore or onshore. Every card also reinforces lack of choice, 

since there is a “right way” to comply. In terms of Context of Use, interviewees have 

stated that the cards are often used during daily toolbox talks; therefore, those who 

answer always have an audience. The concept of “face” is at stake in terms of this 

notion of responsibility, which Hofstede et al (2010) mention. “One concept bred in the 
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collectivist family is face. Face describes the proper relationship with one’s social 

environment, which is as essential to a person. ‘Losing face’ in the sense of being 

humiliated, is an expression that penetrated the English language” (p. 110). Despite the 

fact that an offshore worker could answer a question incorrectly and risk a sense of 

shame in front of his colleagues, the card game can provide a low-risk setting in which 

to practice the right answers, which would ultimately lead the worker to saving face. 

Power distance. “Power distance” is a second theme from reviewing CTZ’s 

playing cards. Interviewees have stated that their supervisor will have them pick a card 

and the supervisor would wait silently as the person takes time to ultimately answer the 

question. This teacher-student dynamic implies and reinforces a power distance 

between the card dealer and those who select the cards, since the supervisor stands by 

ready to “reprimand” or supply a correct, more sufficient answer. A possible reprimand, 

combined with the possibility of losing face, could instill a considerable amount of 

discomfort and anxiety for those who “play” the game. 

Never-ending journey. “Journey” is a third theme for Document 10. In the literal 

sense, one card refers directly to the CTZ as a journey: “Imagine that you are the CEO of 

DO for 5 minutes. Describe how you would continue the CTZ journey.” However, the 

card game also symbolizes a figurative journey, a difficult game to play and get all the 

answers correctly, hence a rough journey in which occasional stumbling occurs. 

Ultimately, the card game is a journey itself in which there is most likely a steep learning 

curve. 
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Lack of readability. “Lack of readability” is the final theme for Document 10. As 

Table 6.1 demonstrates, some questions are fairly straightforward even for an L2 

audience, but others are fairly abstract, contain metaphors, include grammatical issues 

that could encourage confusion, or are simply written for native speakers of English. 

This lack of readability, especially when combined with an audience with a low English 

proficiency, can prove to be an overwhelmingly difficult combination for audience to 

take appropriate action. 

Flesch Kincaid’s website (https://readability-score.com/) addressed readability 

samples. Table 6.2 features examples of readability from one of each CTZ card suit: 

Table 6.2: Examples of CTZ Card Game Readability 

Card Suit Printed Text Average Grade Level 
(for Native Speaker of 
English) 

Vulnerability Why is understanding 
our vulnerability 
important? Can you give 
an example? 

12.3 

Reflection Is it better to have 
leading indicators or 
lagging indicators to 
measure Closer To Zero 
performance or do we 
need both? 

11.9 

Hazards Describe why electrical 
isolation is essential to 
reducing our 
vulnerability giving a 

16.3 

https://readability-score.com/
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recent example in which 
you or someone else 
acted as a Closer To Zero 
role model. 

Challenge Describe how incident 
investigations and 
lessons learned can be 
improved. Give an 
example. 

11.1 

Intervention Describe the 
characteristics of a Closer 
To Zero role model and 
give a recent example of 
how you may have 
demonstrated these 
characteristics and 
behaviors. 

15.4 

  

Ultimately, the cards are well-designed, glossy, and easy enough to use; 

nevertheless, the genre is unclear. Is it a game, a work activity, or both? Do 

subordinates have to participate? Will they be fired if they say the wrong answer? Once 

supervisors employ the cards within toolbox talks, the tool could become threatening 

and ominous. Complicated English makes questions difficult to understand, some 

questions are highly abstract for speakers of English as a second language, and some of 

the questions are of a difficult nature anyway; to request specific examples further 

compounds their use, and the possibility of losing face in front of one’s supervisor and 

colleagues makes their use utterly daunting. Although DO have spent a considerable 
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amount of money and time developing this tool, the cards are more for native speakers 

of English and not the audience of offshore subordinates. 

Video Documents: Platform Documentation 

My document analysis of the video genre includes the following six training 

videos from the oil platform I was given by my DO Communications liaison: 

11. Document 11: Offshore Safety Induction  

12. Document 12: Waste Management  

13. Document 13: Drilling Rig Induction 

14. Document 14: Basket Transfer 

15. Document 15: Helicopter Briefing 

16. Document 16: Risk Assessment 

Redacted photograph stills of this set of documents are located in Appendix L: 

Video Documentation – Documents 11-16. 

Description of Documents 11-16: Video Documents 

These documents, which are used for training purposes, consist of mostly 

imagery; therefore, I did not employ Supra-Textual Design for this documentation. 

Document 11: Offshore Safety Induction. The video covers an array of topics of 

model offshore behavior in instances of collaborating on job tasks, complying with DO’s 

no drugs / technology policy, emergency and evacuation procedures, and operational 

safety procedures. Vignettes address proper use of Personal Protection Equipment 
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(PPE), what to do in case of a man overboard, how to deal with heat stress, and how to 

protect the environment, the final topic of which lacks visual cues. Out of twelve scenes, 

eleven feature South and Southeast Asian workers in PPE. Four scenes feature 

Caucasians as supervisors with clipboards or teachers with CTZ t-shirts. 

Document 12: Waste Management. Absent of narration, the video uses 

abrasive, percussive music throughout. Four animated characters are featured through 

four vignettes: The supervisor contains Caucasian features, Worker 1 contains Caucasian 

features, Worker 2 contains Southeast Asian features, and Worker 3 contains South 

Asian features. Each worker shows incorrect responses to disposing of waste, tossing a 

chemical cloth into the sunlight, or mislabeling waste bins. After each vignette shows 

the cause-effect relationship of incorrect behavior, another member of the team shows 

the “right” way in each case.  

Document 13: Drilling Rig Induction. This video illustrates the five CTZ behaviors 

/ elements courtesy of introduction by different offshore workers: The first and only 

female offshore worker among all CTZ documentation, a worker with Kazakh features, 

introduces Element 1: We’re all vulnerable. Other elements are announced by a North 

American worker (Element 2: Intervene), a South Asian worker (Element #3: Work with 

a permit), a Northeast African worker (Element 4: Consider the risks), and two non-

specific ethnic workers (Element 5: Take the responsibility for yourself and your 

colleagues).  
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Document 14: Basket Transfer. Bhangra dance music plays lightly in the 

background as a South Asian narrates off camera throughout the video. The featured 

working crew, complete in PPE, shows the appropriate way to stand inside the basket 

while being lifted. After a successful basket transfer is shown (this is an assumption, 

since there is no green check mark or other affirmation), a big X shows how not to stand 

inside the basket.  

Document 15: Helicopter Briefing. An ethnically ambiguous CGI man illustrates 

how to buckle a helicopter seatbelt, how to sit in a helicopter, and how to hold a brace 

position for a hard landing. A touch of realism in this CGI video shows close-ups of a 

helicopter window, which features emergency language in red English and Arabic script. 

Document 16: Risk Assessment. Devoid of narration, the video’s only audio 

components are dirge-like Arabian music and accompanying sounds to Risk Assessment 

errors (mainly screams). Like Document 12, there is a Caucasian supervisor and three 

workers, each of whom take turns showing an incorrect method of assessment followed 

by a correct method. Vignettes include checking voltage, pipeline pressure, and cleaning 

up chemical spillage. The workers are South Asian, Southeast Asian, and ethnically 

ambiguous.  

Semiologic Analysis of Documents 11-16 

Representations of bodies. Four out of six CTZ video documents portray people 

with Caucasian features – or they are apparently Caucasians – as instructors, 

supervisors, or simply “the boss,” as is the case in Document 13 with the appearance of 
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DO’s CEO. In contrast, none of the videos portrays people with African, South Asian, or 

Southeast Asian features in any of these roles. In Document 11 alone, there are four 

instances of people with Caucasian features as instructors or supervisors; conversely, 

there are three instances in which workers with African, South Asian, or Southeast Asian 

features are portrayed as students, listeners, and / or learners. Out of five narrators, 

four are Caucasian while the fifth is South Asian. Instances in which there are truly 

comprehensive multinational groups (workers with Caucasian, South Asian, Southeast 

Asian, and possibly African) are limited to three: Document 11 features a group of 

multinational smokers in the platform’s smoking area; Document 13 features 

testimonials from a multinational array of workers in PPE; and Document 16 features an 

ethnically ambiguous worker amongst the workforce, committing an error as well as 

making the right decision, just like the other workforce members. There are also two 

cases of ethnic ambiguity, namely Document 15, which features an ethnically 

ambiguous CGI model mostly throughout (approximately 10 minutes), and Document 16 

aforementioned. 

Representations of manner. In documents with real human beings, facial 

expressions are neutral or showing smiles. Likewise, everyone is shown standing, too, 

except in Document 11’s scene that features a teacher with his students, the latter of 

whom are seated. Eye contact is steady, too: Participants in the documents look directly 

at the camera, look along at a crane with their peers, or look at their colleagues as 

though they are discussing a task. In documents that feature cartoons (12 and 16), facial 
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features are exaggerated to emphasize anger, fear, happiness, pain, or sadness. Further 

emphasis of approval in these two documents includes the thumbs-up hand sign. 

Representations of activity. The most significant among the video documents is 

positional communication. Supervisors stand as students sit. Supervisors stand behind 

others to take in the entire behavior of the “doers” in the scene. Other examples of 

activity are action shots of teams collaborating on construction work, carrying heavy 

equipment, operating cranes, and being transferred within the platform’s basket. 

Props and settings. Video props consist of standard aspects of offshore life, most 

of which I witnessed firsthand. Ranked from most shown to least shown among 

Documents 11-16: tools, gas masks, clipboards, H²S readers, gloves, computer monitors, 

personal carrying bags, cranes, life jackets, circular saws, muster card, cigarettes, and 

water bottles. One-time props are smokehood, pens, stethoscope, life preserver, bags 

of garbage, gauze, and bins. As with video props, all featured video settings consist of 

most spaces found on the oil platform: helicopter, lifeboat, transit room, construction 

area, sick room, workroom, smoking area, office, and sleep quarters. Examples of spaces 

not shown in the videos were galley, lockers, and rest areas such as the Quiet Room. 

Thematic Analysis of Videos 

Like other analyzed documentation, the videos contain themes of 

“responsibility,” “fraternity / teamwork,” “patriarchal authority,” and “hierarchy / 

hegemony.” Unlike print documentation, the videos tend to emphasize an overall 

responsibility rather than personal responsibility; this responsibility includes personal 
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safety as well as the safety of others, the oceanic environment, and, to a lesser degree, 

machinery and equipment. The other three themes mentioned reinforce those themes 

found within print documentation. 

 Responsibility / lack of choice. “Responsibility / lack of choice” is a consistent 

theme throughout CTZ video documentation. Document 11 alone, the Offshore Safety 

Induction, upholds and emphasizes the need for workers to take responsibility and 

follow the rules just as the document’s name suggests. The video approaches 

responsibility from several different angles: On-the-job action shots in Scene 2 show 

working teams replacing a sterilizer capsule, carrying heavy equipment, checking 

gauges, and adjusting bolts to a pipeline depict the need to take daily offshore job tasks 

seriously. Scene 3’s announcement of the prohibition of drugs and personal technology 

reminds people offshore to adhere to codes of personal responsibility: “Please 

remember that alcohol, drugs, photographic equipment, and mobile phones are not 

allowed offshore.” Emergency and Evacuation Procedures in Scene 4 reinforce notions 

of public and personal responsibility, such as shots of men carrying an injured worker 

for a medical consultation and workers responding to an emergency from their bunk 

beds, quickly donning the appropriate emergency safety equipment. The video’s 

remaining seven scenes address proper usage of PPE, proper response to the presence 

of H²S, proper response to a man overboard, advice in prevention of heat stress, and 

even environmental responsibility. Echoing proper procedures is Document 12, CTZ’s 

Waste Management Video, where short vignettes contrast incorrect and proper waste 

disposal. Incorrect waste disposal vignettes feature the poisoning of fish, a growling 
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waste bin, an igniting cleaning cloth, and an angry supervisor. Closing Document 12 is a 

written message: “Waste management is everyone’s responsibility.”  The five CTZ 

behaviors / elements are introduced in Document 13, the Drilling Rig Induction, which 

include “Evaluate” and “Take the responsibility for yourself and your colleagues.” 

Testimonials pepper the end of Document 13, with workers looking to the camera and 

saying, “It’s about going back to your family because they really need you” and “If it’s 

not safe, simply don’t do it.” Document 14’s Basket Transfer also contrasts improper 

and proper behavior while workers are carried in a basket harness. Meanwhile, 

Document 15, the Helicopter Briefing, methodically instructs how to un/buckle a 

helicopter safety belt, how / not to board a helicopter, how to respond when making an 

emergency landing on water. The final document 16, Risk Assessment, addresses 

responsibility in the same manner as Documents 12 and 14 and shows how / not to 

replace a chemical pump; like Document 12, the video ends with several quotes such as, 

“Involve all relevant personnel,” “Identify the hazards,” “Understand the 

consequences,” and “Mitigate the risks.” 

Fraternity / teamwork. Alongside the theme of responsibility is the theme of 

“fraternity / teamwork.” Offshore work involves working in teams, so CTZ videos reflect 

the nature of this kind of work. Videos show offshore teams actively and cohesively 

collaborating on tasks such as carrying heavy equipment, lowering equipment from a 

harness, intervention during a collaborative job assignment, waste disposal, and shots of 

smiling workers. Document 14, Basket Transfer, addresses collaboration indirectly as the 

video shows how workers should stand and brace themselves within the basket harness; 
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without proper teamwork, i.e. adhering to basket transfer protocol, workers could 

endanger the lives of others who are being carried. Throughout Document 16, Risk 

Assessment, a team of workers collaborate during a toolbox meeting in order to fill out 

paperwork before they undertake the task of replacing a chemical pump; throughout 

the trial-and-error video motif, work errors equate to fatal consequences while proper 

work habits garner smiles and thumbs-up signs from everyone else on the team.  

Patriarchal authority. “Patriarchal Authority” is another theme that CTZ’s videos 

convey. Document 11, Offshore Safety Induction, features two types of authority: The 

first is a teacher-student classroom shot while the second is more of a parental 

pardoning in case travelers offshore violate the rule that forbids technology and drugs: 

“If you have accidentally carried any of these items with you, please inform the heli-

lounge supervisor immediately.” The announcement even provides an “out” for any 

person who brings these items offshore, with “accidentally” being an operative word. In 

other words, if a person traveling offshore wants to confess to carrying these forbidden 

items, he can fess up to an authority figure without further repercussions. Documents 

12 and 16 also carry this theme of patriarchal authority, namely through supervisor 

approval or disapproval: If the working team disposes of waste incorrectly, the 

supervisor glares, points to his own head, and says, “Use your head.” If the working 

team disposes of the waste correctly, the team receives a smile and thumbs-up signal 

from the supervisor.  
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Hegemony / hierarchy. The final theme I gleaned from CTZ video documentation 

is “hegemony / hierarchy.” Working teams feature multiethnic workforces, mostly 

comprising South and Southeast Asians with occasional Africans; however, all authority 

figures are Caucasians. Moreover, four out of five narrators or authorities on a specific 

CTZ topic are Caucasians. The vast majority of all documentation depicts people with 

Caucasian features as figures of authority: teachers, supervisors, or bosses regardless of 

“real” video footage or animation. Although there are two or three instances of a truly 

multiethnic non-authoritarian moment, such as an image of a man with Caucasian 

features smoking and sitting among a cast of others, documentation’s overwhelming 

imagery is that of Caucasian hegemony – benevolent in all recorded, drawn, or 

photographed situations, but more powerful than workers with other ethnic features.  
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Summative Analysis of Documentation 

Table 6.3 features all themes that I identified within CTZ documentation. I have 

grouped similar themes in order to create tightened categories. 

Table 6.3: List of Themes within CTZ Documentation 

 

 

 

Responsibilit
y 

Fraternity / 
Mutual 
Respect / 
Caring / 
Collaboratio
n 

Hierarchy 
/ 
Hegemony 
/ Power 
Distance / 
Patriarchal 
Authority 
/ 
Readabilit
y 

Journe
y 

Lack 
of 
Choic
e 

Sustainabilit
y 

Posters X X X X X X 

Newsletter

s 

X X X    

Playing 

Cards 

X  X X X  

Videos X X X X X  

 

The two most common themes, hierarchy and responsibility, are pervasive 

throughout CTZ documentation. In video documentation, four out of five narrators or 

authorities who introduce and lead a specific CTZ topic are Caucasians. The vast majority 
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of all documentation depicts people with Caucasian features as figures of authority: 

teachers, supervisors, featured writers, or bosses regardless of “real” video footage or 

animation. Although there are two or three instances of a truly multiethnic non-

authoritarian moment, such as a Caucasian man sitting and smoking among a cast of 

others, documentation’s overwhelming imagery exudes Caucasian hegemony – 

benevolent in all recorded, drawn, or photographed situations, but more powerful than 

workers with other ethnic features. Tied with hierarchy is responsibility, the need for 

workers to be responsible for the safety of both workers themselves as well as everyone 

else present – in the working team, on a construction site, in the galley, or even on an 

oil platform. 

Another common theme throughout most documentation is the idea of 

fraternity, which is constantly reinforced through print and video documentation. 

Offshore subordinates are shown collaborating at the construction worksite in terms of 

both planning and executing a task; collaborating in the classroom or in toolbox talks; 

collaborating in cartoon videos as workers methodically work through risk assessment 

of task; and they even collaborate as they assist a man overboard, in which a team 

rushes to the lowest part of the platform, tosses a life preserver, and pick up the injured 

person’s gurney to carry him to the sick room. Even the simpler of print documents 

emphasize a theme of comradery or collaboration, from the expression of CTZ’s element 

(“I take responsibility for the safety and well-being of myself and my colleagues”) to 

Document 3, which simply requests a quiet environment for sleeping colleagues on the 

opposite work shift. Document 4, the Tidy Desk Poster, uses the pronoun “our” to 
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emphasize this comradery: “Please maintain the cleanliness and orderliness of our 

accommodation rooms.” Documents are saturated with images of South and Southeast 

Asians working effectively together, and this would be true to the nature of collectivist 

cultures, which emphasize in-groups and group harmony (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 113). 

Not only is this a beneficial attribute of members from collectivist cultures, such as 

those mostly shown throughout all documentation, but it is also a crucial trait to have 

for CTZ. This safety initiative emphasizes a familial comradery amongst DO’s various 

tiers, and for good reason. When people sense that their workmates care about them 

and their safety, they respond in turn.  

A fourth common theme among documentation is “lack of choice.” There is no 

choice in terms of working offshore or onshore with CTZ; it is only “with us” or “against 

us.” One of my interviewees had alluded to CTZ as having an illusion of choice: “I 

suppose [CTZ] makes you feel like you have a choice, but really you don’t.” Document 4, 

the Tidy Desk Poster, illustrates what is and is not acceptable according to CTZ via red Xs 

and green check marks. Another red X is featured in the Document 14, the Basket 

Transit video. Other examples of company approval is the “thumbs-up” hand sign, which 

is employed in Document 16, the Risk Assessment video; and smiling waste bins in 

Document 12, Waste Management video. In all of these examples, there is a “right” way 

to carry out a task and a “wrong” way. Oftentimes there is a vacillation between positive 

and negative reinforcement: When a worker does not work in a correct manner, he gets 

electrocuted or slammed against the wall and dies; when a worker makes the “right” 

choice, there are smiles and universal thumbs-ups from the entire team. Extrinsic 
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rewards reinforce company approval for those people who “choose” to be CTZ, namely 

in the forms of iPads, newsletter recognition, and / or Skagen watches. 

Nevertheless, there is a choice in terms of living CTZ back at home. 

Ultimately, through their CTZ documentation, DO reaches out to introduce and 

teach their offshore workers a safer way of life at work in hopes that these safety 

practices will become firmly ensconced at home, too. Memos, videos, newsletters, 

posters, and card games: DO appears to leave no stone unturned in order to instill the 

company’s safety values, attempting multiple genres hence multiple methods of getting 

the safety message across. This employment of multiple genres works – to a degree. On 

one hand, CTZ documentation embraces patriarchy, fraternity / teamwork, and a culture 

of caring, all of which are core values of collectivist audiences such as DO’s offshore 

workers. CTZ’s emphasis on responsibility – for oneself, for everyone else – is crucial, 

since offshore workers collaborate daily within a potentially lethal environment; these 

dangers lurk around every corner, and offshore risk can never be overstated. Moreover, 

CTZ documentation is highly visual, which is a noble attempt to bridge linguistic gaps for 

those workers with low English proficiency. On the other hand, CTZ is not perfect, and 

issues remain that hinder its message of safer behavior. Much like social issues like 

innate white privilege and male superiority, DO most likely do not realize or recognize 

issues of hegemony in their documentation; after all, the company does a tremendous 

service to its community simply by educating about safer practices. Nevertheless, when 

every supervisor / teacher / boss / evaluator is Caucasian and the vast majority of CTZ 
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documentation’s audience is portrayed as a subordinate, this power distance has an 

effect. Along with this power distance is the confusing message that everyone is equal in 

terms of CTZ, and it is all right to intervene with literally anybody who is not behaving 

safely. Collectivist cultures are accustomed to high power distance as well as high 

context; therefore, DO’s offshore workforce is accustomed to reading between the lines 

to glean the message. The barrage of visual rhetoric shows Caucasians in charge of every 

aspect of working life, yet the workforce receives the message that they can intervene 

without concern for their job. Which wins out: ethnic cultural values or DO’s company 

values? 

Lack of translation into other languages reinforces ghettoization among DO’s 

offshore workforce. DO have made the right step and translated two out of 16 

documents into Hindi and / or Tagalog; what about the other 14? Since many offshore 

workers do not speak English, they rely on translators, nearby foremen who are familiar 

not only with DO company culture but also English. There are no real ways for a DO 

employee with low English proficiency to work his way out of his ethnic group. Crutch or 

comfort zone, these ghettos of same language speakers thrive with those in need of 

translation services and basic help with company culture, but there is really no other 

place for these workers to go. CTZ documents can empower a number of DO’s 

workforce but not all of them. Lack of translation, images of hegemony, and 

inconsistent video visuals impede the safety message and negate stakeholder buy-in of 

the CTZ safety initiative. 
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CTZ documentation requires time and money to produce. If DO wants to 

indoctrinate all of its employees into safer behavior as well as encourage buy-in (safer 

behavior away from work), the company needs to update and strengthen its initiative 

documentation with these flaws in mind.  

Conclusion 

Posters, newsletters, card game, and video: DO has employed no less than four 

different genres to inform and encourage its onshore and offshore workforce about 

DO’s idea of safe behavior. The genres not only work on their own, but they also create 

a unified front in order to reinforce messages of fraternity, teamwork, collaboration, 

culture of caring, patriarchal authority, sustainability, and perhaps most importantly, 

responsibility in four distinct manners. Whether the worker encounters images of 

comradery among construction crews within training videos; understands a sense of 

duty from the use of verb imperatives within the posted Transit Room Memo; the 

inherent need to intervene from the CTZ card game; or a sense of looking after one’s 

hydration from corporate newsletters; these distinct genres work together to reinforce 

CTZ messages. Conversely, the genres also work together to reinforce the DO hierarchy 

/ hegemony and power distance. Even the readability of documentation such as the 

card game forces “players” to meet on DO’s terms: native level English. Another 

example is Document 16, the 3-minute Risk Assessment video, in which workers are 

asked to “mitigate the risks.”  
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With my comprehensive analysis of CTZ documentation completed, I offer 

discussion, recommendations, and observations about my results as well as answers to 

my final three research questions in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In previous chapters, I introduced my research questions regarding the 

effectiveness of DO’s safety initiative, CTZ, with its offshore subordinates.  Once I 

situated my research project within technical communication literature, I explained the 

issues involved in greater depth. I then introduced my study, which was intended to 

explore what was really happening among DO’s offshore subordinates: Is CTZ working? 

Why or why not? In Chapters 4-6, I reported my findings with the triangulation of field 

observations, interviews, and the analysis of 16 documents. To that end, I now address 

my search for the meaning of these findings and the implications fostering the growth 

and development of DO’s safety initiative and its relevance to DO’s offshore 

subordinates. I will begin by addressing each of my research questions: 

• What is Closer To Zero in all of its forms? What information does it contain? 

How is it designed?  

• Who creates Closer To Zero…and to what end?  

• Who uses Closer To Zero…and to what end?  

• How is Closer To Zero disseminated among DO’s offshore subordinates?  

• Is Closer To Zero effective among DO’s offshore subordinates? Why or why 

not? Are there factors that negate the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? What 

changes might be implemented to improve or eliminate these problems?  

• Why do I believe that my suggestions would work?  
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After I successfully completed offshore certification, I conducted my research 

through multiple site visits and multiple print and video document analyses. I also 

attended and participated in a (re-)training session in order to obtain a more holistic 

view of “Closer To Zero in all of its forms.” I conducted a total of 28 interviews, 

consisting of one original author of CTZ, who works at TT Associates, a third party; two 

onshore supervisors; four offshore supervisors, including the current Oil Installation 

Manager; and 21 subordinates, who were a mix of offshore foremen and crew. Two 

interviews took place in November 2014; the rest took place on DO’s oil platform in 

January 2015. The interviewee from TT Associates was British Caucasian. All supervisors 

were either British Caucasian or Danish Caucasian. All subordinates were Filipino, Indian, 

Nepalese, or Sri Lankan. Subordinate education ranged from six months after basic high 

school (ending in 10th grade) to two years of education after 12th grade. Interviewees 

possessed different fluency of English. Although I interviewed two onshore supervisors, 

one was my liaison in DO Communications as well as the supervisor over CTZ, who 

expressed an interest in undergoing my interview process.  

Theoretical lenses contributed immensely to my greater understanding of both 

the data and the environment in which I conducted research. Hofstede and Hall’s 

cultural dimensions, such as power distance, individual vs. collectivism, and high- vs. 

low-context helped me to discern what cultural dynamics have taken place between DO 

supervisors and subordinates. Risk communication by leading scholars such as Beverly 

Sauer allowed me to apply what others have done in parallel situations of risk 

documentation for my own research within the petroleum industry. Analyzing the 
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effectiveness of all four genres that DO has employed has determined not only its 

appropriateness but also ways in which the documentation could improve in future 

iterations. Cross-pollenating these lenses with theories of visual rhetoric has allowed me 

to categorize my findings in a thorough manner. All four of these lenses have allowed 

me to ensure rigor and triangulate my data in a manner that is meaningful for all parties 

involved, including others within technical communication. 

Project Predispositions 

I went into this research project with assumptions and biases. I wondered if 

intercultural issues were at play, since cultural divides can be vast in terms of Hall and 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, especially in a volatile, potentially lethal setting like oil 

platforms. Sometimes people cannot understand others from different cultures, and 

sometimes people do not want to understand others from different cultures, both of 

which are potential catalysts for cultural domination or simple bullying, especially for 

those workers who are underprivileged. In fact, before my immersion into DO’s 

certification procedures, I had suspected all oil platform workers to be tough and rude, 

particularly those from developed nations. This assumption was most likely based on 

movie portrayals, popular literature, as well as sparse interaction with oil platform 

workers on international flights. They simply looked intimidating and menacing to me. 

Nevertheless, my assumptions were oftentimes inaccurate. During my training process, 

my biggest supporter was a towering, terrifying middle-aged South African gentleman, 

who cheered as I struggled to swim out of the submerged and overturned helicopter 
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cabin for the ninth time. “He did it!” he exclaimed and clapped me on the back. Even 

one of the supervisors whom I interviewed, who was equally towering and terrifying, 

was polite to me. 

Before I had started this project, I had also suspected that there were English 

language proficiency issues amongst DO offshore subordinates, but I was assured by my 

first liaison from DO Communications that all DO employees and contractors had passed 

DO’s English proficiency tests. Nevertheless, I was never privy to said tests or required 

language qualifications. After sitting in the lobby of DO Headquarters the first time, I 

observed the looping Fire Safety video and surmised that there was a multitude of 

factors that contributed to some presumed indifference of CTZ among offshore 

subordinates. 

Through detailed examination and coding of interviews, I acknowledged various 

opinions of DO employees and their perceived attitude(s) towards CTZ. Themes 

emerged from this examination, as did several themes from coding CTZ print and video 

documentation. The data I gathered from my materials have assisted me in answering 

my research questions.  

As noted in Chapter 2, my analysis focused on intercultural communication, risk 

communication, Genre Theory, and visual rhetoric. I will now discuss findings and 

recommendations in relation to these theories. 
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Closer To Zero in All of Its Forms 

Most interviewees indicated a nebulousness of the receiving of CTZ materials. 

Although management views the ambiguity of CTZ as a positive attribute, this same 

aspect confuses speakers of English as a foreign language. Those in charge of CTZ are 

keen in keeping CTZ ambiguous so that it can roll out among its constituents in various 

and surprising forms, such as the card game (Document 10). Charlie, my interviewee 

from TT Associates, defined CTZ as “a great intangible thing.” Other common answers 

were “an environment,” “a mindset,” or “a mentality,” all of which are highly abstract 

concepts. The answer from the CTZ Champion and offshore supervisor I interviewed, 

Ewan, did not fare much better: “I think you receive that in various ways. I believe it’s 

communicated through safety meetings, briefs.” However, later he mentioned, “It is 

causing a few issues at the moment because it’s just not set-up so while it’s a great idea, 

the resources are just not there at the moment.” It appears that this nebulousness 

hinders rather than helps its cause.  

As previously mentioned, most interviewees could not tell me what comprises 

Closer To Zero; they could not define its genre(s) and therefore did not always know 

how to take appropriate action. While interviewees recognize that “this is a good thing 

for us” and “Discovery spent a lot of money on this,” the recipients do not know what to 

expect in terms of CTZ aside from “something that helps us with safer behavior.” One 

subordinate had a clear understanding: “They give Closer To Zero program every yearly. 

They explain about this Closer To Zero in videos and speaking also. Any doubts, we are 
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asking about this Closer To Zero. They can explain about briefly in that Closer To Zero. 

They give a catalog book also.” Newsletters, card games, videos, a purported intranet 

site, posters, (re-)training sessions: CTZ assumes a multitude of forms, its uniting factor 

being the logo along with oftentimes the five behaviors / elements of CTZ.  Participants 

were unable to answer how the initiative is designed or packaged. They appear to 

receive CTZ mostly through (re-)training sessions and wall posters more than any other 

form. While an intranet site of CTZ has been promised, that appears not to be up and 

running as of yet. The vast majority of interviewees could confirm that CTZ encouraged 

safer behavior; even those who could not speak English well appeared to grab an often-

used quote, “Closer To Zero [is] injury-free” and repeat it several times. On one hand, 

DO sees CTZ as a master meta-genre; on the other hand, subordinates, because of 

language and perhaps cultural differences, see CTZ as a very expensive mandate. In fact, 

several subordinate interviewees had the view that “DO is spending so much money on 

this thing, so whatever CTZ is, we should follow it.” 

The Creation and Maintenance of Closer To Zero 

TT Associates created CTZ from a well-used template over decades of experience 

in generating safety documentation for petroleum companies. Interestingly enough, 

there has been a conflict in answers as far as who is in charge of rolling out CTZ’s latest 

forms. During my interview with Charlie, the author at TT Associates, he made it clear 

that he was still very active with DO and CTZ. During his interview, the author 

mentioned that he surveys the DO workforce annually and compiles quantitative data; 
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as we spoke, he mentioned that he was soon gathering information for the 2014 survey, 

hence according to him, TT Associates is still very much in the picture of creating and 

facilitating CTZ. However, when I mentioned these points to my DO Communications 

liaisons, two of whom work closely with the latest iterations of CTZ, they were surprised 

at this news.  

The goal of CTZ is a formidable one: to maintain an ongoing zero tolerance for 

any kind of incident or injury amongst all those working for DO. This is not to be 

confused with zero incidents. The author stated, “It often gets confused with ‘zero 

incidents,’ and a lot of the places where we do work – high-risk environments…there’s 

no guarantee that there will never ever be another incident again.” One supervisor, 

Chris, mentioned about CTZ: “We’re never going to stop this one. It’s just a matter of 

finding new ways, get new bullet points that you can point out to the guys and try to 

encourage them because I still think that it’s far more important that they get the 

message across compared to send out materials or whatever could come.”  

The hard part appears to be sustainability, the “ongoing” part of CTZ’s goal. The 

CTZ team within DO Communications (and perhaps TT Associates) works diligently to 

develop different strategies to encourage and enforce this safety initiative amongst all 

of its constituents. Charlie, the original CTZ author, mentioned sustainability four 

different times in his interview and highlighted how this can be achieved. “Each 

platform has its own CTZ leadership team, which takes accountability for creating the 

culture for that particular area. That’s one of the sustainability mechanisms. And 
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essentially we’ve taken our hands off. And now a lot of that work they’re running by 

themselves. We also helped to create a CTZ Champions network. So again, they’re a big 

part of the sustainability mechanism.” Nevertheless, there will always be a proportion of 

jaded employees who refuse buy-in, weathered offshore workers who have been fully 

immersed in oil rig culture for decades and view CTZ as bureaucratic nonsense, another 

set of rules to follow. There is simply no way to gauge who truly practices CTZ and who 

pretends to accept the safety initiative face-to-face but dismisses it when they are away 

from supervision. This behavior includes supervisors. When I asked Patrick, the welding 

supervisor, how CTZ could be improved, he mentioned timeliness along with 

sustainability: “It’s going quite well with the way that it’s going at the moment. I think 

just to carry on in the way things are going. Just speed up the decisions that they 

make….improving on what they’ve decided to do and getting the ball rolling quicker.” 

For purposes of sustainability, CTZ is indeed an ongoing, never-ending journey, and the 

writers of CTZ must be vigilant in honing message for further stakeholder buy-in, which 

would lead to better attention to safety behavior. 

Users of Closer To Zero 

Although interviewees have reiterated that CTZ is for everyone, the 

metamessage is that CTZ is especially for those working offshore. Ewan, my onshore 

supervisor interviewee, said, “Obviously offshore is exposed to the hazards at the front 

end if you like. The guys offshore carry the higher level of risk. Of course with the 

release of contaminants, the higher risk activities of actual lifting, H²S, confined space 
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entries where it kind of hides, control of work. Onshore carries its own risks, but I think 

they’re more related to driving and facing the risks that you normally face every day.” 

Another supervisor, Jake, countered: “I think the risks are the same, depending on 

where you actually work, but because of where you are [Arabian Gulf], the risks are 

probably higher offshore because it’s more difficult to sort out if it goes wrong.” A third 

supervisor, Chris, mentioned, “You have three hours to the nearest hospital from here. 

That’s my biggest concern. You can’t just get an ambulance and drive to the hospital 

when you crush your hand or cut yourself really deep. It could be fatal in case someone 

cuts himself with a grinder if the medic’s not capable of stopping the bleeding.” It 

interested me that Chris also said, “Stay safe. Go home safe. And always stay safe. Not 

only for me but for the colleagues. Especially for the guys under me who say I’m 

preaching CTZ.” Technically CTZ is for all those working for DO; however, CTZ is 

especially designed for those working offshore. 

As aforementioned, it is not possible to have a 0% incident environment; 

however, CTZ aims to keep the numbers of incidents and injuries to an absolute 

minimum. Although it is impossible to attain perfection, it is the goal. Aravind 

mentioned, “We need this CTZ training about our life. Any job we are doing, there is so 

much hazardous. So we are thinking about this Closer To Zero. How to work this job, 

how to finish this job. There is any hazard, we are thinking about that one, and we are 

find out about any hazard. So if any hazard in that job, we discuss with our group, our 

supervisor. After this solution, we start our job.” Reiterating the “journey” motif is Chris, 

who said: “It’s a journey, and we’re never going to reach the end.” Ultimately, the users 
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of CTZ, onshore and offshore employees of DO, must attune to the prospect that the 

safety initiative should never end. 

Dissemination of Closer To Zero among Offshore Subordinates 

In spite of varying answers, some of which are self-serving, such as the interview 

with the CTZ supervisor, CTZ print documentation appears to be mostly received in the 

forms of card games at toolbox talks, a stack of the current newsletter issue at 

mandatory (re-)training sessions, or as posters within accommodation areas such as 

Galley, Transit Room, living quarters, and bathrooms. All video documentation except 

Documents 11 and 15, Offshore Safety Induction and Helicopter Briefing respectively, 

appears during training so that teams can prepare for job tasks effectively, see what 

jobs need to be done, how these tasks should / not be done, and translate messages 

into other languages if necessary. The Offshore Safety Induction is viewed upon arrival 

to the platform, and the Helicopter Briefing is viewed every single time before a person 

climbs aboard a helicopter, coming or going. Henrik, the OIM, said, “There’s not a huge 

amount that comes through that I see via e-mail. It tends to be more through meetings 

or verbally from what I’ve seen. When you’re going through the heliport or arrive 

offshore, it’s communicated to you about the CTZ program.” Jake, the safety supervisor, 

countered, “It’s obviously well-delivered here by the safety advisors onboard.” 

Meanwhile Patrick mentioned, “I just go to CTZ meetings every six weeks. We just get 

the paperwork, which is handed to us. I don’t believe I receive anything other than 

that.”  
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Effectiveness of Closer To Zero among Offshore Workers 

After analyzing my data, several points are clear. In this section, I will share areas 

for improvement followed by areas of success for CTZ. 

Lack of readability for intended audience. CTZ materials contain English text 

that is oftentimes far too difficult for foremen and crew to grasp. Ganesh, a subordinate, 

answered, “A lot of it is easy to read. Some of it is complicated for some of the 

workforce. It depends on their academic qualifications.” Another subordinate, Vishnu, 

reiterated this: “Some words are very difficult to get that. Even English people sometime 

they don’t understand. I think it’s better if we use easy language so everyone can get.” A 

third subordinate, Aravind, mentioned that “Construction field they don’t know about 

English so much. 50% know, 50% don’t know. This person in Discovery Oil give training 

in English and they cannot understand.” Even the safety supervisor, Jake, conceded that 

“it might be tricky for some of the guys from different nationalities.” My document 

analysis also supports my interview data: While some documents are one sentence in 

length and in easy English, for example Documents 3, 4, and 6 (Nightshift Sleeping, Tidy 

Desk, and Toilet documents respectively), there are others that are formidable to 

decipher, such as Document 2, the Transit Room document, which features font 12 on 

standard A4 paper mounted on a wall; and Document 10, the deck of playing cards, 

which contains abstract concepts like “competencies” as well as action verbs like 

“thrive” and “mitigate.”   
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Lack of English proficiency. Offshore supervisors and subordinates admit that 

CTZ language is too elevated for its offshore audience. One supervisor, Chris, 

mentioned, “Some of the guys don’t come to me and talk directly to me because they 

don’t like to embarrass themselves that they don’t speak so good English.” One 

subordinate, Vishnu, said, “They are saying everybody should have good English. It’s not 

possible. Even sometimes we have toolbox meeting. If we ask, ‘Everything get you?’ 

Everyone they say ‘yes.’ But 50-60% people they don’t get. But still they say yes in 

somewhere they have some fear and some shame.” Henrik the OIM said, “It takes some 

courage for people and the younger they are, the more courage it would take. The elder 

they are, the more cool they are about it. The elder people are more confident in saying, 

‘Sorry, I don’t get it.’ Younger people feel the need to prove themselves in a different 

way maybe. For that reason they may keep quiet and try to pick up as they go.” CTZ 

documentation inadvertently reinforces this reticence, as the offshore workforce 

receive mixed messages. In the fire safety video within DO’s lobby, Indian features are 

exaggerated, the two Indian employees are perceived as doing nothing correctly, they 

require other people to direct them to the final goal, and they are not permitted to 

mingle with non-Southeast or non-South Asians at muster points. Documents 8 and 9, 

CTZ newsletters, and Document 10, the Offshore Safety Induction Video, show the 

pervasive Caucasian authority figures who teach offshore workers in the classroom and 

bequeath offshore workers with awards for good behavior.  

Evidence of offshore translation teams. Subordinates collaborate on a linguistic 

level to grasp the intended messages of CTZ. In other words, those who speak the same 
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first or second language assist to fill in the communication gaps for further 

understanding and comprehension of CTZ. One subordinate, Vishnu, mentioned, “Better 

if we explain something in English someone have to be there who can explain in their 

language also. So we can pass this message clearly to them.” Another subordinate, Ahat, 

said, “Once our supervisor finish then he asking to me go in your language and explain 

them. So it’s working nice.” Still another, Maletira, mentioned that “After training in 

English, those who don’t know English can separate and know in our or their 

language…in Hindi language. About job then no problem.” Further support in CTZ 

documentation other than Document 11 would encourage DO’s offshore workforce to 

embrace the ideology of CTZ. 

Lack of supervisor consistency in addressing language issues. Only a portion of 

supervisors has made strides towards increasing effectiveness of CTZ by actively 

addressing the language gap. One supervisor, Jake, said, “When I talk, I have a Scottish 

accent, so you tell me if I’m going too fast. Once I’m finished, someone will pick up some 

of it and others will pick up another part of it, so make sure you guys talk amongst 

yourselves. If you don’t, then make sure you come around and ask again.” Another 

supervisor, Chris, discussed his method in acting out CTZ card game questions: “I know 

that half of the words they would not understand. But try to find the words that they 

understand. Small, easy words…and also the body language because many of the near-

misses we try to translate into a position of ‘the guy didn’t follow procedure.’ Try to give 

them something so that they can visualize themselves in that situation.” The same 

supervisor, who spoke to subordinates on 2014’s Global Safety Day, has also employed 
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metaphors for the facilitation of CTZ’s message. “That was about the tiger and lion. The 

lion hunts out on an open field. You can see it far away when it’s hunting. The tiger 

comes sneaking up. We have the tiger out there inside the pipes. We just don’t want to 

let it out. That’s something that they guys can capture.” Unfortunately, within 16 

documents that I reviewed for my dissertation research, the only document to contain 

language other than English was Document 11, the 5-minute Waste Management video, 

in which the safety message “Waste management is everyone’s responsibility” is 

translated into Hindi and Tagalog. 

Lack of supervisor approachability. To the detriment of CTZ stakeholder buy-in, 

there is inconsistency in approachability amongst DO offshore supervisors. While one 

subordinate, Vishnu, mentioned that all supervisors are good on G-Location, some 

platforms appear to be less harmonious than others in terms of supervisor-subordinate 

relations. “Everybody is affected by the Closer To Zero, but it should start from the 

supervisors. Even though he is the supervisor, the supervisor cannot use some bad 

words with the workers. He become very aggressive also.” Interviewees also pick up on 

discriminatory behavior from supervisors. Asked if supervisors should respect other 

cultures more, another subordinate, Gabriel, said, “The respect. The way he can talk. His 

attitude. This and especially no discrimination even what country you came from.” One 

supervisor, Patrick, sighed impatiently before responding to platform communication 

gaps between supervisors and subordinates: “I think you find a lot of the cultures using 

[the gap] as an excuse. It gets done. With my crew, it does take a couple of times to go 

through certain things.” Documents 12 and 13, Drilling Rig Induction and Basket 
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Transfer respectively, reinforce collaboration in offshore workers finding solutions from 

or with their colleagues; however, there is no sign of approachability to supervisors. If 

anything, Document 12 reinforces the contrary, in which South Asian workers in PPE are 

seen following around a Caucasian supervisor with a white shirt and tie. There are no 

visual cues that these workers can ask questions. This inconsistency in approachability 

can reinforce doubt and mistrust about CTZ, especially among offshore workers who 

feel they should do as they are told and speak only when spoken to. 

Evidence of confusion with intervention message. People from collectivist 

cultures are accustomed to pecking orders; hence, it is a formidable request to adopt 

the behavior that ANYONE can intervene. Nevertheless, DO’s message of intervention 

appears to be working. CTZ encourages subordinates to intervene in the midst of 

perceived unsafe behavior, but the message that “when it comes to safety, everyone is 

equal” is difficult for some subordinates to grasp. One supervisor, Patrick, said, “They’re 

taught that everybody’s equal when it comes to dangers, no matter what position 

you’re in – so we need to look out for each other. It makes them more of a family unit 

really.” One subordinate, Thevitas, said, “We are one team, so always care about me 

and we care about all of our colleagues so that we are working safely.” Another 

subordinate, Vishnu, said, “We have to take care whenever we are working. Sometimes 

we have some urgent work; sometime they try to get shortcuts. If you saw something, 

you have to give advice. We have to save them so we can go safely our home.” Another 

subordinate, Ganesh, said, “I see anyone is doing something unsafe, then I’ll intervene 

and say something to them like, ‘Excuse me, you need to do like this like this.’” A third 
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subordinate, Manoj, said, “You can expand the safety standard through the Closer To 

Zero. Even if your colleague is from the different nationalities, through the CTZ you can 

intervene them. The other people – even throughout the other departments – they can 

intervene you if they see something wrong with your job.” 

Evidence of proliferation of safety message back home. CTZ succeeds in 

motivating some subordinates to take action when they are back in their home 

countries in spite of lack of infrastructure and budgets for safety equipment. This 

inspiration to carry the CTZ message back home often involves simply thinking twice and 

considering risk before engaging in risky behavior or intervening when risky behavior is 

observed. Ram, a subordinate, said, “Now if I saw something unsafe to my home, then I 

would just of course intervene. Some people are working the height without the 

harness. I can’t provide them the harness. But for myself, I will try my best to everything 

in a safe manner at home as well.” A second subordinate, Ahat, said, “Previously we 

don’t care that much. There is a signal, we just cross the road, but when this Closer To 

Zero came, I’m worried always. Sometimes children start to take the matches. I say, 

‘Don’t do that. If something happens it comes to you.’ Totally mind and culture changed 

because of this Closer To Zero. It’s good for us.” Another subordinate, Aravind, said, 

“When we are going vacation in India, that time also we are working with our family – 

electrical job or any job. That time we are explaining our people, our family members 

also. We are doing this job that time or this type of hazard so careful like this. They are 

thinking after safely working.” What I thought was interesting, however, was the 

number of laughs that subordinates would emit before they answered this question. 
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While CTZ makes people think twice, it does not apply to all workers. There are knee-

jerk comments like this subordinate, Gabriel: “Even when I go to the Philippines I use 

Closer To Zero. In our home, it is very useful. Here in platform, it is useful also.” While 

the interviewee may have been serious, his quick response, lack of details, and 

spontaneous emission of “Eliminate the risk, eliminate the hazards” made me think that 

he was simply telling me what he thought I wanted to hear.  

Evidence of proliferation of CTZ message at work. CTZ is discussed frequently 

within subordinate teams. Although CTZ has its flaws, it has infiltrated subordinate life 

and made everyone aware of safe behavior. One supervisor, Jake, mentioned that “just 

the fact that people talk about it as much as they do – it’s in their minds, which is half of 

the battle.” One subordinate, Aravind, mentioned that “Discovery Oil gives all workers 

great training about safety. Before starting job, supervisor takes a toolbox talk. We also 

discuss about job, and after that we start job, so Discovery Oil giving a good training 

about us safety.” Another subordinate, Vishnu, added, “In our workshops, we share with 

everyone so everyone knows what’s going on, what is our future step.” Another 

subordinate, Maletira, said, “Previously we are not much familiar with Closer To Zero 

and these things. Now we know all things. Anything we are going to do, we are thinking 

2-3 times before they start the job. I think it better if they explain in their own language. 

So that’s good for everyone.” While some documents are far too visual to absorb 

(Document 1, Our CTZ Journey Poster) and some are far too textual (Document 2, 

Transit Room Memo), all documents reinforce the spirit of CTZ collaboration. 
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Summary of Themes 

After I analyzed print and video documentation, my interviews, and reviewed my 

field observations, I developed a list of ongoing themes I derived from CTZ literature. 

The following results appear to show how CTZ works well: 

Concept of the helping hand. A consistent theme of the “helping hand” 

reinforces a message of support. The idea of the helping hand or “culture of caring” as 

stated by Charlie, the CTZ author interviewee, is a persuasive tool among those from 

collectivist cultures, who see their work teams as their surrogate families, which 

oftentimes provide safety and care. Hofstede et al. (2010) write, “The relationship 

between employer and employee is seen in moral terms. It resembles a family 

relationship with mutual obligations of protection in exchange for loyalty” (p. 120). 

Therefore, the helping hand ultimately translates into the idea that DO is looking out for 

the rest of its family of workers. During training, hand position was key in preparing for 

fighting fires, applying breathing devices, disengaging from the overturned helicopter. In 

turn, every time I proceeded to or from the helipad, I was told to put my hand on the 

handrail; if my hand was already on the handrail, I was told to keep my hand on the 

handrail. Ambassadors for Safety, as featured in both newsletters, received an award 

that features a pyramid of people in the palm of a hand. The helping hand was also 

evident on Document 2, the Posted Transit Room Memo, which featured the five 

elements of CTZ; the symbol for “Acknowledge Vulnerability” is a set of immense hands 

who hold simplistically drawn people in the palms. Document 6, the Toilet Poster, 
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reinforces the notion of clean hands in its one sentence message: “Are you washing 

your hands properly?” The Basket Transfer video emphasizes correct and incorrect use 

of hands as workers are transferred from one platform level to another. Even the 

Intervention “card suit,” which employs a halting hand symbol and connotes an 

aggressive message, helps. After all, there are moments in any working environment 

when an employee is told to stop what they are doing; using this gesture also makes 

perfect sense for a hazardous environment like an oil platform.  

Evidence of fraternity and teamwork. There is a tremendous sense of fraternity 

and teamwork among petroleum industry workers, onshore and offshore. Harmony and 

fraternal bonds are a virtue of collectivist cultures, as Hofstede et al. (2010) allude to: 

“In a collectivist culture, the employee will act according to the interest of an in-group, 

which may not always coincide with his or her individual interest. Virtues of harmony 

and saving face reign supreme” (p. 118-119). Comradery is reinforced throughout 

documentation, too. Smiling offshore workers are photographed assisting each other in 

both newsletters, and Document 3, the Sleeping Quarters Door Sign, reminds people 

that others are sleeping. Document 5, the Our Safety Team Poster, features the grand 

hierarchy or brotherhood of those involved in CTZ; if a worker desires to have his 

photograph prominently displayed in the platform galley, he can join this team and get 

further involved, too. I also witnessed this bonding within a high-risk environment 

during my training in which onshore employees stuck tightly together. My own fears of 

an altercation with the burly South African gave way to amazement that he was 

concerned over my passing all nine overturned helicopter trials. During our safety 
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training, we also had to work together in order to swim onto life rafts, tie them together 

as well as methodically tear them away from each other. Document 7, the Locker Room 

Poster, implies teamwork with its use of first person plural: “Please open the door 

slowly. Let’s keep this space CTZ.” All video documentation except Document 15, the 

Helicopter Briefing, implies teamwork and / or fraternity through images of full 

classrooms, smokers in the offshore smoking pod, carrying large equipment on the 

platform, or assisting in rescuing a man overboard. As previously aforementioned in 

Chapters 4 and 5, “Teamwork” was a recurring theme among onshore and offshore 

interviews. When I asked Eric, the CTZ supervisor, for a definition of the initiative, he 

said, “Everyone looks after not just themselves but others.” Aravind reiterated the 

importance of this teamwork: “We are one team, so always care about me and we care 

about all of our colleagues so that we are working safely in gas and oil field.” 

Evidence of patriarchal or familial elements in initiative materials. CTZ and its 

materials are patriarchal in nature. This theme of company-as-family reflects cultures in 

which there is higher power distance, where oftentimes the supervisor is seen as the 

benevolent father figure. Hofstede et al. (2010) allude to these familial bonds. In 

countries with higher power distance, “bosses are seen as autocratic and paternalistic, 

employees are less likely to prefer a consultative boss. During my certification training 

and (re-)training sessions, there was a constant reinforcement that DO knows best. 

Much to my dismay, however, was that without exception, everyone running sessions 

was male and European Caucasian, too. A slide in the (re-)training session carried a 

familial tone: “What you can count on from management: We’ll back you up if you stop 
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for safety. What management expects from you: If it’s unsafe, don’t do it or have 

workmates do it.” Visual rhetoric among print and video literature reinforces the 

benevolent Caucasian father as wise distributor of knowledge. In all video 

documentation, not only were all supervisors depicted as Caucasians, but also four out 

of five narrators, who also serve as bodies of knowledge, are European Caucasians. In 

some videos such as Risk Assessment and Waste Management reinforce the notion of 

fatherly punishment when a worker takes the wrong action; ultimately, featured 

workers, who are cartoon characters, seek the “thumbs-up” approval of the supervisor, 

who is male in every visual representation. Print literature reinforces this patriarchal 

theme. Both newsletters feature multi-ethnic workers receiving awards from Caucasian 

supervisors, featured articles are solely written by Caucasians in DO Administration, and 

Caucasian teachers are depicted in both print and video as leading multiethnic 

classrooms. Interviews also reinforce the idea of patriarchal or familial protection. 

Aravind mentioned that “They give CTZ program every yearly. They explain about this in 

videos and speaking also. Any doubts, we are asking about this. If more doubt, then we 

are asking about this with our safety advisor, supervisor, senior guys.” Jake, the safety 

supervisor, reiterated the familial notion. “We often use family examples as to why we 

should be doing things safely when we’re out here. Tends to make people think for a 

little bit. Thinking of the consequences and what effect that could have on a family.” 

Patrick, too, mentioned that CTZ “makes them more of a family unit, really.” 

Emphasis on the never-ending journey. Research emphasizes that CTZ is a 

journey, a rough journey. This journey begins immediately, in certification training, 
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where those who embark are subjected to classroom tests, CPR tests, firefighting tests, 

and aquatic tests intending to cause stress before workers ever board a helicopter. The 

(re-)training session reiterated on a slide that “Closer To Zero is not a goal, but a 

journey.” Four interviewees mentioned outright that CTZ is a journey, one of whom, 

Chris, said that it is without an end. Document 1, the Our CTZ Journey Poster, creates a 

literal journey out of the figurative, with its multiethnic team featured on a path and 

never showing anyone at the “finish line.” This is reinforced further by Document 10, 

the card game, in which one question asks, “Imagine that you are the CEO of DO for 5 

minutes. Describe how you would continue the CTZ journey.”   

Conversely, the following themes appear to show ways in which CTZ could 

improve: 

Consistency in readability. Proficiency issues of Basic English prevent readability 

of CTZ; furthermore, CTZ is inconsistent in its approach to bridge these issues. An 

overarching theme among interviewees, “language issues” was mentioned 14 times 

among seven interviewees. This lack of English proficiency offshore cultivates frustration 

and fear for all involved. If a supervisor needs to convey an important message to the 

masses, he must rely on translators and “hope” that the message is well-understood; if 

a subordinate needs to understand an important message, he could face a great deal of 

shame – and put people’s lives at stake – if he misunderstands the message. Vishnu, a 

subordinate, mentioned, “Sometimes we are have toolbox meeting. If we ask, 

‘Everything get you?’ Everyone they say yes. But I’m sure 50-60% people they don’t get. 
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But still they say yes because they have some fear and some shame.” In terms of 

challenges of implementing CTZ, Jake, the safety supervisor, mentioned both language 

as well as consistency issues. “There’s the obvious language barrier sometimes. I guess 

just consistency as well. Maybe it might be the same message they try to deliver but not 

in the same way. Inconsistency from that perspective makes a bit of a problem.” While 

Jake said language issues were a problem some of the time, Patrick, the welding 

supervisor, said, “The language barrier. That’s the biggest challenge.” Aravind, a 

subordinate, echoed the need for CTZ in other languages. “If they are given training, this 

people are not understanding, there is not a profit, not useful for those who don’t know 

English language. Discovery Oil can provide them with other language or training then 

it’s better for them.” Henrik, the OIM, also acknowledged this problem. “We have gaps 

in language between supervisor and subordinates. Some supervisors are better trained 

and they know how to put questions in order to figure out whether this is understood or 

not understood.” To that end, Document 4, the Sleeping Quarters Door Sign, was the 

only print document to feature another language (Hindi); and Document 12, Waste 

Management, was the only video document to feature other languages (Hindi and 

Tagalog). 

Clarity in genre usage. Onshore and offshore workers alike do not know 

precisely which genre Closer To Zero is. On one hand, DO sees CTZ as a master meta-

genre; on the other hand, subordinates, because of language differences, see CTZ more 

as a company genre of bureaucratic nonsense. Discussing the importance of an 

audience recognizing genre, Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) write, “Genre knowledge in 
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disciplinary and professional cultures refers to knowledge that professionals need in 

order to communicate in disciplinary communities” (p. 24).  How can workers respond 

to CTZ in terms of genre if they are unable to recognize it like a work permit? 

Interviewees may define the initiative as “a journey” or “a mindset,” and Simon, the 

original author, calls it “a great intangible thing.” However, I was never able to obtain 

less ambiguous or abstract answers than these. For tasks such as assessing risk for a 

specific construction task, reporting a near miss, or filling out a work permit, offshore 

employees even with lower English proficiency can follow a cause-effect relationship 

pattern of “If x, then y….” in terms of how to react. CTZ, however, is a “great intangible 

thing” that comprises newsletters, videos, posters, training sessions, and even a toolbox 

talk card game.  

Clarification for intercultural miscommunication. There is miscommunication 

between subordinates from high-context / high power distance cultures and 

administrators from low-context / low power distance cultures. DO and CTZ encourage 

fraternity and equality in terms of intervening with anyone who is perceived doing 

something dangerous; however, this is a confusing directive from members of high-

context cultures, who would not dream of questioning or confronting figures of 

authority. As Hall (1976) elucidates, members from high-context (HC) cultures read 

between the lines in order to glean communication. “HC transactions feature 

preprogrammed information that is in the receiver and in the setting, with only minimal 

information in the transmitted message” (p. 101). For example, in Thai, Cambodian, and 

Indonesian cultures, a general greeting is, “Have you eaten?” For purposes of harmony, 
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the response should not imply that he is hungry, as that would obligate the greeter to 

provide food. The same unwritten dynamic happens in the Arabian Gulf, where a 

traveling Arab may ask a friend if she wants him to bring her back a gift; the only 

“correct” answer is, “No, I only want your health.” These greetings niceties are nowhere 

nearly as important as message within a hazardous environment like an oil platform. In 

moments of intervention within video documentation such as Document 11, Offshore 

Safety Induction, and Document 13, Drilling Rig Induction, intervention occurs on-

camera between subordinate colleagues alone. Ewan, the onshore supervisor, said, 

“There’s been a reluctance to intervene. There’s a fear.” In terms of intervening with a 

supervisor, Vishnu, a subordinate, added, “Sometime workers they are in their mind 

somewhere that there is some fear. They are not close [to supervisors] that much. If 

they know there is something wrong, they are thinking about it. ‘If I go what is his 

reaction?’ For that purpose, we have to keep understanding between worker and staff.” 

Although evidence supports that workers are slowly warming to the idea of intervening 

with anyone onboard the platform regardless of rank, fear and cultural mores run deep. 

Many workers still do not know if DO means what it says in terms of intervention and 

remain skeptical. They fear for their jobs. 

Emphasis on cultural sensitivity. Cultural sensitivity is key if DO Administration 

wants stakeholder buy-in. Although CTZ is a mandatory initiative that doubles as a 

choice offshore, DO Administration also wants CTZ compliance when workers are back 

in their home countries. In order to encourage offshore subordinate buy-in, DO 

Administration needs to show sensitivity to members of other cultures in their 
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workforce. Interviews alluded to inconsistency of sensitivity to other cultures among 

supervisors; while some supervisors embrace and even celebrate other cultures, other 

supervisors clearly do not. Some people like Henrik the OIM at least seek understanding. 

“It’s a tough thing to understand a culture fully. After being here for 7& years, I’m not a 

culture expert at all. I think the culture and what people are – how they perceive the 

various things – messages and so forth is a big challenge for CTZ.” Patrick the welding 

supervisor pointed out bridging cultures as a challenge. “The language barrier is the 

biggest challenge. And obviously there’s certain cultures. I think you find a lot of the 

other cultures using [nonconformance] as an excuse.” Ganesh mentioned that he could 

not think of a way in which his supervisor respected his culture. Later, he said, “Closer 

To Zero should start from the supervisors, so they have to show to the workers that they 

have to behave with the workers. The supervisor cannot use some bad words with the 

workers. He should be very helpful and politeness with everyone to make a very happy 

environment.”  

Address issues of hegemony. CTZ reinforces hegemony as well as ghettoization 

of cultures. A caste system exists in the Arabian Gulf, and DO’s safety initiative 

unwittingly endorses it. During certification training, I witnessed several Asian 

individuals in my safety classes, namely Indian, Kazakh, and Nepali, who followed after 

everyone else. They followed other classmates in and out of the building, they followed 

classmates as we took notes and tests, always the last of the class to submit exams, and 

they followed others in rigorous firefighting and aquatic safety exercises. During the (re-

)training session, tables were ghettoized, mostly comprised of sole nationalities: 
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Filipinos at one table, Indians at another, Caucasians sitting in the front of all the others. 

Interviews suggest that a great deal of this ghettoization occurs due to lack of English 

language proficiency, thus speakers of Malayalam / Singhala / Tagalog sit near 

colleagues who can translate for them. CTZ documentation further endorses this caste 

system. The CTZ Journey Poster clearly shows a Gulf Arab, dressed in thobe and literally 

stepping into the “future of CTZ,” followed by a Caucasian, clad in semi-formal 

businesswear who steps into the “present of CTZ,” who is then followed by the South 

Asian who trails the others as he remains the “past of CTZ.” Neither print nor video 

documentation features an Asian supervisor – all of them are Caucasian. They comprise 

the “classroom” and “working team” shots, oftentimes accompanied by the Caucasian 

supervisor, who most often carries a clipboard. Even when I ate lunch in the oil platform 

galley, ghettoization persisted. The cook who saw me taking South Asian menu options 

quickly alerted me, “That’s Indian food, sir,” as though I had erred. In the galley, I 

watched Caucasians sit with Caucasians, Arabs with Arabs, Nepalis with Nepalis, and 

Filipinos with Filipinos. Without proficiency in English, this ghettoization persists and 

most likely fossilizes, since those who do not speak English are resigned to sitting near 

their translator during their years at DO.  

List of Recommendations  

Ultimately, my research has shown that CTZ works on many levels to support the 

idea that workers-as-stakeholders attempt to apply the safety initiative on and off of the 

platform. Many themes correlate to CTZ’s collectivist audience and reinforce notions of 
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safety along cultural grounds. Nevertheless, through my triangulation of print and video 

documentation, interviews, and field notes, I also identified several criticisms of CTZ 

media. The following recommendations stem from this research: 

Recommendations for Materials 

1. Abandon the copy-and-paste communication method. The Challenger 

Disaster alludes to the idea that context and corporate culture shape the 

production and interpretation of texts. While learning from others is helpful, 

I recommend abandoning the copy-and-paste method that TT Associates 

appears to employ. While a Venn diagram could accurately describe a great 

deal of need in terms of risk communication for a petroleum company, it is 

likely that one company’s needs would not be wholly suitable to another’s. 

One size does not fit all. Reviewing each step – and addressing the audience 

– whilst creating risk communication is crucial. Each platform of each 

petroleum company appears to have its own solar system of oil rig culture 

dynamics. These dynamics could change considerably from one month to the 

next as different workers with different behavior and mental processes enter 

and exit the platform. Consequently, while it would not be cost-effective or 

feasible to create risk communication per platform, it is necessary to create a 

unique set of materials for each petroleum company, which would 

emphasize and outline company safety policies and protocol. 
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2. Utilize more Basic English within CTZ literature. It does not behoove the 

costly production of glossy card games, posters, etc. if the audience of CTZ 

cannot understand the English with highly evolved vocabulary. CTZ has 

produced a deck of cards for “toolbox talks,” worksite talks before a specific 

task is undertaken for the day. One card reads, “Describe a recent example of 

how you have challenged the status quo and influenced colleagues regarding 

Closer To Zero.” Subordinate interviewees mentioned that CTZ is “too 

difficult to read” for many of them, as did Chris the supervisor.  

3. Reinforce accompanying visuals in CTZ (re-)training sessions and literature. 

This recommendation refers again to the thick-accented Scottish session 

leaders; if said leaders are difficult to understand, the audience should have 

accompanying text in order to provide another method of delivery. Likewise, 

safety videos should also reinforce visual rhetoric so that those with low 

proficiency in English can grasp how they are supposed to take action 

effectively. As it stands, video visual rhetoric does not often assist in helping 

offshore workers decipher the message. Ultimately, we are all different kinds 

of learners, and visual rhetoric must reinforce text in order to adhere to CTZ. 

Training instructors could actively engage students in problem-solving, case-

analyzing activities, too. 

4. Ask and answer simple audience analysis questions before rolling out new 

CTZ materials. Ultimately, DO should assess the usability of its products. 

Technical communication is about managing and disseminating information 
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so that audience can take action; in order for DO employees to adopt a 

safety initiative like CTZ, audience must relate to the initiative in terms of 

attitudes, beliefs, and values. The following questions would help in the 

creation of future iterations of CTZ: Who is CTZ’s audience? What are most 

important to this set of audience? What is the best approach to reaching this 

audience? What does the audience already believe in terms of DO risk 

communication? What does the audience value / not value in terms of DO 

risk communication? What is the audience’s attitude toward DO risk 

communication?  

Recommendations for Training 

5. Encourage cultural sensitivity training for all DO supervisors. In “The End of 

Corporate Imperialism” (2003), Prahalad and Lieberthal mention that 

“success will require more than simply developing greater cultural sensitivity. 

To overcome an implicit imperialism, companies must undergo a 

fundamental rethinking” (pp. 110-111). Therefore, cultural sensitivity is the 

least a company can do in order to ease frustration or tension with perceived 

dominating ethnic or work cultures. Although it is not a foolproof idea, the 

further realization that DO is a functioning multicultural entity – all existing 

under the DO corporate culture – could go a long way in creating an 

environment more conducive to the implementation of CTZ. Interviewees 

alluded numerous times to perceived disrespect from supervisors; without 
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perceived respect, very few from collectivist or individualist cultures would 

feel particularly inspired to adopt and adapt to new safety behavior.  

6. Rethink group activities in training sessions. Each table within a (re-)training 

session should be able to elect primary / secondary / etc. speakers so that 

table-specific answers could be elicited when given time to reflect. This way, 

audience would have more choice in how they wish to participate in the 

day’s activities. Finally, an alteration of discussion led by the session leaders 

and discussion from various tables would assist in making the day’s activities 

more active and organic in nature. Another dynamic recommendation would 

be for participants to deposit their mobile phones at the beginning of the day 

so that there would not be a temptation to veer off task so effortlessly. 

7. Include more multilingualism in the literature and formatting of CTZ. 

Essentially, this is the elephant in the room: Everyone at DO appears to know 

that offshore subordinates have exceptionally poor English skills; I witnessed 

this firsthand as I interviewed the vast majority of my subordinate interviews. 

Administration knows it, supervisors know it, the CTZ author knows it, and 

the subordinates know it. For CTZ’s message of safety in and out of the 

workplace for all of its onshore and offshore employees, its genre needs to 

be intrinsically indicative of onshore and offshore realities that are easily 

understood, grasped, and agreed…including those who don’t have a working 

knowledge of English. Thus far, CTZ has not delivered on their promise to 

establish an intranet dedicated to workers. Once this is rolled out, the site 
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should include a minimum of web designers who speak the major languages 

of the platforms, such as Hindi, Malayalam, and Tagalog. The more languages 

that could be featured, the better. Digital literature would most likely be 

cost-effective, long-term, and fairly easy to regulate / update. It would also 

show DO’s dedication to CTZ in its employed spectrum of diversity.  

8. Simplify and clarify CTZ materials in terms of visual rhetoric. The more 

abstract the materials, the more difficult it will be for non-native English 

speakers to comprehend. The visual rhetoric encountered at DO 

Headquarters alone directly and indirectly reflects and reinforces ethnic bias 

felt from both Caucasian and this Arabian Gulf country’s administration. With 

this kind of visual rhetoric available to the public, what do the offshore Asian 

subordinates feel, who are told one thing and implication leads to another 

thing? Document #1, the Our Closer To Zero Journey poster in itself, is far too 

busy with messages vying for audience attention; the poster itself would 

make a fantastic one-hour group discussion assignment or homework 

assignment. Materials could use more practical, concrete, daily examples and 

terminology instead of theoretical. 

9. Remove metaphorical language from all CTZ materials.  Chapter 6 mentions 

that metaphors are culturally-specific, and the employment of metaphors 

would further confuse its multiethnic audience. Straightforward messages 

within CTZ literature such as the CTZ card game and newsletters would 
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facilitate the safety concepts and safe behavior that DO would like its 

workforce to adopt on and off the oil platform. 

10. Clarify genre. While CTZ in its current state is malleable and dynamic, it is 

also ambiguous and confusing, especially to its offshore workforce with 

lower English proficiency. Further delineations of genre within CTZ literature, 

such as consistent formats that are familiar and recognizable, would facilitate 

foremen and crew in responding according to company wishes. 

Recommendations for Supervisors 

11. Allow for group participation at toolbox talks as well as (re-)training 

sessions. First of all, many subordinates are far too shy or reticent to respond 

to questions posed to a large audience. They fear they will receive scorn for 

giving a wrong answer. Allowing group dynamics in such situations would 

allow participants to work together – something very natural from those with 

collectivist cultures – and come up with the best answer. Secondly, I have 

witnessed that sometimes supervisors and session lecturers are extremely 

difficult for me to understand due to thick Scottish accents. Allowing 

participants to work collectively will provide a greater chance for participants 

to piece together what they intend to deliver as a cohesive, coherent 

response.  

12. Ask offshore foremen and crew about safety practices at home. By asking or 

surveying their workforce in a relaxed manner, supervisors can discover 
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which CTZ principles have been adopted and which principles require more 

development or a multi-pronged / alternative approach. 

Recommendations for DO Communications and Administration 

13. Develop a feedback system that guarantees anonymity. This 

recommendation would further reinforce DO’s message that the company is 

not out to “get anyone,” that all ideas are welcome, that the journey is never 

over and there will always be room for improvement in terms of safe 

behavior. For this feedback system to be most effective and far-reaching, it 

needs to welcome comments in multiple languages; therefore, the system 

should expect and allow for this. 

14. Develop a Best Practices guide to instilling safe behavior among its 

multicultural workforce. This guide should include accident reports, near-

misses, and retellings in safety training. Although a plethora of ethnicities 

comprises DO’s workforce and a manual could not encompass all languages 

and learning styles, a general go-to guide for members of any tier, onshore or 

offshore, would be a beneficial contribution to the spirit of CTZ. 

15. Utilize captioning as a tool to address workers with low English proficiency. 

Hiring bilingual speakers of languages that are spoken at DO’s offshore sites 

and asking them to translate CTZ documentation would provide DO 

considerable insight into the issue of low English proficiency. Captioning 

would also give DO the opportunity to know that DO has attempted to 
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convey crucial information to its multinational workforce in a multimodal 

manner.   

16. Reinforce CTZ behavior back in workers’ home countries. Although safer 

behavior is encouraged constantly, there is no documentation that shows 

how people can be safer in their home countries where effective safety 

equipment is often scant. Highly visual print or video documentation 

highlighting CTZ at home – and even discussions during (re-)training sessions 

– could facilitate safer behavior when the worker is off duty. 

17. Give CTZ more time. Although Henrik, the Oil Installation Manager, pushed 

for better results, new beliefs and practices in safety require time for buy-in. 

Immediate adoption of a safety initiative onshore and offshore, at work and 

at home, does not appear to be feasible. This could be due to one or a 

combination of the following: lack of familiarity with DO company culture, 

lack of familiarity with oil rig culture, incomprehension of safety messages, 

distrust of out-groups, or lack of English proficiency. As previously stated, my 

head spun when I arrived offshore for the first time; the rules and regulations 

all blended together, and I could not remember much of anything. This, too, 

could happen to other employees newly inducted into CTZ. 

Limitations of this Research 

I recognize several limitations in this research project, which include method of 

selection of participants, participants themselves, interview sites, intercultural 
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communication theory, and lack of generalization of the project. I will discuss each of 

these in further detail. 

Within my project proposal, I had painstakingly developed a system which 

included discovering dominant ethnicities of intended oil platform; making a general 

announcement in the galley for all diners, offering to visit the galley as often as required 

until I conducted 10 interviews per platform trip. Now that I have gone to a DO 

platform, I can see that this plan would not have worked. This is because I am not 

certain that the offshore subordinates would have grasped who I was and what I had 

intended to do; hence, I believe I would have been looked at with suspicion. There was 

also the fact that DO “cherry-picked” my interviewees. Supervisors on duty simply 

assigned a set of interviewees per trip, supervisors and subordinates, and the 

subordinates consisted of the main ethnicities on the oil platform. As previously 

mentioned, DO did not wish for me to cause a disturbance in terms of daily activity; 

therefore, Administration decided to send participants in my direction – not necessarily 

of their own volition. I was not in control of my selection process, and I took what was 

offered by a global petroleum company.  

Although I believe that DO had the best intentions to assist me with my research, 

my participants themselves were less than stellar in terms of English proficiency. In the 

beginning, I interviewed so many subordinates in a row who did not understand most of 

what I said – to the point that I feared I would not have enough data from subordinate 

offshore workers. I particularly thought that it was interesting that one supervisor, Chris, 
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was self-pleased at his selection of interviewees: “I had a guy here four years ago where 

his mom died and he needed to have an emergency ticket home the day after. That guy 

could not speak to me at that time. His English was not good enough to explain that. 

Today I see him as a guy that’s leading the team outside that’s writing English. You 

spoke to him today.” I was stunned, as this interviewee was one of many who could not 

grasp my simplified questions, and I was left with the idea that this is the kind of guy 

who is in charge on offshore jobs. In my offshore interviews, I longed for a person of the 

same race to deliver interview questions, namely a Malayalam speaker for South 

Indians, Tagalog speaker for Filipinos, etc.; I strongly believe that this strategy would 

have enhanced interviewees’ comfort. As much as I attempted to show my “middle 

man” status with TAMUQ name badge, casual dress, and cultural knowledge and 

niceties, I could not help but feel that I was seen as “another white man” once I 

switched on the digital recorder. Ultimately, this means that there are various factors to 

consider, and DO’s one-size-fits-all linguistic approach from Administration may not be 

effective enough. It was interesting to me that subordinates were not the only ones 

wary of my research motives: One supervisor, Jake, reviewed my questions and 

muttered that he “better be careful with some of these questions.” 

A selection of more research sites would have provided a more accurate, 

quantitative set of data. The platform I visited is but one installation of dozens owned by 

DO off of the Arabian Gulf coast. It is one of the newest installations owned by DO; it 

also has a good reputation in which supervisors and subordinates get along well, as 

stated enthusiastically by numerous subordinate interviewees. I cannot help but wonder 
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what I would have seen had I been able to visit other sites and interview other 

supervisors and subordinates. As it stands, one supervisor was from another platform, 

and he appeared to be the most intimidating and abrasive of my 28 interviewees. I 

would have liked to have seen his working environment. 

I employed a well-known intercultural communication theory courtesy of Hall 

and Hofstede in order to categorize behavior and cull themes from interviews. The 

entire idea of intercultural communication theory is just that: theory. Not everyone 

from a specific country or region will act in the same manner. Therefore, I can only 

hypothesize as to what interview specificities – behavior mostly – actually mean. Did my 

interviewees feel comfortable, or were they terrified? Bored? Did they trust me, the 

third party Caucasian man in informal clothes, or did they mistrust me? Did I manage to 

assure them or frighten them? Did they exude typical collectivist / high power distance / 

high context behavior or was it all (or partially) coincidental? I will never know for sure.  

Lastly, this research was qualitative in nature with a broad look at the risk 

communication of a global petroleum entity: a fairly nebulous safety initiative. My 

results should not be overgeneralized to the petroleum industry as a whole but will 

allow readers to observe and explore the types of risk documentation produced and 

how those within the petroleum industry use this type of technical communication for 

their own needs. 
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Implications for Technical Communication 

My dissertation research has several implications for technical communication. 

These implications include the crucial need for effective risk communication among 

petroleum companies, the importance of considering cultural factors when addressing 

audience in technical documentation, and the role of argumentation and effecting 

change via risk communication. Furthermore, DO’s CTZ initiative expands our 

understanding of the role of genre in technical communication as well as the 

importance of intercultural communication in technical communication.  

The production of effective petroleum risk communication is an arduous process. 

In fact, what is “effective” to one person such as altered behavior by a subordinate – 

may not be “effective” to another, in this case the Oil Installation Manager, who wanted 

better results on bottom line, i.e. less injuries or incidents. This desire for immediate 

results makes the production of risk documentation all the more formidable. By focusing 

on transparency and making risk communication as easy to digest as possible, technical 

communicators can become more effective creators of this genre and tailoring safety 

messages to a company’s specific needs, whether the client is an oil installation in the 

Arabian Gulf or a rig in the Gulf of Mexico. We technical communicators learn by doing, 

and every iteration should make us better at our craft. Writing, editing, designing, 

rewriting, re-editing, redesigning, production: Risk communication is not only a tedious 

process but a costly one, too, which the DO offshore subordinate interviewees noted 

more than once.  Their thinking was, “DO is spending all of this money on Closer To 
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Zero, so we should listen, and DO should get it right.” That is precisely my point: With all 

the glossy CTZ card games produced, the safety initiative should be more effective. 

Effective production of documentation also involves addressing audiences within 

audiences. Along with DO company culture and oil rig culture of the specific platform I 

visited is the myriad of cultures that exist along lines of collectivist or individualist, high 

power distance or low power distance, high context or low context. Shouting at anxious 

attendees in an onshore (re-)training session to give an answer will not expedite the 

process, nor will showing blatant or subtle disregard or discrimination whilst offshore. 

For a safety initiative to work properly, technical communication requires invisibility of 

authorship, attention to detail, addressing audience, consideration of needs, values, and 

attitudes; this includes the strategic usage of genre, for if the reader does not recognize 

what the document is (much less what the document says), the reader will be unable to 

apply schemata, hence there will most likely not take action the way the company 

wishes. To that end, if visual rhetoric has not been meticulously and methodically 

addressed in accompanying documentation, the message may already be negated 

without the writers’ knowledge. It is best to do it right the first time – to research and 

generate documentation appropriately – and readdress audience even better the 

second and third times.  

Argumentation is another important point to consider for technical 

communicators. I thought it was interesting that the Safety Supervisor himself 

mentioned in his own words that employees are persuaded to think that CTZ is an 
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optional safety initiative when it is not. Argumentation and effective risk communication 

play important roles in ensuring safer behavior and fewer incidents in the future. 

Technical communicators must serve as the medium between Administration and 

audience, fully understand the company’s message, and translate the message in the 

most appropriate manner in order to prevent future accidents or near-misses. Although 

technical communication is not an exact science, honing argument will help the 

technical communicator grow as a writer and the company’s safety initiative grow into a 

more effective tool to guarantee safer offshore behavior.  

Technical communication instructors must be vigilant the methods they employ 

to teach our craft. This includes providing appropriate tools to address audience in order 

to tailor the message for the audience’s specific needs, values, and attitudes. To that 

end, it is also imperative to address the globalized / glocalized message of technical 

communication and ensure cultural sensitivity and cultural awareness. 

Future Areas of Research 

The foundation of this research highlights and shows a need for future research 

in several areas of study. Although this research is the analysis of a specific safety 

initiative within a specific global petroleum entity, many of these research areas could 

be expanded well outside of this context. There are multicultural workforces with 

varying degrees of education and / or proficiency in English throughout the world that 

work within hazardous environments. Petroleum, mining, construction, firefighting, 

mechanics, forestry, chemical, fishing, and farming: This is a selection of those industries 
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that pose potential risks to employees, and all should employ effective risk 

communication. Future areas of research include but are not limited to audience 

usability of risk communication, understanding the genres employed by a petroleum 

entity, reviewing offshore accidents and near-misses from other petroleum companies, 

exploring other global examples where intercultural communication necessitates risk 

communication, reviewing safety initiatives / policies / procedures / practices from 

other petroleum companies, and conducting ethnographic studies of the users involved, 

namely offshore supervisors, foremen, and crew. These aforementioned areas could 

provide more data to reinforce safer behavior within risky work environments.  

The first area that I mentioned involves a usability study of the audience who 

uses CTZ, namely offshore foremen and crew. This study could provide insight into how 

risk documentation and / or safety messages are employed or disregarded within risk 

documentation context of use. If this were to take place, I would strongly recommend 

translators to accompany third party interviewers in order for would-be interviewees to 

feel safer and more comfortable. Understanding how risk documents are perceived and 

employed by their intended audience would greatly assist the creation of more 

dynamic, more meaningful Risk documentation in the future.  

Secondly, understanding and employing appropriate genre as well as keeping 

abreast of genre trends would assist technical communicators in creating more 

meaningful risk documentation. It would be important for the writer of a safety 

initiative to ask, “What kinds of knowledge about ‘safe behavior’ do I need to employ so 
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that audience recognizes in unique settings what to do when situated in a risky 

environment?” Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) offer the form-function correlations of 

discourse conventions for the procurement of appropriate genre: “Forms by themselves 

have little meaning; it is only when they are seen as serving certain functions that they 

become meaningful. But often one cannot detect these functions without first noticing a 

pattern of forms, and often such a pattern cannot itself be detected without looking 

across genres and across time” (p. 43). Like contemporary globalized / glocalized 

cultures in which no culture remains in a vacuum, text features change within genres 

over time. Employment of genre must remain dynamic: Risk communicators must be 

able to adapt to new technology and new features in order to remain abreast of current 

trends and modes of thinking; otherwise, the use of genre becomes old, obsolete, and 

ultimately static.  

Thirdly, the review of offshore accidents and near-misses within petroleum 

companies would be beneficial in understanding what is happening on oil platforms and 

how incidents are being handled in the fleeting, surprising, and terrifying moments of 

duress. I know that I would most likely write better risk communication after my 

superficial brush with an H²S scare on my first trip offshore. Ultimately, it is all a 

guessing game how an offshore worker will handle a potential hazard; employees can all 

hope to do everything right in those moments, but it is all theory until reality hits. A 

deeper knowledge base of accidents and near-misses will facilitate more effective 

production of hands-on technical communication and therefore prepare a company’s 

offshore workers for the imminent dangers that accompany them on their daily tasks. 
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For the behavior that does not change in risky situations, understanding the worker’s 

point-of-view may assist in effecting change in the future.   

Fourthly, familiarizing oneself with other examples of intercultural 

communication and risk communication would help to create better cross-pollination of 

literature and mindset. The two go hand-in-hand in risky situations all over the world, 

and trends change in how to handle risky situations intertextually within multicultural 

companies too. If the technical writer were to examine and research other cases from 

other companies as well as remain abreast of current trends, this awareness would 

strengthen the relevance and dynamism of a company’s risk communication, such as a 

safety initiative for a global petroleum entity. 

Fifthly, reviewing safety initiatives from other petroleum companies and their 

effectiveness to change could be beneficial in determining the best types of 

recommendations and the most suitable manner in addressing audience. It became 

apparent to me that safety initiatives tend to come and go within petroleum companies; 

two interviews noted how seasoned offshore veterans roll their eyes when a new safety 

initiative rolls out to be encouraged or enforced. By analyzing what types of initiatives 

have stuck over the years and how these initiatives have morphed to the benefit of its 

recipients, this new body of knowledge would assist a writer in making better 

alterations or recommendations in the future, too.  

Finally, it is important to learn firsthand how safety behavior is incorporated into 

the instruction from offshore supervisors. This would not only allow the researcher to 
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gain insight into the process (or lack therein) of rolling out safety initiatives, but also 

provide more of a check-and-balance system to see how supervisors liaise with 

subordinates on a daily basis. Observations would allow the researcher to witness 

firsthand the relationship that a specific supervisor maintains with the supervised team, 

which would include the supervisor’s attention to intercultural communication and risk 

communication.  Surely there is not one answer to the quest of enforcing a safety 

initiative; the researcher can explore all possible solutions, red flag inappropriate 

conduct, and intricately describe common events such as toolbox talks and other forums 

in which safety initiatives are introduced or fleshed out.  

Concepts of CTZ do not only pertain to the petroleum industry. Multiethnic 

workforces appear all over the world, which could discourage effective intercultural and 

/ or risk communication. Themes of fraternity, readability, sustainability, 

approachability, and personal responsibility among others can be applied to 

organizations or industries as far-flung as Doctors without Borders, airlines, onshore 

construction crews, war zones, and locations hit by draught or disease. Technical 

communicators have a vast ocean of options to research a blend of intercultural 

communication, risk communication, visual rhetoric, and genre within these other 

entities and so many more in order to avoid accidents or near-missus.  

Parting Shots 

In spite of its failures, CTZ is working. Although I perceived issues with 

aforementioned materials that appear to counter or negate CTZ’s safety message, these 
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materials – or centralized solutions – work. Nevertheless, these materials could use a 

refit. Spinuzzi (2003) also acknowledges that oftentimes centralized solutions could use 

overhauling: “Centralized solutions often serve as rough solutions to common 

underlying problems” (p. 3). If DO were to address issues such as hegemony and 

readability, Administration would observe further buy-in from its workforce. 

Nevertheless, there already is significant buy-in; my own “action sequence” with an 

offshore gas scare showed that offshore workers maintain composure during cases that 

require emergency procedures and know how to handle themselves as well as where to 

go.  

As many of my interviewees noted, safety initiatives are a never-ending journey. 

No matter how cautiously offshore workers execute one job, there will be another job 

the next day that requires an equal amount of dedication to caution. It is up to the 

individual to pick and choose the most important aspects to remember when s/he is 

finally face-to-face with a chemical fire, a corroded gas pipe, or toxic fumes. Crises 

happen in spite of people’s best efforts, and it is up to petroleum companies to step up 

their game in terms of intercultural communication and risk communication via genre 

and visual rhetoric so that their audience may be well-equipped to anticipate risk or 

handle crisis in the most appropriate manner possible within the limited amount of time 

for action. 

The accessibility of documentation is crucial in any company, much less a 

petroleum company with a global presence like DO, in which there is so much at stake. 
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Documentation represents the company and its values, whether those values include a 

culture of caring and personal responsibility or hierarchy and lack of choice. 

Documentation allows technical communicators to evaluate the disposition and 

integrity of a company and what the company prioritizes. If company documentation is 

designed well, it provides parallelism and stability within an organization in which its 

employees immediately recognize genre and know how to respond along company 

lines, even during an H²S gas scare on an offshore platform. 

Company initiatives change along with workforce demographics oftentimes, and 

our work must evolve along with these new changes in order to stay current and 

relevant. With iteration upon iteration of our own documentation, we technical 

communicators strive for our work to be closer to zero…and without near-misses. 

Nevertheless, our attention to detail and appropriate selection of genre of 

documentation can inspire and empower a workforce to accept these new company 

changes, which, like DO’s CTZ safety initiative, are often put in place for the well-being 

of employees. Like CTZ, technical communication is a journey that never ends. 
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APPENDIX B: AUTHOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is your nationality?  
2. What is your first language?  
3. What are the primary materials that you create for petroleum companies? 
4. Does your company work more with marketing materials or safety materials? 
5. What is your understanding of Closer To Zero? (What is it?) 
6. Who decided to create Closer To Zero? 
7. Give examples of your own definition of safety. What does safe behavior mean 

to you? 
8. Where do Closer To Zero training materials come from? 
9. How were the materials designed? 
10. What resources were used to develop them? 
11. Would you share a copy of the initial DO – TT proposal for the development of 

Closer To Zero with me? 
12. As a third party, why do you think Closer To Zero was needed to be implemented 

for DO?  
13. What are your observations of the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? 
14. How do you think Closer To Zero could be further improved? 
15. Do you see a gap in communication between offshore supervisors and offshore 

subordinates? Please explain. 
16. What are the challenges of implementing policies such as Closer To Zero on the 

oil platform to subordinates? 
17. Do you have any further comments or observations? 
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APPENDIX C: ONSHORE ENGINEER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is your nationality?  
2. What is your first language?  
3. How long have you been in the petroleum industry? 
4. What jobs have you held over this time? 
5. What are differences in terms of risk between onshore vs. offshore work? 
6. What is your understanding of Closer To Zero? (What is it?) 
7. How do you receive Closer To Zero materials? How is it packaged? 
8. Do you find Closer To Zero to be easy to read? 
9. How has Closer To Zero changed? 
10. Give examples of your own definition of safety. What does safe behavior mean 

to you? 
11. In what ways is Closer To Zero important to your job?  
12. Do you use the information in the Closer To Zero materials? How do you use it? 
13. How does Closer To Zero persuade DO offshore subordinates to adopt safer 

practices on the platform? Off the platform?  
14. What are your observations of the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? 
15. How do you think Closer To Zero could be further improved? 
16. Do you see a gap in communication between offshore supervisors and offshore 

subordinates? Please explain. 
17. In your experience, what would you say are the most hazardous specific places 

on an DO oil platform? 
18. Do you have any further comments or observations? 
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APPENDIX D: OFFSHORE INSTALLATION MANAGER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is your nationality?  
2. What is your first language?  
3. How long have you been in the petroleum industry? 
4. What jobs have you held over this time? 
5. What are differences in terms of risk between onshore and offshore work? 
6. What is your understanding of Closer To Zero? (What is it?) 
7. How do you receive Closer To Zero materials? How is it packaged? 
8. Do you find Closer To Zero to be easy to read? 
9. How has Closer To Zero changed? 
10. Give examples of your own definition of safety. What does safe behavior mean 

to you? 
11. In what ways is Closer To Zero important to your job? 
12. Do you use the information in Closer To Zero materials? How do you use it? 
13. How does Closer To Zero persuade DO offshore subordinates to adopt safer 

practices on the platform? Off the platform?  
14. What are your observations of the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? 
15. How do you think Closer To Zero could be further improved? 
16. Do you see a gap in communication between offshore supervisors and offshore 

subordinates? Please explain. 
17. What are the challenges of implementing policies such as Closer To Zero on the 

oil platform to subordinates? 
18. What would you say are the most hazardous specific places on your assigned oil 

platform? 
19. Do you have any further comments or observations? 
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APPENDIX E: OFFSHORE SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is your nationality?  
2. What is your first language?  
3. How long have you been in the petroleum industry? 
4. What jobs have you held over this time? 
5. What are differences in terms of risk between onshore and offshore work? 
6. What is your understanding of Closer To Zero? (What is it?) 
7. How do you receive Closer To Zero materials? How is it packaged? 
8. Do you find Closer To Zero to be easy to read? 
9. How has Closer To Zero changed? 
10. Give examples of your own definition of safety. What does safe behavior mean 

to you? 
11. In what ways is Closer To Zero important to your job? 
12. Do you use the information in Closer To Zero materials? How do you use it? 
13. How does Closer To Zero persuade DO offshore subordinates to adopt safer 

practices on the platform? Off the platform?  
14. What are your observations of the effectiveness of Closer To Zero? 
15. How do you think Closer To Zero could be further improved? 
16. Do you see a gap in communication between offshore supervisors and offshore 

subordinates? Please explain. 
17. What are the challenges of implementing policies such as Closer To Zero on the 

oil platform to subordinates? 
18. What would you say are the most hazardous specific places on your assigned oil 

platform? 
19. Do you have any further comments or observations? 
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APPENDIX F: OFFSHORE SUBORDINATE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is your academic background? Which language(s) did you use for your 
studies? 

2. How long have you worked offshore?  
3. Give examples of DO’s definition of safety. 
4. Give examples of your own definition of safety on the oil platform. What does 

safe behavior mean to you? 
5. What is Closer To Zero? 
6. How do you receive Closer To Zero materials? How is it packaged? 
7. When do you look at Closer To Zero materials? Where? 
8. Do you find Closer To Zero to be easy to read? 
9. Tell me how you use Closer To Zero training and information at home. 
10. Tell me how you use Closer To Zero training and information at work.  
11. Do you apply Closer To Zero to your life at home? Please explain. 
12. Do you feel that Closer To Zero makes you more concerned about safety, less 

concerned, or neither? Explain. 
13. What do you like about DO’s Closer To Zero program? 
14. What would you change about DO’s Closer To Zero program?  
15. What is your favorite or most useful part of Closer To Zero? Explain. 
16. How has your behavior toward safety changed because of DO’s Closer To Zero 

program?  
17. What are ways in which your supervisor shows respect for your culture? 
18. In which ways should your supervisor respect your culture more? Explain.  
19. What else would you like to mention about Closer To Zero or DO’s safety 

policies? 
20. What kinds of risk do you anticipate while you will work offshore? Be specific. 
21. How does Closer To Zero persuade DO offshore employees to adopt safer 

practices and off the platform?  
22. How can offshore supervisors improve a gap of communication with offshore 

subordinates? Please explain. 
23. What would you say are the most hazardous specific places on your assigned oil 

platform? 
24. Do you have any further comments or observations? 
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APPENDIX G: INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH 

You are invited to participate in a research study being conducted by Texas Tech University 
researchers. The information in this form is provided to help you decide whether or not to take 
part. If you decide to take part in the study, you will be asked to sign this consent form. If you 
decide you do not want to participate, there will be no penalty to you, and you will not lose any 
benefits you normally would have. 

Why Is This Study Being Done? 

The purpose of this study is to improve Closer To Zero risk communication training. 

Why Am I Being Asked To Be In This Study?  

You are being asked to be in this study because you are an onshore engineer / offshore supervisor 
/ offshore foreman / offshore crew member and have been trained with DO’s Closer To Zero.  

What Will I Be Asked To Do In This Study? 

You will be asked to discuss your thoughts about safety and answer questions about DO’s Closer 
To Zero safety policy. Your participation in this study will last about 1 hour. 

Are There Any Risks To Me? 

The tasks that you will be doing are no more than risks that you would come across in 
your employment or everyday life.  

Will There Be Any Costs To Me?  

Aside from your time, there are no costs for taking part in the study. 

Will I Be Paid To Be In This Study? 

You will not be paid for being in this study. 

Will Information From This Study Be Kept Private? 

The records of this study will be kept private.  No identifiers linking you to this study will be 
included in any sort of report that might be published.  Research records will be stored securely. 
Only Kelli Cargile Cook, Associate Professor, and Joseph Williams, Co-Investigator, will have access 
to the records. 

Information about you will be stored in locked file cabinet; computer files protected with a 
password. This consent form will be filed securely in an official area. 

Information about you will be kept confidential to the extent permitted or required by law. People 
who have access to your information include the Principal Investigator and research study 
personnel.  Representatives of regulatory agencies such as the Office of Human Research 
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Protections (OHRP) and entities such as the Texas Tech University Human Subjects Protection 
Program may access your records to make sure the study is being run correctly and that 
information is collected properly.  

Who may I Contact for More Information? 

If you have a concern or complaint about this research, you may contact the Principal 
Investigator Kelli Cargile Cook, Associate Professor, via kelli.cargile-cook@ttu.edu, or Co-
Investigator Joseph Williams, Assistant Instructional Professor, 
via joseph.williams@qatar.tamu.edu. Mr. Williams will provide you his business card for easier 
contact. 

For questions about your rights as a research participant; or if you have questions, complaints, 
or concerns about the research, you may call the Texas Tech University Human Subjects 
Protection Program office at 001-806-742-2064 or hrpp@ttu.edu.  

What if I Change My Mind About Participating? 

This research is voluntary and you have the choice whether or not to be in this research study.  You 
may decide to not begin or to stop participating at any time.   If you choose not to be in this study or 
stop being in the study, there will be no effect on your student status. 

  

mailto:joseph.williams@qatar.tamu.edu
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APPENDIX H: RESEARCH CONSENT FORM 

I agree to be in this study and know that I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this 
form.  The procedures, risks, and benefits have been explained to me, and my questions have 
been answered.  I know that new information about this research study will be provided to 
me as it becomes available and that the researcher will tell me if I must be removed from the 
study.   I can ask more questions if I want.   A copy of this entire consent form will be given to 
me. If you have a concern or complaint about this research, you may contact the Principal 
Investigator Kelli Cargile Cook, Associate Professor, via kelli.cargile-cook@ttu.edu, or Co-
Investigator Joseph Williams, Assistant Instructional Professor, 
via joseph.williams@qatar.tamu.edu. Mr. Williams will provide you his business card for 
easier contact. 

Any information you provide will be kept confidential. It will NOT be given to your employer.  

 

__________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Participant’s Signature    Date 

__________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Printed Name     Date 

 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT: 

Either I have or my agent has explained to the participant the nature of the above project. I 
hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the person who signed this consent form was 
informed of the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation. 

 

__________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Signature of Presenter    Date 

 

__________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Printed Name     Date 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 1: OUR CLOSER TO ZERO JOURNEY  
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 2: POSTED TRANSIT ROOM MEMORANDUM 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 3: NIGHTSHIFT PERSONNEL POSTER 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 4: TIDY DESK POSTER 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 5: OUR SAFETY TEAM GALLEY POSTER 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 6: TOILET POSTER 
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APPENDIX I: POSTER DOCUMENTATION 1-7 

DOCUMENT 7: LOCKER ROOM POSTER 
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APPENDIX J: PRINT DOCUMENTATION  

SAMPLE OF DOCUMENTS 8 / 9: CORPORATE NEWSLETTER 
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APPENDIX K: PRINT DOCUMENTATION 

SAMPLES OF DOCUMENT 10: PLAYING CARDS 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 11: OFFSHORE SAFETY INDUCTION 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 12: WASTE MANAGEMENT AWARENESS 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 13: DRILLING RIG INDUCTION 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 14: BASKET TRANSFER 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 15: HELICOPTER BRIEFING 
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APPENDIX L: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTOGRAPH STILL OF DOCUMENT 16: RISK ASSESSMENT  
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